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Abstract

Over the past 50 years, a great deal of research has conceptualised and modelled 

consumer decision-making as a single- or two-stage decision process.  Today, the 

decision complexity has increased and consumers need to filter out a large amount of 

information prior to the final choice decision.  This poses a challenge for marketing 

modellers to develop decision models that are more representative of real-world 

decision-making.

An important rationale for the present study is to improve our understanding of 

consumer decision-making by providing empirical evidence that consumer decision-

making may go beyond a single- or two-stage structure.  This thesis aims to provide 

an insightful view of consumer decision-making, which may help marketers to 

develop and reinforce marketing programs to address consumer needs and hence 

increase profits, with knowledge of the types of decisions made and how decisions are 

made at different stages of the decision process.

The literature review identified single- and two-stage decision models.  Data analysis 

did not fully support this conceptualisation.  An empirical exploration of consumer 

decision-making for a durable product revealed that the existing literature is limited in 

scope and predictability as they failed to capture multi-phase decision processes, 

which accounted for approximately one-half of consumer decisions.  Empirical 

evidence was found suggesting that consumers seldom use a single strategy 

throughout the decision process.  Consumer heterogeneity was also evident in this 

research as different consumers approached the same decision task with different 

processes and outcomes.  Finally, this research identified those aspects of decision

processes that have not been captured by the literature-based decision strategies.  This 

research suggests that consumer decisions are more contingent than previously 

conceived in a single- and two-stage model.

This research recommends that marketers should reconsider their understanding of 

consumer decision-making and bear in mind that one marketing strategy does not fit 

all customers.  Marketers need to develop marketing strategies to address the entire 
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decision process instead of focusing only on the decision outcome.  By identifying

different decision paths that are used by consumers, marketers can effectively 

segment the market; marketers can also benchmark consumers’ perceptions of their 

performance on the important attributes against competitors to ensure that their 

product/brand is not eliminated prior to the selection from within the choice set.  

Future research requires us to understand how consumer differences interact with the 

decision environment to influence decision processes and outcomes.  To do so, 

researchers must adopt a multi-phase perspective.

Keywords: consumer; decision-making; phases; strategies; heterogeneity
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Consumer decision-making has been a focal research interest for over half a century.  

Our understanding of consumer decision-making has evolved from a static decision 

rule (von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1947) to adaptive decision behaviour (Payne et 

al., 1993).

In marketing, consumer decision models have been used to represent choice processes 

in the form of algebraic formula (e.g. Chintagunta, 1992; Dalal & Klein, 1988; 

Guadagni & Little, 1983; Gupta, 1988; Hardie et al., 1993; Malhotra, 1982; Mela et 

al., 1997; Nowlis & Simonson, 1996; Papatla & Krishnamurthi, 1992; Savage, 1954; 

West et al., 1997).  These various models of brand choice are applied forecasting 

models, which are outcome-focused. Furthermore, these models assume that 

consumers use an invariant, compensatory decision rule.

In the literature, the underlying assumptions of the compensatory models are 

challenged by researchers (e.g. Andrews & Manrai, 1998; Johnson & Meyer, 1984; 

Johnson et al., 1989).  Information processing studies suggest that consumer strategy 

selection is sensitive to changes in the decision context (e.g. Ariely, 2000; Kivetz & 

Simonson, 2000).  A significant finding is that when decision complexity increases, 

consumers become more selective (Olshavsky, 1979; Payne, 1976; Svenson, 1979; 

Wright & Barbour, 1977), suggesting a screening process prior to choice.  In other 

words, many products/brands are screened out during the screening process until one 

or a few alternatives are left for choice.

Trout and Rivkin (2000) estimate that today’s Western consumers screen out 39,850 

stock keeping units (SKUs) in each supermarket trip.  With the proliferation of 

consumer products and the increase in the volume of internet-based information, 

consumers are developing approaches that may not have been present when our 

decision models (Engel et al., 1978; Howard & Sheth, 1969) were formulated.
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When compared to an outcome-focused single-stage model, a two-stage model 

(Olshavsky, 1979; Payne, 1976; Svenson, 1979) is more representative of consumer 

decision-making when faced with many alternatives.  A two-stage decision process 

incorporates two qualitatively separable stages, namely screening and choice.  A 

‘stage structure’ refers to a clear-cut decision boundary drawn between qualitatively 

separable activities (Russo & Leclerc, 1994).

In the current literature, there are two major approaches to studying consumer 

decision-making involving screening and choice.  One approach is to extend the 

single-stage choice models by adding an explicit choice set from which the final 

choice is made (e.g. Andrews & Srinivasan, 1995; Ben-Akiva & Boccara, 1995; 

Corbin, 1980; Gensch, 1987b; Lopes, 1995; Swait & Adamowicz, 2001).  Another 

approach studies the process of screening prior to choice (e.g. Beach & Strom, 1989; 

Gilbride & Allenby, 2004; Hauser & Wernerfelt, 1990; Roberts & Lattin, 1991; Teder, 

2000).

Despite research there remain unknown aspects of staged decision-making:

1) In the two-stage models, the choice set remains a latent construct, that is, the 

choice set is given, not directly observed (Roberts & Nedungadi, 1995; Shocker 

et al., 1991).

2) The screening process may be considered as a process of the consumer 

constantly updating the size and content of the choice set (Roberts & Nedungadi, 

1995).  Yet current decision models have not sufficiently captured the dynamics 

of the screening process because the mathematics of the consumer updating the 

choice set is extremely complex (Roberts & Nedungadi, 1995).

3) The two-stage process indicates heuristic-based screening followed by a second 

stage of comprehensive product comparisons.  This assumption was challenged 

by Russo and Leclerc (1994) when they did not find a clear-cut stage structure.

Instead, Russo and Leclerc’s research (1994) indicates that a decision process 

may be multi-phased, suggesting that consumer decision-making is not 

constrained to a single- or two-stage structure.
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Our lack of knowledge of the staged decision process requires us to further understand

consumer decisions.  Researchers argue that the stage structure separating screening 

and choice should be relaxed and the decision process be considered as a series of 

sub-processes (O. Huber, 1980; Russo & Leclerc, 1994).  Thus, instead of searching 

for a stage structure, this research identifies decision phases, which include 

qualitatively different activities (e.g. different strategies applied in different phases), 

and repetitions of the same activity (e.g. the same strategy or a combination of 

strategies applied repetitively).

This research examines those aspects of consumer decision processes that are not 

captured by the current decision research.  That is, consumer decision-making may 

involve multiple decisions within a single decision process where the outcome is a 

purchase choice.  This research also examines strategy shifts within and across 

decision phases because consumer decisions may be less continuous and more 

constructed than previously expected.

Unlike previous research, which has imposed a single or two-stage structure on 

consumer decisions (e.g. Bettman & Park, 1980; Gensch, 1987b; Gilbride & Allenby, 

2004), this research allows for the observation of different decision processes utilised 

by consumers for the same decision task.  It is expected that the researcher may 

observe a clear-cut stage structure within a number of respondents’ decision processes, 

while in others, observe a decision process of more or less continuous decision 

activities.  If consumers utilise different decision processes, it is counter-productive to 

use the same decision model to analyse the entire population (Gensch, 1987a; 

Kalwani et al., 1994).

Understanding consumer decision-making is important.  From a practical perspective, 

marketing managers are increasingly concerned that their products/brands may not be 

considered or chosen over those of their competitors.  From a research perspective, a 

more representative model of the staged decision process may significantly improve 

our ability to predict consumer choices (Andrews & Srinivasan, 1995; Gensch, 1987b; 

Roberts & Lattin, 1991).
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Fifty years of consumer decision research has resulted in many decision models and 

strategies, yet many of them are bound by normative constructs, and do not 

sufficiently represent real-world decision-making.  We know that consumers are 

adaptive decision makers, yet we lack empirical research data that are detailed enough 

to reveal decision phase boundaries (Russo & Leclerc, 1994).  While empirical 

investigations suggest multi-phase decision processes (e.g. Russo & Leclerc, 1994), 

few decision theories go beyond a single- or two-stage decision approach.  It appears 

that our ability to predict consumer decision outcomes is unlikely to improve 

significantly until we capture the full range of decisions utilised by consumers 

selecting products to purchase.

1.2 Background of this research

Decision theory has developed simultaneously in psychology, organisational 

behaviour, and marketing disciplines, with each trying to understand decision-making 

of individuals, albeit for different purposes and from different perspectives.  Within 

the social science literature, there are three main groups of consumer decision theory: 

1) normative, 2) behavioural, and 3) naturalistic.

Figure 1: Three major groups of decision theories

The earliest decision research was developed from the economic discipline.  

Normative Decision Theory includes the earliest decision models such as Expected 

Utility Theory (von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1947) and Subjective Expected Utility 

Theory (Savage, 1954).  Normative Decision Theory is prescriptive rather than 

descriptive of consumer decision-making (Beach, 1997).  It prescribes how a decision 

maker should behave to obtain maximum utility (Beach, 1997; Edwards, 1954; 

Rational decision 

maker

Normative

Observed decision 

behaviour

Behavioural

Naturalistic
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Fischhoff et al., 1983; Simon, 1955).  By assuming a rational decision maker, 

Normative Decision Theory is a substantial “move from messiness to orderliness” 

(Beach & Mitchell, 1998, p. 4).

Behavioural Decision Theory took a major step forward in progressing our 

understanding of consumer decision-making by questioning and challenging the 

normative assumptions.  Behavioural decision researchers argue that consumers are 

adaptive decision makers (Luce et al., 1997, 1999; Payne, 1982; Payne et al., 1988, 

1990, 1993, 1995) and their preferences are highly dependent on person- (Bettman & 

Park, 1980; Coupey et al., 1998; West et al., 1996), context- (Bettman et al., 1993; J. 

Huber & Klein, 1991; Johnson et al., 1989; N. M. Klein & Yadav, 1989; Simonson, 

1989; Tversky & Simonson, 1993), and task-specific factors (Ben Zur & Breznitz, 

1981; Bettman & Kakkar, 1977; Coupey, 1994; Eisenhardt, 1989; Nowlis & 

Simonson, 1996; Olshavsky, 1979; Payne, 1976; Pieters et al., 1997; Slovic et al., 

1990; Svenson & Edland, 1987; Svenson et al., 1990; Swait & Adamowicz, 2001; 

Tversky et al., 1988; Zakay, 1985).

Bettman, Luce and Payne (1998) undertook a comprehensive review of constructive 

decision processes.  This review summarised and classified major behavioural 

decision research using a choice goals framework.

Another major step forward in decision-making research is Naturalistic Decision 

Theory.  The naturalistic approach observes decision behaviour in natural settings and 

develops decision models from the observed real-life decision behaviour (Beach, 

1998).  Naturalistic Decision Theory views normative and behavioural research as 

‘decision event’ research, which has not adequately captured decision-making in 

changing conditions, using ambiguous information, and with shifting goals and 

objectives (Orasanu & Connolly, 1993).  Orasanu and Connolly (1993) argued that 

decision event research has neglected the role of knowledge and expertise in decision-

making.

Naturalistic Decision Theory has evolved within the organisational behaviour 

discipline, and at this point in time, it remains difficult for marketing researchers to 

apply naturalistic decision models to the context of marketing.  Lipshitz (1993a)
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reviewed nine naturalistic decision models and grouped them into two categories: 1) 

five process models, including Situation Assessment Model (Noble, 1989), Model of 

Recognition-Primed Decisions (G. A. Klein, 1993), Model of Explanation-Based 

Decisions (Pennington & Hastie, 1986, 1988, 1992, 1993a, 1993b), Dominance 

Search Model (Montgomery, 1989, 1993; Montgomery & Svenson, 1989), and Image 

Theory (Beach, 1990, 1993, 1998; Beach & Mitchell, 1987, 1990), and 2) four 

typological models, including Cognitive Control Model, Cognitive Continuum Theory, 

Model of Decision Cycles, and Model of Argument-Driven Action (reviewed by 

Lipshitz, 1993a).  These nine models did not grow out of normative constructs and all 

of them proposed how decisions are made in natural environments.

Currently, we have the richness of a multitude of decision models and a vast reservoir 

of knowledge about consumer decisions, but we are yet to assemble a representative 

model of consumer decision processes.  One reason could be that in realistic settings, 

decisions are often difficult to make due to ill-structured problems, incomplete 

information, time or money constraints, constantly shifting goals, and less established

preferences.

This research challenges the single- and two-stage structure of consumer decision-

making by proposing that consumer decisions may be multi-phased.  Furthermore

consumer decisions may utilise more than one decision strategy within and across 

decision phases.

1.3 Scope of this research

This research uses a process tracing technique that allows for the observation of a 

single-, two-, or multi-phase decision process, within which one or multiple decision 

strategies may be used.  This research provides marketers with insight into how 

different consumers approach the same decision task with different decision 

approaches.

The target population for this research is Chinese consumers.  Understanding Chinese 

consumers’ decision behaviour has important implications for manufacturers and 
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marketers who are competing for the Chinese market. There has been extensive 

research on Western consumers since the 1950’s (Bettman et al., 1998).  In contrast, 

Ouyang, Zhou and Zhou (2000) identified only 7 marketing papers that have 

addressed the topic of consumer behaviour in China.  The lack of research on Chinese 

consumers is partly due to the historical reason that there had not been a wide range of 

choices in consumer products for Chinese consumers.  This has changed with the 

economic reform that has transformed China’s centrally-planned economy into a 

market-oriented one in the late 1970’s (Ouyang et al., 2000).  Today, China’s 

economy is growing at an annual rate of more than 4.0% in GNP (Hill, 2006), and 

Chinese consumers are faced with a proliferation of choices brought about by 

privatisation and deregulation of former state-owned industries, the removal of 

barriers to foreign trade and investment, and the WTO membership.  Supermarkets 

are becoming the major retailing channel for consumer goods, and competition has 

become more prevalent for manufacturers and marketers to survive in the Chinese 

market.

This research empirically examines Chinese consumers’ decision processes for a 

durable good.  The durable product chosen for this research is an air conditioner.  An 

air conditioner was chosen because it was a high-involvement product for Chinese 

consumers when this research was conducted.  In 2003, China’s annual income per 

capita was US$1100 (excluding Hong Kong).  In comparison, the price of an air 

conditioner in China’s consumer markets was ranging from US$207 to US$849.  The 

cost and the potential post-decisional regret for purchasing an air conditioner requires 

that Chinese consumers process a significant amount of information before a final 

decision can be made. The amount of information processing in purchasing an air 

conditioner satisfies the research purpose to capture consumer activities to reveal 

decision phase boundaries and to study consumer strategy utilisation within and 

across decision phases.

1.4 Context of this research

While a great deal of consumer decision research has focused on decision outcomes, 

this research adopts an information processing approach (Bettman, 1979; Payne, 
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1980).  Decision researchers (e.g. Payne, 1976; Svenson, 1979) utilising an 

information processing approach argued that decision-making should not be 

understood simply by studying the final decision outcome.

“The perceptual, emotional, and cognitive (decision) process which 

ultimately lead to the choice of a decision alternative must also be 

studied if we want to gain an adequate understanding of human decision 

making” (Svenson, 1979, p. 86).

The nature of this research requires an information processing approach.  Previous 

research has been hindered by a lack of clarity in identifying decision phase 

boundaries (Russo & Leclerc, 1994; Shocker et al., 1991).  In order to overcome the 

claim that the choice set is not an observable construct (Shocker et al., 1991), this 

research developed a computer process tracing method that captured respondent 

activities during the decision process, without constraining the respondent’s ability to 

drive the process.  For the purposes of this research, the information processing 

approach allowed the researcher to identify decision phase boundaries and provided 

the flexibility for compensatory and non-compensatory decision processes and 

switching between decision strategies within the decision process, if the respondent 

desired.

1.5 Research objectives

Understanding consumer decision behaviour is a critical topic for both marketing 

academics and practicing marketers.  There is emerging evidence in the literature that 

consumer decisions are constructed, involving more or less continuous trends over 

time (e.g. O. Huber, 1980; Payne et al., 1988; Russo & Leclerc, 1994).  The goal of 

this research is to improve our understanding of multi-phase consumer decision 

processes.  This contrasts with previous decision research (e.g. Bettman & Park, 1980; 

Gensch, 1987b; Gilbride & Allenby, 2004), which forced consumer decision-making 

into a single- or two-stage structure.

The objectives of this research are to:

1) Improve our understanding of consumer decision-making.
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2) Provide empirical support for multi-phase consumer decision processes.

3) Capture consumers’ utilisation of multiple decision strategies within a single 

decision process.

4) Provide further empirical support for consumer heterogeneity.

5) Reveal those aspects of consumer decision processes that are not currently 

defined by the literature.

1.6 Research questions

The specific questions to be addressed by this research are:

1. Is decision-making for a durable product multi-phased?

2. Do decision makers use multiple decision strategies within and across decision 

phases?

3. Do decision makers use different decision approaches to the same decision task?

4. Are there actual decision strategies being utilised, that are not currently defined 

by the literature?

Existing concepts and models of consumer decision-making are used as a stepping-

stone to this research.  This research does not supersede other theories – rather, it 

provides a broader understanding of the scope of consumer decision-making where 

different decision processes may be utilised by consumers to perform the same

decision task.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to review the existing literature on consumer decision-

making to understand the current thinking on how consumers make purchase 

decisions.  This literature review proceeds in three stages:

1) Firstly, a review of the historical decision-making literature is conducted by 

examining decision theories and decision strategies developed by researchers 

concerned with the process of decision-making.

2) Secondly, the two-stage structure is introduced and contrasted with the 

emerging evidence of multi-phase decisions.  The chapter then presents the 

hypotheses to be tested and proposes that consumer decisions should not be 

restricted to a pre-determined structure.

3) Finally, various process-tracing techniques for studying consumer decision 

processes are introduced and the advantages and disadvantages associated with 

these techniques are discussed.

2.2 Decision making theories

The decision literature can be classified into three broad categories: 1) normative, 2) 

behavioural, and 3) naturalistic.  In this section the differences between the three 

different approaches to studying consumer decision behaviour is identified.

2.2.1 Normative decision theory

Normative Decision Theory originated in the economic discipline.  Earliest 

researchers (e.g. Bernoulli, 1738; von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1947) viewed 

decision-making as gambles and decision makers as “economic” men (Edwards, 

1954, p. 381; Simon, 1955, p. 99) striving to maximise payoffs.  The word 

‘normative’ describes how decision makers should behave in order to obtain 

maximum payoffs.  Examples of Normative Decision Theory include Expected Utility 
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Theory (von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1947) and Subjective Expected Utility Theory 

(Savage, 1954).

In 1947, John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern proposed Expected Utility 

Theory.  Expected Utility Theory proposes that for each option, there are objective 

payoffs (x), and for each level of payoff, there is a corresponding psychological value, 

called the utility of the payoff (u), and associated with each level of payoff, there is an 

objective probability of occurrence (p).  The expected utility (EU) of an option can be 

expressed by the following mathematical formula:

EU = [p
i

] [u (x
i
) ]

Where p = objective probability of outcome i; u = utility of outcome i; and x = payoff 

(gain or loss) associated with outcome i.  The expected utility (EU) of each decision 

alternative is the sum of the utilities of the potential payoffs, each weighted by its 

objective probability of occurrence (Teder, 2000, p. 23).  The decision maker then 

chooses the option with the highest expected utility.

An important extension of the Expected Utility Theory is the Subjective Expected 

Utility Theory proposed by Savage (1954). The main difference between the two is 

that the former uses objective probabilities, while the latter uses subjective 

probabilities.  By substituting subjective probabilities for objective probabilities, 

Subjective Expected Utility Theory proposes that the decision maker may be 

uncertain about whether the various outcomes (payoffs) will actually occur if the 

option is chosen (Beach, 1997).  Apart from these differences, the two normative 

theories share similarities:

1) Both are representing a linear additive model, and the implied decision process 

is compensatory involving tradeoffs between gains and losses.

2) Both are involving two normative constructs: utilities (subjective values of 

payoffs) and probabilities (objective or subjective).

3) Both are assuming that “decision makers know their own preferences (as 

expressed in utilities) with certainty” (Fischer et al., 2000, p. 89).

i=I

n
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Normative Decision Theory is actually a family of theories (see Edwards, 1954; 

Schoemaker, 1982) and at their core is a rational decision maker.  The implied 

decision process is a single-stage process of consistent calculations of the options’ 

utilities.  Fischhoff, Goitein and Shapira (1983) described the normative decision rule 

as:

“List all feasible courses of action. For each action, enumerate all 

possible consequences. For each consequence, assess the attractiveness 

or aversiveness of its occurrence, as well as the probability that it will be 

incurred should the action be taken. Compute the expected worth of each 

consequence by multiplying its worth by its probability of occurrence. 

The expected worth of an action is the sum of the expected worth of all 

possible consequences. Once the calculations are completed, choose the 

action with the greatest expected worth” (p. 183).

Two normative constructs: utilities and probabilities underpin normative decision 

theories.  Underlying the two normative constructs is a set of assumptions as follows 

(Plous, 1993):

1) Decisions are based upon unlimited information.

2) Decision makers can efficiently utilise all of the available information.

3) Decision makers know all of the options available to them and the payoffs or 

consequences of purchasing one or another of these options.

4) Preferences are invariant, that is, preferences between options are independent 

of the presence of absence of other options.

5) The optimal course of action is obtained by applying the appropriate 

calculations of expected utilities.

Consumer decision-making is a complex process.  However, the normative 

assumptions are imposing an order on the complexity of decision-making (Beach, 

1997).  Over time, there has been growing discontent with the normative approach to 

studying consumer decision-making because the observed decision behaviour often 

violates the underlying assumptions of Normative Decision Theory.  Researchers 

challenged normative assumptions leading to the development of Behavioural 

Decision Theory.
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2.2.2 Behavioural decision theory

Behavioural Decision Theory emerged when decision researchers observed that 

decision makers seldom make explicit tradeoffs, let alone explicit use of probability 

(e.g. Simon, 1955), and their preferences are constructed, not invariant (e.g. Beach & 

Mitchell, 1978; Bettman et al., 1998; Christensen-Szalanski, 1978; Payne, 1982; 

Smith et al., 1982).

The rational decision maker depicted by Normative Decision Theory was challenged 

by Simon (1955) who argued that decision makers have only bounded rationality 

(March, 1978) and are seeking to satisfice, not maximise.  Simon (1955) argued that 

Normative Decision Theory put “severe demands upon the choosing organism” (p. 

103), and that consumers do not necessarily search for all available alternatives, but 

choose the first feasible alternative that exceeds a given amount of payoffs.  This is 

the classic Satisficing strategy that Simon (1955) proposed to be employed by 

decision makers “in complex choice situations” (p. 104).

Another important distinction between Normative and Behaviour Decision Theory is 

that the latter recognises that decision makers construct their preferences on the spot, 

using various information processing strategies in different situations defined by 

exogenous variables such as decision task size (e.g. O. Huber, 1980; Malhotra, 1982; 

Olshavsky, 1979; Payne, 1976; Svenson, 1979), information presentation (e.g. Ariely, 

2000; Bettman & Kakkar, 1977; Hansen & Helgeson, 1996; Kivetz & Simonson, 

2000; Shapiro et al., 1997; Tellis & Gaeth, 1990; West et al., 1996), negative attribute 

correlation (e.g. Bettman et al., 1993; Fischer et al., 2000; J. Huber & Klein, 1991; N. 

M. Klein & Yadav, 1989), and time pressure (e.g. Ben Zur & Breznitz, 1981; 

Eisenhardt, 1989; Payne et al., 1996; Pieters & Warlop, 1999; Svenson et al., 1990; 

Wright, 1974).

When researchers observed that the normative principle of preference invariance 

failed under real-world circumstances (e.g. information overload, missing 

information, severe time pressure, an inexperienced decision maker), they were 

questioning Normative Decision Theory’s ability to describe decision-making in real-
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world settings.  Researchers (Payne et al., 1992) point out that there are two main 

reasons for failures of preference invariance:

1) First, decision makers are uncertain about attribute weights (Jacoby et al., 1994; 

Tversky et al., 1988), especially in situations where there is perceived conflict 

between the desired attributes (Fischer et al., 2000).  For example, consumers 

may find that cars of higher safety and security standards are more expensive.  

This contrasts with situations of a clearly dominating alternative where choice 

of the dominating alternative is easy.

2) Second, decision makers are uncertain in assigning values to various outcomes.  

For example, a hungry person may wonder whether pizza may be more 

satisfying than sushi.  Researchers (Shapiro et al., 1997; West et al., 1996)

found that provision of decision aids
1

 such as a consumption vocabulary
2

 may 

assist consumers to understand their own preferences.  In contrast, Normative 

Decision Theory assumes that the decision maker know exactly what 

alternatives are available, what the outcomes of each alternative will be, and 

how he or she would like these outcomes.

Constructive preferences indicate that decision makers do not apply maximum utility 

calculations consistently throughout the entire decision process (Payne et al., 1992).  

Instead, decision makers have developed “a repertoire of methods for identifying their 

preferences and developing their beliefs” (Payne et al., 1992, p. 89).  These ‘methods’ 

are the ‘decision strategies’ in the literature.  Researchers find that consumers are 

adaptive to decision environments, and the ‘methods’ or ‘strategies’ used to construct 

their own preferences are highly contingent on task-, context-, and person-specific 

factors (Payne et al., 1988, 1990, 1993).  In the literature, researchers often use terms 

such as ‘constructive preferences’ (see Bettman et al., 1998), ‘contingent usage of 

strategies’ (see Payne et al., 1992), and ‘adaptive decision makers’ (see Payne et al., 

1993) to indicate that consumers’ preferences change according to changes in the 

environment.

1

 Techniques for helping decision makers to overcome cognitive shortcomings and avoid systematic 

processing errors are called decision aids (Beach, 1997).

2

 Consumption vocabulary is a decision aid which “provides consumers with a framework to correctly 

identify the relationship between a product’s feature and their overall judgement” (West et al., 1996, p. 

121).
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2.2.2.1 Evidence of constructive preferences

This constructive view of consumer choices differentiates between Behavioural and 

Normative Decision Theory (Payne et al., 1992).  Evidence to support the constructive 

view of consumer choices is abundant, and includes:

1) Consumer preferences could reverse (Coupey et al., 1998; Lichtenstein & 

Slovic, 1973; Schkade & Johnson, 1989; Slovic et al., 1990; Slovic & 

Lichtenstein, 1983; Tversky et al., 1990).  For example, Tellis and Gaeth (1990)

found that consumers tend to be price-seeking when information on quality was 

low but quality was important, but tend to be price-averse when the importance 

of quality decreased.  Nowlis and Simonson (1997) found that consumers put 

more emphasis on easy-to-compare attributes (e.g. price) when making direct 

comparisons between brands, but tend to focus more on “enriched” attributes 

that were more difficult to compare (e.g. brand names) when evaluating brands 

individually.

2) Consumers may be risk-taking or risk-averse depending on the framing of 

decision outcomes as gains or losses (Kahneman et al., 1990; Kahneman & 

Tversky, 1979; Knetsch & Sinden, 1984; Puto, 1987; Rowe & Puto, 1987; 

Thaler, 1980; Tversky & Kahneman, 1986, 1992).  For example, simple 

wording changes from describing outcomes in terms of money saved to 

describing them in terms of money lost change decision makers’ perceptions of 

outcomes as positive or negative consequences (Tversky & Kahneman, 1981, 

1986).  Because decision makers tend to be risk-taking with negative 

consequences and risk-averse with positive consequences (Tversky et al., 1990), 

changes in framing can lead to changes in decision makers’ preferences.  To 

utilise the framing effect, marketers may specify one or more reference points 

(e.g. price) (Biswas & Blair, 1991; Hardie et al., 1993; Lattin & Bucklin, 1989; 

Putler, 1992) to influence consumer behaviour to become more risk-taking or 

risk-averse in favour of their own product/brand.
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3) Consumer preferences are context dependent, especially in the choice set
1

 where 

consumers consider only a few of the available alternatives (J. Huber et al., 

1982; J. Huber & Puto, 1983; Lehmann & Pan, 1994; Srinivasan Ratneshwar et 

al., 1987; Simonson, 1989; Simonson & Tversky, 1992; Tversky & Simonson, 

1993).  For example, when two alternatives A and B are considered for choice 

and are perceived as equally attractive, an entry of a third alternative C, which is 

dominated by B, but not by A, will increase the attractiveness and choice 

probability of the now asymmetrically dominating alternative B.  This 

phenomenon is the so-called ‘attraction effect’ (Simonson, 1989).  For 

marketers, context-dependent preferences stress the importance of ensuring 

dominance or at least asymmetric dominance in consumers’ choice sets.

Having mentioned the constructive view of consumer decisions, it is important to 

recognise that consumer preferences are not always constructed because consumers 

do have “firm and stable preferences” for products that are frequently purchased

(Beach & Mitchell, 1998, p. 188).  Expert consumers’ preferences are better defined 

and established and less susceptible to changes in decision environments than novice 

consumers’ (Kuusela et al., 1998; Nowlis & Simonson, 1997).  The stability of 

consumer preferences suggests that marketers should maintain their competitive 

position by reinforcing their established brand reputation to expert consumers to 

maintain a strong base of loyal customers.

2.2.2.2 Contingent usage of decision strategies

Behavioural decision researchers have proposed various decision strategies (refer to 

Section 2.2.3 for further discussions).  These various decision strategies are more or 

less cognitively demanding.  Less cognitively demanding strategies are referred to as 

simple strategies or ‘heuristics’ (see Payne et al., 1988).  More cognitively demanding 

strategies are referred to as ‘analytical’ strategies (see Beach & Mitchell, 1978).  

Researchers argue that no one decision strategy is the most efficient across all 

1

 The choice set is a subset of the original set of alternatives, some of which are acceptable to the 

consumer and some of which are not and are therefore not considered when the final choice is being 

made.  The acceptable alternatives are the choice set, from which the final choice is made (Lapersonne 

et al., 1995).  In the literature, ‘choice set’ is also referred to as ‘consideration set’ (e.g. Roberts, 1989; 

Roberts & Lattin, 1991; Shocker et al., 1991; Wright & Barbour, 1977), indicating that the set is not 

static, but constantly updated by consumers until a few acceptable alternatives are obtained for the final 

choice decision (e.g. Chakravarti & Janiszewki, 2003; Mitra, 1995).
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decision environments (Payne et al., 1995), thus consumers constantly adjust their 

information processing behaviour that represents reasonable accuracy-effort tradeoffs 

(Beach & Mitchell, 1978; Christensen-Szalanski, 1978; March, 1978; Payne, 1982; 

Payne et al., 1988, 1990, 1993, 1995).  Major research findings regarding contingent 

usage of decision strategies are briefly discussed as follows:

1) Simple strategies (e.g. strategies not requiring tradeoffs or extensive information 

search) are as accurate and often more accurate than analytical strategies (e.g. 

strategies involving explicit tradeoffs and requiring extensive information 

search) (Payne et al., 1988).  For example, consumers tend to use simple 

strategies, engage in ‘breath-rather-than-depth’ processing (e.g. Eisenhardt, 

1989; Jacoby et al., 1994), and focus on negative evidence under severe time 

pressure (e.g. Ben Zur & Breznitz, 1981; Wright, 1974).  This is due to the fact

that strategies involving an initial processing of all alternatives on one or a few 

selected attributes are the most accurate and the least effortful under severe time 

pressure (Payne et al., 1988).

2) As the number of alternatives increases, the decision process demonstrates a 

propensity to be split up into two stages
1

, with the decision maker using 

decision heuristics at the early stage and more cognitively demanding strategies 

at the later stage of the decision process (e.g. Olshavsky, 1979; Payne, 1976; 

Payne et al., 1988; Svenson, 1979).

3) As the number of attributes increase, consumers tend to rank order the weights 

of the attribute and process according to the order of attribute importance (e.g. 

O. Huber, 1980; Olshavsky, 1979).

4) In a decision context where there is perceived attribute conflicts, information 

processing tend to be more consistent; consumers are likely to use strategies that 

process much of the relevant information and making tradeoffs between ‘good’ 

and ‘bad’ features of each alternative (e.g. Bettman et al., 1993; Payne et al., 

1988, 1993).

1

 This is the two-stage proposition of decision-making made by Payne (1976).  In the literature, the 

early stage is defined as the screening stage of eliminating unacceptable alternatives; the later stage is 

the final choice stage of choosing from the choice set containing the remaining alternatives.  

Chakravarti and Janiszewski (2003) point out that the choice set composition “depends on a 

consumer’s screening criteria and screening process” (p. 244).
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2.2.3 Naturalistic decision theory

Naturalistic Decision Theory originated from the discipline of organisational 

behaviour.  Researchers (e.g. Beach, 1990, 1993, 1998; Beach & Mitchell, 1987, 

1990; Dahlstrand & Montgomery, 1984; G. A. Klein, 1993; Montgomery, 1989, 

1993; Montgomery & Svenson, 1989; Noble, 1989; Pennington & Hastie, 1986, 1988, 

1992, 1993a, 1993b) have developed various naturalistic decision models based on 

their observations of how decisions are made by individuals in natural environments.  

For example, a decision maker such as a fire ground commander will first recognise 

the fire situation, generate a few potential plans of actions, use cognitive imagination 

to assess the appropriateness of each plan to controlling the fire, and then act on the 

plan that he believes is the most appropriate (Lipshitz, 1993a; Orasanu & Connolly, 

1993).

Naturalistic Decision Theory was developed to describe on-the-job decisions made by 

individuals such as a military commander, fire ground commander, juror, medical 

doctor, or a stock broker (Rasmussen, 1993).  Rasmussen (1993) argues that previous 

research on multi-attribute choice tasks is difficult to be transferred to actual 

professional work contexts.  This is due to the fact that normative and behavioural 

decision research has focused on the “decision event” where the alternatives are 

generated externally (Orasanu & Connolly, 1993, p. 5), whereas naturalistic decision 

research has focused on “a sequence of activities” involved in a decision-making 

process where alternatives are generated internally (Lipshitz, 1993a, p. 104).  When 

compared to Normative and Behavioural Decision Theory, Naturalistic Decision 

Theory has put greater emphasis on decision makers’ knowledge and expertise.

Lipshitz (1993a) reviewed nine naturalistic decision models, including 1) five process 

models, namely Situation Assessment Model (Noble, 1989), Model of Recognition-

Primed Decisions (G. A. Klein, 1993), Model of Explanation-Based Decisions 

(Pennington & Hastie, 1986, 1988, 1992, 1993a, 1993b), Dominance Search Model 

(Dahlstrand & Montgomery, 1984; Montgomery, 1989, 1993; Montgomery & 

Svenson, 1989), and Image Theory (Beach, 1990, 1993, 1998; Beach & Mitchell, 

1987, 1990), and 2) four typological models, namely Cognitive Control Model 

(Rasmussen, 1986), Cognitive Continuum Theory (Hammond, 1988), Model of 
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Decision Cycles (Connolly, 1982), and Model of Argument-Driven Action (Lipshitz, 

1993b).

To date, generalisation of the naturalistic decision models to the marketing context 

has remained difficult.  Among the nine naturalistic decision models, Dominance 

Search Model and Image Theory assume externally generated alternatives and 

proposes decision strategies to screen or to choose from these alternatives in relatively 

stable environments (Lipshitz, 1993a).  Thus the two naturalistic decision theories are 

more relevant to consumer purchase decisions and have been used by researchers to 

examine consumer behaviour in various decision contexts.  For example, Image 

Theory was used by Teder (2000) to examine the decision process of individuals 

searching for an appropriate nursing home for an elderly family member, and by Seidl 

and Traub (1998) to examine the elimination process from a pool of job applicants; 

Dominance Search Model was used by Dahlstrand and Montgomery (1984) to 

examine the decision process of searching for a flat to rent.  To further understand 

Dominance Search Model and Image Theory, the similarities between the two 

theories must be recognised (see Lipshitz, 1993a):

1) Both of them relate to knowledge-based decision behaviour.

2) Both of them emphasise on the decision maker’s values and goals in 

determining decision behaviour.

3) Both of them propose a preliminary process of eliminating unacceptable 

alternatives and a subsequent process of making a choice among the remaining 

alternatives.

4) Both of them assume that decision alternatives are generated externally.

2.2.3.1 Dominance Search Model

Dominance Search Model (Dahlstrand & Montgomery, 1984; Montgomery, 1989, 

1993; Montgomery & Svenson, 1989) proposes that the decision maker goes through 

four stages of searching for a dominant alternative, using different decision strategies 

at each stage.
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“An alternative is said to be dominant if it is at least as attractive as its 

competitors on all relevant attributes, and exceeds each of them on at 

least one attribute” (Lipshitz, 1993a, p. 112).

The four stages are 1) pre-editing, 2) finding a promising alternative, 3) dominance 

testing, and 4) dominance structuring (Dahlstrand & Montgomery, 1984):

1) At first, the decision maker screens out unacceptable alternatives on important 

attributes.  In order to accomplish this, the Conjunctive decision strategy
1

 may 

be used.

2) Next, the decision maker identifies an alternative that is a promising candidate 

for the final choice.

3) In the next stage, the decision maker tests if the promising alternative is in fact, 

a dominant alternative.

4) If the promising alternative is not dominating, the decision maker may 

restructure or reinterpret the given information in such a way that the promising 

alternative becomes dominant.  In order to restructure the decision problem, the 

decision maker may de-emphasise the importance of attributes on which the 

promising alternative is inferior while enhancing the importance of the positive 

aspects of the promising alternative until it can be seen as dominant over the 

other alternatives.

2.2.3.2 Image Theory

Image Theory (Beach, 1990, 1993, 1998; Beach & Mitchell, 1987, 1990) is the most 

comprehensively and thoroughly developed naturalistic decision model (G. A. Klein 

et al., 1993).  Image Theory has two major components: Compatibility Test and 

Profitability Test:

1) Compatibility Test addresses the pre-choice process
2

 of eliminating 

unacceptable alternatives, that is, the mechanism that governs which alternative 

1

 Conjunctive strategy is an alternative-based, non-compensatory strategy (see Table 1) introduced and 

discussed in Section 2.3.

2

 The pre-choice process is the screening process, which is “the process by which they (consumers) 

arrive at the choice set prior to choice” (see Nedungadi, 1990, p. 263).
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is rejected and which alternative enters into the final choice set.  Compatibility 

Test has several important characteristics (Lipshitz, 1993a):

a) It assumes that the decision maker recognises the situation and determines 

the match or compatibility between each alternative and the situation.

b) It assumes that the decision maker examines one alternative at a time to 

examine the match or compatibility.

c) It views consumer decision-making as expressive behaviour to actualize 

the decision maker’s goals and values.

2) Profitability Test (see Beach & Mitchell, 1978; Christensen-Szalanski, 1978; 

Smith et al., 1982) proposes an accuracy-effort framework to explain contingent 

strategy selection by consumers when choosing from the final choice set.  

According to the cost-benefit analysis, all decision strategies can be defined by 

the expected net gain (PcUc-Ûe)
1

, which is the difference between the expected 

benefit (PcUc) and the expected cost (Ûe).  Given the decision context (the final 

choice set), the decision maker will select the decision strategy, which 

maximises the expected net gain.

Compatibility Test proposes a decision strategy of screening, whereas Profitability 

Test proposes a framework of contingent strategy selection in the subsequent choice 

process.  In the literature, Compatibility Test has been used in empirical investigations 

(e.g. Nelson, 2004; Nelson & Puto, 1998; Seidl & Traub, 1998), whereas Profitability 

Test has remained a theoretical proposition of adaptive decision behaviour.  

Compatibility Test requires further discussion because of its importance to our 

understanding of consumers’ pre-choice behaviour (Connolly & Beach, 1995; 

Montgomery, 1987; Nelson & Puto, 1998; Vlek, 1987).

Compatibility Test is dependent on three ‘images’.  Image Theory proposes that the 

three images encompass the decision maker’s knowledge; they are 1) value image, 2) 

trajectory image, and 3) strategic image.  The three images are interrelated.  

Specifically, the consumer’s values and principles (value image) relate to the decision 

goals being pursued (trajectory image) and the acceptable ways of pursuing these 

1

Uc represents the decision maker’s utility for making a correct decision; Pc represents the perceived 

probability that a strategy will yield a correct decision; Ûe represents an estimation of the amount of 

resource required in strategy execution.
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goals (strategic image).  In turn, the consumer’s plan for actions (strategic image) is to 

realise the existing goals (trajectory image) and the realisation of goals reinforces the 

consumer’s values and principles (value image).  The relevant images constitute the 

decision criteria, against which the compatibility of each decision alternative is 

evaluated by the decision maker (Connolly & Beach, 1995).

Using the pre-determined decision criteria, the decision maker may determine the fit 

or compatibility between a decision alternative and the decision maker’s values and 

goals.  However, the fit or compatibility is not absolute, that is, Compatibility Test 

allows for a rejection threshold.  If an alternative has more violations of the relevant 

images than the decision maker can tolerate, it is rejected; otherwise, it is retained for 

further consideration.  Compatibility Test proposes that only violations of the relevant 

images contribute to the assessment of compatibility; the compatibility is zero if the 

alternative has no violation; as the number of violations increases, the compatibility 

decreases (becomes more and more negative).  During the pre-choice or screening 

process, the alternatives of which the weighted sum of violations exceeds the decision 

maker’s rejection threshold are rejected, and the processing continues for each 

alternative until only one or a few acceptable alternatives remain.

2.3 Decision making strategies

The decision-making theories have given rise to the identification and categorisation 

of different decision strategies for making purchase decisions and research has 

revealed that each decision maker has a repertoire of decision strategies (Bettman et 

al., 1998).  Payne, Bettman, and Johnson (1995) define decision strategies as:

 “A sequence of mental and effector (actions on the environment) 

operations that transform some initial state of knowledge into a final 

knowledge state so that the decision maker perceives that the particular 

decision problem is solved” (p. 140).

Researchers (O. Huber, 1980; Payne et al., 1990, 1995) argue that different decision 

strategies involve more or less cognitively demanding elementary information 
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processes.  How consumers use these various decision strategies is discussed in this 

section.

2.3.1 Classification of decision strategies

This section reviews and discusses those decision strategies that are frequently used 

by decision researchers (see Abelson & Levi, 1985; Bettman et al., 1998; Svenson, 

1979).  Decision strategies differ on two primary aspects: 1) compensatory versus 

non-compensatory and 2) alternative- versus attribute-based.  Table 1 provides a 

comparative summary of decision strategies on these two aspects.

Table 1: Classification of decision strategies

Compensatory Non-compensatory

Alternative

Weighted Adding

Equal Weight

Conjunctive 

Satisficing 

Disjunctive

Satisficing-Plus

Compatibility Test

Attribute

Additive Difference

Majority of Confirming Dimensions

Lexicographic

Minimum Difference Lexicographic

Lexicographic Semiorder

Elimination-By-Aspects

Dominance

Compensatory strategies require consumers to make tradeoffs between differing 

values on multiple attributes (Stevenson et al., 1990).  Compensatory strategies 

require extensive information processing because substantial detail is gathered to 

analyse the tradeoffs.  Non-compensatory strategies do not involve tradeoff; rather, 

they focus on whether or not an attribute meets a predetermined cutoff level 

(Stevenson et al., 1990).  Non-compensatory strategies are selective, that is, 

consumers restrict attention to only part of the available information (Beach & 

Mitchell, 1978), eliminating alternatives that do meet their requirements.

Alternative-based processing refers to a consumer selecting an alternative and 

examining all of its attributes before considering the next alternative.  Attribute-

based processing refers to a consumer identifying one (or more) attribute(s) and 

comparing attribute values across several or all alternatives before moving to the next 

attribute.
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Compensatory alternative-based strategies require the decision maker to make 

explicit tradeoffs and calculate the overall value for each alternative.  Compensatory

attribute-based strategies require the decision maker to compare values, calculate the 

size of the difference of each pair of alternatives on each attribute, and sum up the 

(weighted) differences across all of the attributes.  Non-compensatory alternative-

based strategies require the decision maker to focus on one alternative at a time and 

evaluating it against a set of pre-determined decision criteria, eliminating the 

alternative if it fails to meet the selection criteria.  Non-compensatory attribute-

based strategies requires the decision maker to focus on one attribute at a time, 

eliminating all alternatives that are failing to meet the requirement on that attribute 

before moving to the next attribute.

2.3.2 Distinguishing characteristics of decision strategies

Given the broad classification of decision strategies (Table 1), this section further 

differentiates between decision strategies prior to making a detailed description of 

each strategy.  Table 2 summarises and provides additional distinguishing 

characteristics of decision strategies.

Table 2: Distinguishing characteristics of decision strategies

1

WADD = Weighted Adding; EQW = Equal Weight; ADDDIF = Additive Difference; MCD = Majority of Confirming 

Dimensions; SAT = Satisficing; CONJ = Conjunctive; DIS = Disjunctive; COM = Compatibility Test; SAT+ = Satisficing-Plus; 

LEX = Lexicographic; LED = Minimum Difference Lexicographic; LES = Lexicographic Semiorder; EBA = Elimination-By-

Aspects; DOM = Dominance

1

 An expanded summary of the distinguishing characteristics of decision strategies appears in Appendix 

A and B.
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Decision strategies also differ on equal versus differential weighting, relative versus 

absolute evaluation, considering desired and/or undesired attributes, application of the 

rejection threshold, iterative processing, assumption of a minimum difference for an 

attribute, and the application of a screening or choice decision rule:

l Differential weighting requires consumers to determine the importance of each 

attribute (Abelson & Levi, 1985).  For example, Weighted Adding strategy

requires consumers to multiply each attribute’s subjective value by its 

importance weight to obtain an overall value for each alternative.  Equal 

weighting assumes that all attributes are equally important for the decision 

maker (Abelson & Levi, 1985).  For example, Equal Weight strategy requires 

consumers to simply add up the subjective value of each attribute to obtain an 

overall value for each alternative.

l Relative, within-alternative evaluation requires consumers to compare the 

overall values of the alternatives (Zsambok et al., 1992).  Weighted Adding, 

Equal Weight, Additive Difference and Majority of Confirming Dimensions

strategies require relative, within-alternative processing in order to find out 

which alternative offers the best utility.  Absolute, within-alternative

evaluation requires consumers to compare each alternative to a set of cutoff 

levels on criterial attributes (Zsambok et al., 1992).  Satisficing, Conjunctive, 

Disjunctive, Compatibility Test and Satisficing-Plus strategies require absolute, 

within-alternative processing.

l Relative, between-alternative evaluation requires consumers to compare 

alternatives on a single attribute, and then on another attribute, etc. (Zsambok et 

al., 1992).  For Lexicographic, Minimum Difference Lexicographic and 

Lexicographic Semiorder strategies, consumers only consider the best 

alternative on the most important attribute.  For Dominance strategy, consumers 

only consider the dominating alternative on all attributes.  Absolute, between-

alternative evaluation requires consumers to compare alternatives to a pre-

determined cutoff level on a single attribute, and then on another attribute, etc. 

(Zsambok et al., 1992).  For Elimination-By-Aspects strategy, consumers only 

consider the alternative that exceeds the cutoff levels on criterial attributes.
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l Consistent and extensive decision strategies involve detailed consideration of 

all of the available information (Bettman et al., 1998).  All compensatory 

decision strategies require consistent and extensive processing and considering 

both desired and undesired attributes (Zsambok et al., 1992). All non-

compensatory strategies (except for Dominance strategy) process only a subset 

of all of the available information and the amount of information processed 

varies across alternatives or attributes (Bettman et al., 1998).  Among non-

compensatory strategies, Satisficing, Conjunctive, Satisficing-Plus and 

Elimination-By-Aspects strategies only consider the alternative that is desired

on criterial attributes (Zsambok et al., 1992).  Disjunctive strategy considers the 

alternative that has at least one desired attribute (Zsambok et al., 1992).  

Compatibility Test strategy only considers the undesired attributes within a 

rejection threshold (Beach & Mitchell, 1987).  Lexicographic, Minimum 

Difference Lexicographic, Lexicographic Semiorder strategies only consider the 

most desired attribute (Zsambok et al., 1992).  Dominance strategy considers 

both desired and undesired attributes but does not make tradeoffs between 

them (Zsambok et al., 1992).

l Rejection threshold is an implicit elimination threshold used by the decision 

maker to decide whether to accept or reject an alterative (Beach & Mitchell, 

1987).  The decision maker may consider both desired and undesired attributes 

until there are more undesired attributes than the decision maker can tolerate –

they exceed the decision maker’s rejection threshold.  In other words, 

alternatives that exceed the decision maker’s rejection threshold will be 

eliminated from further consideration.  Compatibility Test is the only decision 

strategy that has captured consumer decision-making involving a rejection 

threshold.

l Iterative decision processes occur when the decision maker repeats the same 

elimination process until a single alternative remains (Svenson, 1979).  

Lexicographic, Minimum Difference Lexicographic, Lexicographic Semiorder

strategies require consumers to choose the best alternative on the most 

important attribute; if alternatives are equally attractive on the most important 

attribute, processing continues for the second most important attribute, and so 
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on until a single alternative remains.  Elimination-By-Aspects strategy require 

consumers to eliminate alternatives on the most important attribute, then on the 

second most important attribute, and so on until a single alternative remains.  

Satisficing-Plus strategy requires consumers to eliminate alternatives that do not 

meet decision criteria, then alter the cutoffs and repeat the elimination process, 

with the process continuing until a single alternative remains.

l A minimum difference may be set for each attribute when the decision maker 

is engaged in attribute-based comparisons (Svenson, 1979; Zsambok et al., 

1992).  Minimum Difference Lexicographic strategy requires consumers to use a 

minimum difference on each attribute.  If the difference on the most important 

attribute is less than the minimum difference, the elimination process will be 

repeated for the second most important attribute, and so on until one attribute is 

found on which there exists a difference large enough for a choice of the 

superior alternative (Svenson, 1979).  For Lexicographic Semiorder strategy, the 

minimum difference is only defined for the most important attribute.  When the 

differences on the most important attribute exceed the minimum difference, the 

superior alternative will be chosen.  If not, the elimination process will be 

repeated for the second most important attribute, repeating until one attribute is 

found on which the superior alternative is identified (Svenson, 1979).

l Finally, decision strategies use two different decision rules: screening or 

choice.  Beach and Mitchell (Beach & Mitchell, 1978) suggest that every 

decision strategy has two components: 1) “the set of procedures that the 

decision maker engages in when attempting to select among alternative courses 

of actions”, and 2) “a decision rule that dictates how the results of the engaged-

in procedures will be used to make the actual decision” (p. 439).  Satisficing, 

Conjunctive, Disjunctive, Compatibility Test, Satisficing-Plus, and Elimination-

By-Aspects strategies use a screening rule when they are used by consumers to 

eliminate unacceptable alternatives.  Weighted Adding, Equal Weight, Additive 

Difference, Majority of Confirming Dimensions, Dominance, and Lexicographic

type of strategies use a choice rule when they are used by consumers to choose 

from among a set of alternatives (the original set or the choice set).
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2.3.3 Descriptions of decision strategies

The detailed procedures and the related decision rules of the decision strategies can be 

further understood in the following descriptions:

2.3.3.1 Compensatory strategies

Weighted Adding strategy (Tversky, 1969) requires the decision maker to consider 

one alternative at a time and examine each of the attributes for that alternative.  The 

decision maker can multiply each attribute’s subjective value by its importance weight 

and then sum these products across all of the attributes to obtain an overall value for 

each alternative.  The alternative with the highest overall value will be chosen.

Equal Weight strategy (Einhorn & Hogarth, 1975) is a special case of Weighted 

Adding strategy because it assumes that all attributes are equally important for the

decision maker.  The decision maker can simply sum the values of each alternative’s 

attributes and choose the alternative with the highest overall utility.

Additive Difference strategy (Tversky, 1969) requires the decision maker to compute 

the difference between the utility for the attribute for one alternative and the utility for 

the same attribute for another alternative.  The decision maker then sums the weighted 

differences across all of the attributes and retains the alternative that the sum indicates 

to have a higher overall utility.  The retained alternative is then compared with the 

next alternative, with the process continuing until a single alternative remains.

Majority of Confirming Dimensions strategy (Russo & Dosher, 1983) is a special 

case of Additive Difference strategy.  It states that alternatives are processed in pairs, 

with the values of the two alternatives compared on each attribute.  Each difference is 

coded only as +1 or –1.  The decision maker then sum these simplified differences 

across all of the attributes and retain the alternative that the sum indicates to be 

favoured by the majority of attribute dimensions.  The retained alternative is then 

compared to the next alternative.  This process continues until a single alternative is 

left.
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2.3.3.2 Non-compensatory strategies

Satisficing strategy (Simon, 1955) requires the decision maker to examine each 

alternative sequentially.  For each alternative, the value of each attribute is compared 

to a pre-determined cutoff level.  If any attribute fails to exceed the corresponding 

cutoff level, processing is terminated for that alternative.  The next alternative will be 

examined.  As the process continues, the first alternative that meets the cutoff levels 

on all of the criterial attributes will be chosen.

Conjunctive strategy (Dawes, 1964) can be derived from the Satisficing strategy

(Svenson, 1979).  It requires that the decision maker compare each alternative to a set 

of cutoff levels on criterial attributes.  If an alternative does not meet the criterion on 

just one attribute, it is rejected.  When more than one alternative exceeds the cutoff 

levels on all of the criterial attributes, the strategy will yield more than one acceptable 

alternative, necessitating an additional choice process.

Disjunctive strategy (Dawes, 1964) is the mirror image of Conjunctive strategy, and 

it also requires a set of cutoff levels on criterial attributes (Svenson, 1979).  An 

acceptable alternative must have at least one value greater than the corresponding 

cutoff level.  It may yield more than one acceptable alternative, necessitating an 

additional choice process.

Compatibility Test (Beach, 1990, 1993, 1998; Beach & Mitchell, 1987, 1990) states 

that the decision maker compares each alternative to a set of cutoff levels on criterial 

attributes.  If an alternative has fewer violations than the rejection threshold, it is 

accepted.  Otherwise, it is rejected.  When more than one alternative is acceptable, an 

additional choice decision will be made.

Satisficing-Plus strategy (Park, 1978) requires the decision maker to evaluate each 

alternative on criterial attributes, eliminating all alternatives that do not meet the 

multiple criteria, then alter the cutoff levels and repeat the evaluation process.  It is a 

iterative decision process where the decision maker repeatedly alters the cutoff levels 

to evaluate the remaining alternatives until a single alternative is left.
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Lexicographic strategy (Tversky, 1969) prescribes a choice of the alternative, which

has the best value on the most important attribute.  If two or more alternatives are 

equal on the most important attribute, the decision maker then moves to the next most 

important attribute, each time eliminating the subordinated alternatives until a single 

alternative remains.

Minimum Difference Lexicographic strategy assumes that there is a minimum 

difference for each attribute.  If the differences on the most important attribute are less 

than the minimum difference, the second most important attribute will be considered, 

and so on until one attribute is found on which there exists a difference large enough 

for a choice of the superior alternative (Svenson, 1979).

Lexicographic Semiorder strategy (Tversky, 1969) is a special case of Minimum 

Difference Lexicographic strategy because it assumes that a minimum difference is 

defined only for the most important attribute.  For all other attributes, it equals to zero 

(Svenson, 1979).

Elimination-By-Aspects strategy (Tversky, 1972) is a combination of Lexicographic 

strategy and Conjunctive strategy (Svenson, 1979). The decision maker first 

eliminates alternatives that do not meet the cutoff level on the most important 

attribute. The elimination process is then repeated for the second most important 

attribute, and so on until every attribute is examined.  The strategy may yield one or 

more than one acceptable alternative (e.g. Payne, 1976; Teder, 2000).  If a single 

alternative remains, it becomes the final choice.  If more than one acceptable 

alternative remains, a deliberate choice process will be made to choose from within 

the choice set.

Dominance strategy (Lee, 1971) states that the decision maker chooses the alternative 

that is better than every other alternative on at least one attribute and not worse than 

every other alternative on all other attributes.  This strategy does not work in a 

situation where each alternative is better than the other on one attribute (Svenson, 

1979).
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2.3.4 Literature-based decision strategies and actual decision-making

This section addresses a few constraints imposed by the literature-based decision 

strategies regarding how decisions are systematically carried out according to the 

prescriptions of decision strategies (Zsambok et al., 1992).

First, Literature-based decision strategies require a straightforward application of all 

of the distinct characteristics.  In contrast, actual decision-making may involve only a 

few aspects or partial application of decision strategies.

“It is unlikely that actual choice behaviour involves a straight forward 

execution of one choice strategy or another” (Payne et al., 1988, p. 541).

“Analyses of thinking aloud protocols suggest the necessity of a more 

detailed theoretical approach: such analyses indicate, for example, that 

decision makers often use only part of a strategy” (O. Huber, 1980, p. 

187-188).

Secondly, most of the literature-based strategies had been developed before 1979.  

Almost thirty years has elapsed, and during this period, consumers may have 

developed new decision approaches.  In contrast, decision researchers are still 

persistent in using the same strategies to understand consumer behaviour (as reviewed 

by Bettman et al., 1998).  Huber (1980) argues that the literature-based decision 

strategies are covering “only a subset of all possible simple strategies” (p. 187).  In the 

21
st

 century, consumer decision research should start to reveal decision processes that 

are actually used by consumers but not currently defined by the literature.

Finally, the naturalistic decision literature suggest that the richness of human 

decision-making is not captured if consumer decision research is constrained to the 

underlying assumptions of the literature-based decision strategies (Zsambok et al., 

1992).  For example, behavioural decision researchers (Payne et al., 1988, 1990, 

1993) have explicitly calculated costs (cognitive costs) and benefits (accuracy) of 

various decision strategies across decision environments using computer simulations, 

and assuming that each decision strategy is applied consistently throughout the 

decision process.  This assumption is a violation of the constructive view of decision-

making.
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2.3.5 Uniquely identified decision strategies

The different perspectives of the established decision theories in this section provide 

the foundation for uniquely identifying each strategy to enable the analysis of the 

research data.  A summary table is provided in the methodology chapter (Table 8).

2.4 Staged decision making

In decision literature, Normative Decision Theory assumes a linear compensatory 

model and suggests that it is what consumers should do to obtain the maximum 

utility.  Normative decision models (e.g. Expected Utility Theory and Subjective 

Expected Utility Theory) represent a single-stage choice process where consumers are 

choosing from all of the available alternatives.  In contrast, process tracing studies 

(e.g. Olshavsky, 1979; Payne, 1976; Payne et al., 1988; Svenson, 1979) suggest that 

this assumption may not always be valid, that is, additive compensatory models may 

fail in decision situations where consumers are faced with a large amount of 

information (Johnson & Meyer, 1984).

The normative assumption of considering all of the available information is not 

realistic based on ample evidence (reviewed by Shocker et al., 1991) that suggests that 

“consumers consider only a small proportion of the available alternatives when 

making choices” (Nedungadi, 1990, p. 263).  The decision process, through which 

consumers are narrowing down the original set of alternatives to only one or a few 

alternatives, is the ‘screening’ process.  The screening process may produce one or 

more acceptable alternative:

1) After screening, the decision maker may obtain a few acceptable alternatives to 

be considered for choice.  By definition, “the set of alternatives considered 

immediately prior to choice” is the ‘choice set’ (Shocker et al., 1991, p. 183).  

When a choice set is obtained, the subsequent decision is about selecting the 

best alternative from among the survivors of screening.  Thus the decision 

process involves screening and choice.
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2) If the decision maker may consider only one alternative (Lapersonne et al., 

1995), it will be chosen without a choice decision having to be made (Beach, 

1997).  Thus the decision process involves only screening and not choosing.

The above discussions indicate a two-stage decision process when a choice set is 

obtained containing more than one acceptable alternative.  In the literature, the word 

‘stage’ means that a decision process consists of activities that are qualitatively 

separable from each other (see Russo & Leclerc, 1994). A two-stage process 

incorporates screening and choice, using different strategies and different attributes at 

each stage.

1) Researchers (e.g. Olshavsky, 1979; Payne, 1976; Payne et al., 1988; Svenson, 

1979) observed that when faced with a ‘complex’ decision task involving no 

less than four alternatives, the decision maker first used less cognitively 

demanding decision strategies (e.g. Elimination-By-Aspects or Conjunctive) to 

eliminate unsuitable alternatives, and then used more cognitively demanding 

decision strategies (e.g. Weighted Adding) to choose between the remaining 

alternatives.

2) Huber (1980) observed that consumers tend to focus more on attribute weights 

when the decision task size increased.  Johnson and Meyer (1984) observed that 

the ‘initial filtering’ attributes used in screening was referred to more often and 

received greater importance weights than the ‘final comparison’ attributes used 

in choice.  Other researchers (van Zee et al., 1992) observed that consumers 

tend not to carry the initial screening information forward, but to seek out new 

information for the choice decision.

2.4.1 Why do we need to understand staged decision making?

Outcome-focused decision research investigates the input-and-output relationship, for 

example, the impact of marketing mix variables on brand choices (e.g. Bawa & 

Shoemaker, 1987; Dhar et al., 1996; Nowlis & Simonson, 1996; Simonson et al., 

1994; Sivakumar & Raj, 1997).  Unlike these context-free, single-stage choice 

models, two-stage decision process provides significant theoretical and managerial 
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implications by demonstrating the context effects of the choice set in influencing 

consumer choices.

2.4.1.1 Context-dependent choices

Two-stage decision process demonstrates that choice is influenced by the composition 

of the choice set (Lehmann & Pan, 1994; Simonson, 1989; Simonson et al., 1993; 

Simonson & Tversky, 1992; Tversky & Simonson, 1993).  For example, consumer 

choice of a dominating or asymmetrically dominating alternative from within a choice 

set is easy, whereas consumer choice in a choice set where there is perceived attribute 

conflict (dominance-not-possible) is much more difficult to predict (Payne et al., 

1992).

To prove the context effects of the obtained choice set on the decision maker’s final 

choice, researchers (Andrews & Srinivasan, 1995; Gensch, 1987b; Roberts & Lattin, 

1991) tested the predictive ability of two-stage models against traditional single-stage 

models, and found that consumer decisions could be predicted more accurately by a 

two-stage decision process involving the choice set rather than a context-free, single-

stage decision process.

For marketing managers who are concerned with their market share, the two-stage 

model is indicating that they should focus on screening and then on choice for three 

main reasons:

1) First, choice is only a ‘tie breaker’ when screening fails to narrow down the 

decision task to a single acceptable alternative (Beach, 1997).  In addition, 

consumers may consider only one acceptable alternative (Lapersonne et al., 

1995).  In this case, marketers need to address only the screening process by 

improving accessibility of the brand, discouraging recall of competitive brands, 

and ensuring the brand is meeting the cutoff levels.

2) Second, screening may produce a choice set containing more than one 

acceptable alternative.  In this case, marketers should know that without an 

accurate understanding of the composition of the choice set, the predictive 

accuracy of the final choice would be very limited.
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3) Finally, marketers should utilise the context effects provided by the choice set.  

Researchers point out that dominating (Dahlstrand & Montgomery, 1984; 

Montgomery, 1989; Payne et al., 1992), asymmetrically dominating (Simonson, 

1989), or compromising (Simonson, 1989)
1

 position in the choice set shall 

increase the brand’s choice probability.

2.4.1.2 Strategy and attribute usage shifts

The two-stage decision process incorporates non-compensatory processing within 

screening and compensatory processing within choice.  This contrasts with previous 

research of developing single-stage compensatory models of brand choice (e.g. 

Chintagunta, 1992; Dalal & Klein, 1988; Guadagni & Little, 1983; Gupta, 1988; 

Hardie et al., 1993; Malhotra, 1982; Mela et al., 1997; Nowlis & Simonson, 1996; 

Papatla & Krishnamurthi, 1992; Savage, 1954; West et al., 1997).  Researchers argue 

that single-stage compensatory models may fail to describe decision processes 

incorporating simplification heuristics (e.g. Andrews & Manrai, 1998; Gensch, 1987a; 

Johnson & Meyer, 1984; Johnson et al., 1989).  Therefore, marketing modellers 

should not rely on one disaggregate choice model, but develop multiple specialised 

models, with each model fitting the decision process assumptions of a specific 

decision context (Gensch, 1985, 1987a).

For marketers, the implied strategy and attribute usage shifts in a two-stage decision 

process have significant implications for developing marketing strategies:

1) Consumers are selective and tend to use non-compensatory strategies in 

screening where the absence of an attribute or a negative attribute value can 

eliminate a brand from further consideration.

2) The ‘initial filtering’ attributes may be different from the ‘final comparison’ 

attributes (Johnson & Meyer, 1984; Micerri, 1989; van Zee et al., 1992).  By 

partitioning the attribute usage into screening and choice, marketers can 

benchmark consumer perceptions of their performance on the ‘initial filtering’

1

 A compromising effect proposes that two alternatives A and C, both having an extremely high value 

and an extremely low value, are less attractive than an alternative B with intermediate values; as a 

result, B is the ‘compromising’ alternative and is more likely to be chosen by consumers (Simonson, 

1989).
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attributes against competitors to ensure their product/brand is not eliminated 

prior to the selection from within the choice set.

3) The expected strategy shifts between screening and choice require different 

marketing strategies.  For example, for consumers who are currently assembling 

the choice set, a promotion strategy may emphasise the selection criteria, but for 

consumers who are currently selecting from the choice set, a promotion strategy 

may emphasise justification arguments (Simonson, 1989) and comparisons of 

overall values or utilities.

2.4.2 Our current understanding of staged decision making

Experimental studies have demonstrated convincingly that consumers frequently use 

simplification heuristics prior to the choice decision.  The fact that consumer choices 

are highly dependent on contexts requires researchers to study the choice set from 

which the final choice decision is made.  The choice set has several distinguishing 

characteristics:

1) The choice set is “purposefully constructed” (Shocker et al., 1991, p. 183).  It is 

formed for a purpose and contains only goal-satisfying alternatives (Beach, 

1990, 1993, 1998; Beach & Mitchell, 1978, 1990).

2) The choice set is not static; it may evolve as the consumer searches for more 

information; thus the choice set can be viewed as a consumer “considering a 

number of brands which may enter and leave the set as the search process 

continues” (Roberts & Nedungadi, 1995, p. 5).

3) In memory-based choice situations, the consumer may have knowledge about a 

large number of alternatives, but it is likely that the choice set contains only 

those alternatives that are brought to mind “for a relevant use of purpose” 

(Nedungadi, 1990; Shocker et al., 1991, p. 183).

With the importance of the choice set to the purchase decision, it is not surprising that 

the choice set composition has attracted much research attention.  Specifically, 

researchers have studied the descriptive characteristics of choice sets, including sizes 
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(reviewed by Roberts, 1989), stability
1

(e.g. Desai & Hoyer, 2000; Mitra, 1995), and 

variety
2

(e.g. Chakravarti & Janiszewki, 2003; Desai & Hoyer, 2000).  Researchers 

have found a variety of factors that affect the composition of the choice set, including 

motives to maximise and/or to reduce decision efforts (Chakravarti & Janiszewki, 

2003), familiarity with the usage occasion (Desai & Hoyer, 2000), brand accessibility 

(Nedungadi, 1990), and promotion (Allenby & Ginter, 1995; Mitra, 1995; Shapiro et 

al., 1997).  These empirical studies are outcome-focused and studying the 

composition of the choice set based on various exogenous variables.  The research 

results indicate that a consumer may obtain different choice sets under different 

circumstances, suggesting that consumers’ screening processes are adaptive to 

varying decision contexts (e.g. J. Huber & Klein, 1991).

In addition to studying the choice set composition, researchers have studied the 

screening process where the choice set is assembled, updated, and created.  In the 

literature, there are two broad approaches to studying the process of screening: the 

first approach develops cost-and-benefit representations of the screening process; the 

second approach adopts an information processing perspective.

1) Researchers have developed algebraic models of choice set formation (e.g. 

Andrews & Srinivasan, 1995; Ben-Akiva & Boccara, 1995), that is, to 

investigates how consumers decide a brand’s inclusion in the choice set and 

how many brands are included in the set.  This approach assumes a utility-

maximising consumer who has well-established preferences.  The modelling 

process reflects two different processes of screening:

a) The ‘bottom-up’ process in which the consumer eliminates ‘weak’ 

alternatives to reduce the original set to the choice set (e.g. Gensch & 

Soofi, 1995).

b) The ‘top-down’ process in which the consumer starts with the most 

preferred brand, and then moves down to the second, and so on in order of 

their expected utility; each time the consumer moves down to another 

brand, he or she will weigh the benefits against the costs of adding one 

1

 Stability refers to how consistent the choice set remains over a series of purchase occasions (Desai & 

Hoyer, 2000; Mitra, 1995).  Researchers argue that the contents of the choice set may vary over time 

and multiple purchase situations (Shocker et al., 1991).

2

 Variety refers to how distinct the alternatives within the choice set are (Desai & Hoyer, 2000).
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more brand into the choice set; this process will continue until it is no 

longer cost effective to include any more (e.g. Hauser & Wernerfelt, 1990; 

Roberts & Lattin, 1991).

2) Information processing approach studies consumers’ use of screening strategies, 

that is, to investigate which strategy or a combination of strategies best 

describes screening.  These studies, however, produce varying results: for 

example, Roberts (1989) proved the adequacy of the model incorporating a 

Conjunctive screen and a Compensatory Cutoff; Teder (2000) supported the 

model of a combination of Compatibility Test and Elimination-By-Aspects; 

Gilbride and Allenby’s (2004) research showed that the Conjunctive model gave 

the best fit of the data.  These studies may reflect different aspects of screening, 

and the apparent conflict between the research results may be due to the 

screening decisions being made by different individuals under different decision 

contexts.

2.4.3 Research issues of staged decision making

There are inconsistencies and differences across empirical studies on the staged 

decision process.  This section discusses those issues faced by researchers who are 

imposing a stage structure on the decision process and how this approach may bias 

our understanding of consumer decision-making.

First, despite the marketing community’s discontent with the assumption of a rational 

decision maker, researchers (e.g. Hauser & Wernerfelt, 1990; Roberts & Lattin, 1991)

are continuing to use normative assumptions.  In marketing, the cost-and-benefit 

approach to modelling the choice set formation process assumes a utility-maximising 

decision maker (see Section 2.4.2).

Second, while choice sets are not directly observable (Shocker et al., 1991), there is 

empirical evidence to support the existence of choice sets (Nedungadi, 1990; S. 

Ratneshwar & Shocker, 1991).  Thus researchers estimated and integrated the choice 

set into disaggregate choice models as a latent construct (e.g. Andrews & Srinivasan, 

1995; Ben-Akiva & Boccara, 1995; Gilbride & Allenby, 2004).  Currently, we are 

lacking information processing details to reveal the decision stage boundary (Russo & 
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Leclerc, 1994), that is, researchers may not be able to tell exactly where screening 

ends and choice starts.

Third, there is empirical evidence in the literature that suggests that consumers may 

use multiple strategies in the screening process (Olshavsky, 1979; Roberts, 1989; 

Teder, 2000).  For example, Olshavsky (1979) observed that consumers first used a 

partial Lexicographic strategy and then applied a Conjunctive screening process.  

Olshavsky’s (1979) findings indicate a multi-stage decision process, incorporating 

‘double screening’ stages and a subsequent choice stage.  These empirical studies 

indicate that consumer decision-making involving both screening and choice should 

not be restricted to a pre-determined, two-stage structure.

Fourth, the stage structure itself is questioned, as consumer adaptivity may blur stage 

boundaries (Russo & Leclerc, 1994).  Klein and Yadav (1989) argue that adaptation 

may occur in two contrasting modes:

1) The first mode depicts a decision maker who, after recognising the 

environments’ impact on accuracy and effort of various strategies, deliberately 

selects the strategy that he or she believes is the most appropriate to solve the 

decision task.

2) The second mode depicts a decision maker who is more reactive and less 

proactive, adjusting the decision strategy to the information encountered in the 

decision environment.

The two different modes of adaptation indicate that a clear-cut stage structure may not 

be displayed by all consumers.  Empirically, Russo and Leclerc (1994) did not find a 

clear-cut two-stage structure from the observed consumer decision processes, 

however, this may be attributed to their interpretive methodology.

Fifth, the majority of decision research has separated screening and choice because 

the two-stage structure implies two completely separable decision activities.  In two-

stage choice models, choice sets remain as nested or latent constructs (e.g. Andrews & 

Srinivasan, 1995; Ben-Akiva & Boccara, 1995; Gensch, 1987b; Swait & Adamowicz, 

2001).  Currently, there are few information processing studies where screening and 
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choice are not artificially separated (e.g. Bettman and Park (1980) separated the 

process into screening and choice), but are examined as they naturally occur.

Finally, the two-stage structure ignores an important aspect of ‘bounded rationality’, 

that is, consumers often choose the first acceptable alternative (Simon, 1955).  By 

assuming a two-stage structure, researchers are excluding those consumers who are 

considering only one acceptable alternative.  Lapersonne and his colleagues (1995)

found that among one thousand recent buyers of a new car, 17% only considered the 

brand of their previous car.  Lapersonne and his colleagues’ (1995) observations 

confirm Beach (1997) who argues that choice (involving cognitive efforts) may occur 

less frequently than pervious considered.

2.4.4 Conceptual development and research hypotheses

Previous discussions on staged decision-making has identified limitations of a stage 

structure which do not allow us to fully appreciate decision processes that fall outside 

current structures and to understand the impact of consumer differences on decision 

processes and outcomes.

2.5.3.1 Hypotheses 1 & 2

Previous studies on staged decision-making have restricted our attention to a clear-cut 

stage structure, depicting consumers as deliberate decision makers who are acting 

after evaluating the decision environment.  This research argues that consumer 

decisions may be more contingent than previously considered because of consumer 

adaptivity and bounded rationality.

1) The concept of ‘stages’ restricts our attention to decision-making where 

“processes or activities are qualitatively different from each other” (Russo & 

Leclerc, 1994, p. 274); in reality, consumer decision-making may involves 

‘phases’, incorporating qualitatively different activities and repetitions of the 

same activity.

2) When consumers conduct two or more screening decisions (followed by 

choice), a multi-phase decision occurs.  Figure 2 illustrates that single-, two-, 
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and multi-phase decisions can be incorporated into a single decision framework, 

incorporating decisions involving screening and/or choice (Lye et al., 2005).

3) Given the knowledge of consumer adaptivity (N. M. Klein & Yadav, 1989) and 

the empirical evidence of multiple strategies used within screening (Olshavsky, 

1979; Roberts, 1989; Teder, 2000), the decision framework (see Figure 2) 

should allow for strategy shifts within and across decision phase boundaries.

Figure 2: A decision framework

Figure 2 demonstrates three different decision processes: 1) choice only, 2) screening 

only, and 3) screening and choice decisions.  This research proposes that consumers 

tend to use the latter two decision approaches in a multi-phase decision process when 

choosing from a large amount of alternatives.  Specifically, this research proposes that 

strategy shifts would occur within and across decision phases.  The hypotheses 

developed to address the first two research questions are summarised in Table 3.

Table 3: Research hypotheses 1 & 2

Research questions Hypotheses for testing

1. Is decision-making for a durable 

good multi-phased?

H1: Consumer decision-making for a 

durable good is multi-phased.

2. Do decision makers use multiple 

decision strategies within and 

across decision phases?

H2a: Consumers use more than one strategy 

within decision phases.

H2b: Consumers use more than one strategy 

across decision phases.
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2.5.3.2 Hypotheses 3 & 4

For a given choice decision, not all consumers use the same decision processes 

(Gensch, 1985, 1987a).  Individual differences are evident when consumers with 

varying degrees of prior knowledge search for different types of information (Johnson 

& Meyer, 1984; Rao & Monroe, 1988; Rao & Sieben, 1992) and use different types of 

decision processes (Bettman & Park, 1980; Kuusela et al., 1998).

Current decision research has not adequately captured individual differences in 

decision-making approaches.  Adaptive decision research was studied at a group-level 

rather than at an individual-level (Payne et al., 1988, 1990, 1993).  Adaptivity is 

demonstrated in empirical research, but we are yet to discover the basics, that is, how 

different consumers react to the same decision task in single decision context.

Knowledge and expertise have been significant variables influencing decision 

processes and outcomes.  Empirical research suggests that:

1) Consumers with little prior knowledge tend to use simplification heuristics in 

decision-making, such as relying totally on brand or on price (Johnson & Russo, 

1984; Rao & Monroe, 1988, 1989; Rao & Sieben, 1992).  It is expected that the 

least amount of information processing is associated with decision outcomes 

that possess a dominant attribute.

2) Greater familiarity leads to a decision process that is shorter and more selective 

and result in better decision outcomes (Kuusela et al., 1998; Russo & Leclerc, 

1994).  The reason may be that experienced consumers can quickly cut through 

the clutter and identify the relevant information, and knowing which strategy is 

the best to be applied in this particular situation (Alba & Hutchinson, 1987).  It 

is expected that a decision process that leads to the choice of an optimal 

alternative require less effort involving fewer decision phases and less strategy 

switching than a decision process that leads to the choice of a sub-optimal 

alternative.  The hypotheses developed to address the third research question are 

summarised in Table 4.
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Table 4: Research hypotheses 3 & 4

Research questions Hypotheses for testing

3. Do decision makers use different 

decision approaches?

H3: Consumers approach the same decision 

task with different decision processes and 

outcomes.  Particularly, consumers would 

use decision heuristics for alternatives that 

possess a dominant attribute.

H4: Consumers use fewer decision phases 

and fewer strategy shifts to choose an

optimal rather than a sub-optimal 

alternative.

2.5 Process tracing techniques for studying consumer decision

processes

Process tracing techniques have been used in empirical research to study consumer 

decision processes.  Verbal protocols may be collected and analysed to reveal 

consumer information processing patterns (e.g. Bettman & Park, 1980; Payne, 1976). 

Eye movement recordings (e.g. Russo & Leclerc, 1994) and records of the 

information explicitly demanded by a decision maker (e.g. Brucks, 1985; Payne, 

1976) are also examples of process tracing techniques.  Alternatively consumer 

information acquisitions may be monitored by a computer software system (Payne et 

al., 1988).  The process tracing techniques are summarised in this section.

2.5.1 Verbal protocols

Verbal protocols are frequently used in studies of consumer decision processes.  

Verbal protocols may be retrospective (Svenson, 1979).

Retrospective verbal reports are given after the solution of a problem or 

the choice in a decision task; they are an interpretation of the subjects’

thought processes during the problem solving or decision processes” (p. 

96).

Decision researchers have concerns about the validity of retrospective verbal 

protocols, arguing that the verbal reports given by a decision maker at the end of the 
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decision process may be derived from his own psychological theory rather than an 

accurate reflection of what was going on in the decision process (Svenson, 1979).

Another method of gathering verbal protocols is to ask the decision maker to think 

aloud while performing the decision task.  The verbal reports collected during the 

decision process are simultaneous verbal protocols.  Svenson (1979) suggests that 

decision studies using verbal protocols should encourage ‘spontaneous thoughts’ with 

no demand on the decision maker to fit into any specific type of decision process 

(model).

Empirically, Bettman and Park (1980) used simultaneous verbal protocols to study the 

effect of prior knowledge on consumer decision processes.  In this study the research 

subjects were presented with a matrix table depicting 15 microwave ovens and 10 

attributes.  Research subjects were asked to think aloud while performing the decision 

task.  The verbal protocols were tape recorded and then transcribed.  Analysis of the 

verbal protocols involved 1) breaking up the verbal protocols into short phrases with 

each phrase containing a single task-related statement and then 2) comparing each 

statement to a coding scheme to find out the corresponding element of the cognitive 

process leading to the decision.  For example, a statement of brand comparisons on a 

single attribute indicates attribute-based processing.  Analysis of the verbal protocols 

revealed differences in information processing patterns of the research subjects who 

possessed varying degrees of prior knowledge and experience.

2.5.2 Eye-fixation

Eye-fixation recordings are suitable for decision studies where the number of pieces 

of information is low (Svenson, 1979).  If the number of aspects is large the recording 

of eye movements becomes too imprecise and unreliable (Svenson, 1979).

Russo and Leclerc (1994) used eye movement recordings in their study which

suggested multiple decision phases.  The research stimuli were 16 containers of a 

frequently purchased product (e.g. peanut butter) arranged on four simulated 

supermarket shelves.  The arrangement was to place 4 containers on each shelf with 

enough separation among the 16 containers to ensure errorless identification of eye 
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fixations during the decision process.  These shelves were placed against a one-way 

mirror and hidden behind the one-way mirror was a video camera to record eye 

fixations unobtrusively.  The sequence of eye fixations recorded by the video camera 

was analysed.  Raw eye fixations were aggregated into a number of sub-sequences 

that were believed to reflect information processing units.  For example, a comparison 

between two alternatives was identified by a sequence of the form X-Y-X… and a 

comparison among three alternatives by X-Y-Z-X...  During the search for patterns of 

eye fixations the researchers identified three distinct decision phases: (1) orientation, 

(2) evaluation, and (3) verification.

Verbal protocols were also used in Russo and Leclerc’s (1994) study, but their 

contribution to the eye-fixation data was minimal.  The verbal protocols given by the 

research subjects were sparse and could not reveal information processing patterns.  

This indicates that the success of a particular process tracing technique may depend 

on the nature of the study.

2.5.3 Search monitor

Brucks (1985) used the search monitor to enable the users to acquire information

through a computer interface that simulated a shopping situation.  The information

about the attributes of several brands or models was stored in the computer database.  

The users typed questions to make inquiries about any attributes and the computer 

responded to these questions.  The users were allowed to make queries in their own 

words.  Thus a hidden experimenter was employed to interpret the users’ natural 

language questions and signalled to the computer the correct responses.

Brucks (1985) argues that the search monitor differs from the matrix display board in 

the following aspects:

1) It allows the user to construct the decision problem as well as to solve it.

2) It does not specify the size of the decision problem by defining the number of 

available alternatives and attributes.

3) It does not impose a well-defined, comprehensive structure on what is normally 

perceived as an ill-defined decision problem.
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4) It does not contaminate the users’ prior knowledge by exposing them to a list of 

product attributes.

On the other hand the search monitor has limitations.  One potential drawback is the 

difficulty to include all of the available information of a product category in the 

computer database.  Another drawback is that the subjective interpretation of the 

users’ queries by the hidden experimenter may mislead the computer’s responses.

2.5.4 Mouselab

Payne, Bettman and Johnson (1988) used the mouselab software system to investigate 

adaptive processing patterns across different decision environments.  Information 

acquisition, response time and choices were monitored by the mouselab system.  The 

research stimuli were displayed on the computer screen in the form of a matrix of 

available information.  An example of the display screen used in Payne, Bettman and 

Johnson’s (1988) study is provided in Figure 3.

Figure 3: A mouselab display screen with time-pressure clock

The values of the probabilities and payoffs were hidden behind the labelled boxes.  To 

reveal a particular piece of information, the research subjects had to move the cursor 

into the box.   The box immediately opened and remained open until the cursor was 

moved away.  For each research subject the mouselab system recorded 1) the order in 

which boxes were opened, 2) the amount of time boxes remained open, 3) the chosen 

alternative, and 4) the total elapsed time during the decision-making.  Information 

acquisition and decision behaviour were characterised by seven dependent measures 
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of different aspects of information processing.  The seven dependent measures used 

by Payne, Bettman and Johnson (1988) are summarised in Table 5.

Table 5: Measures of information processing

Aspects of information processing Dependent measures

The total amount of processing 1) The total number of times information boxes were 

opened

2) The average time spent per item of information 

acquired

Selectivity in processing 3) The proportion of the total time acquiring 

information that was spent in boxes involving the 

most important attribute of a particular decision 

problem

4) The proportion of time spent on probability 

information as opposed to information about 

payoff values

5) The variances in the proportion of time spent on 

each alternative

6) The variances in the proportion of time spent on 

each attribute

Alternative- versus attribute-based 

processing

7) The sequence of information acquisitions relating 

to outcome values

Decision researchers (Bettman et al., 1998) argue that decision strategies can be 

characterised using four different aspects of information processing:

1) The extent of compensatory as compared to non-compensatory processing

2) Whether the search and evaluation of alternatives proceeds across or within 

attributes (Alternative- versus attribute-based processing)

3) The degree to which the amount of processing is consistent or selective across 

alternatives or attributes (Selectivity in processing)

4) The total amount of information carried out (The total amount of processing)

Three of the four aspects of information processing were used in Payne, Bettman and 

Johnson’s (1988) study of adaptive consumer decision behaviour.  For example, 

consistent and extensive information processing involved detailed consideration of 

all of the information available about each of the available option.  Thus the 

researchers could conclude that a compensatory strategy was used.  Selective and 

limited decision strategies involved processing only a subset of all of the available 

attribute information and the amount of information processed varied across all of the 
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available alternatives and attributes.  Thus the researchers could conclude that a non-

compensatory strategy was used.

Among the seven dependent measures of information processing, the sequence of 

information acquisition was analysed to calculate the number of attribute-based and 

attribute-based transitions.  Given a particular acquisition of a piece of information, 

the researchers determined if the next piece of information acquired involved the 

same alternative but for different attribute (alternative-based processing), or the 

same attribute but for a different alternative (attribute-based processing). Given the 

number of alternative-based (Type 1) and attribute-based (Type 2) transitions during 

the decision process, the researchers determined the relative amount of alternative-

based and attribute-based transitions by using Payne’s (1976) formula:

The relative use of alternative-based versus attribute-based processing

=

Type 1 – Type 2 transitions / Type 1 + Type 2 transitions

Using the seven measures of information processing as summarised in Table 5, Payne, 

Bettman and Johnson (1988) found strategy shifts across different decision 

environments and thus proposed that consumers are adaptive decision makers.

The mouselab software system has the advantage over eye-fixation recordings in 

terms of speed and ease of information acquisitions and does not have the 

disadvantage of eye-fixation recordings in terms of instrumentation costs and 

difficulty of use for both the subjects and the experimenter (Payne et al., 1988).  In 

addition, the mouselab system can capture the time duration for each piece of 

information revealed to an accuracy of 1/60st of a second, a precision that eye-

fixation recordings cannot achieve.

The major limitation of the mouselab system is the use of a matrix form of 

information display.  Brucks (1985) argues that the decision problem is already 

partially solved by presenting the research subjects with a matrix display board.  

Consumer decision-making in real-world settings often involves restructuring ill-

defined decision problems.
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2.6 Conclusion

Consumer decision research has been a focal research interest for over 50 years.  We 

have numerous decision theories and models, which appear conflicting and 

inconsistent.  Decision researchers are now moving toward a better understanding of 

consumer behaviour in real-world settings.  Our knowledge of consumer decision-

making must be expanded beyond the current single- or two-stage decision structure 

given that there is emerging empirical evidence suggesting multi-phase decision-

making.  We must also look into contingent strategy selection and how different 

consumers approach the same decision problem with different approaches.  This 

research proposes that consumer decision-making is more complex and constructed 

than previously conceived in consumer decision theories and models.

This research proposes a multi-phased view of consumer decision-making.  A multi-

phase decision process may pose a formidable challenge for marketing modellers but 

it should provide a more comprehensive understanding of consumer decision-making 

for marketing managers when compared with current outcome-focused decision 

models.  There is value in considering consumer decision-making as a multi-phase 

decision process with each phase utilising different attributes and strategies, that is, it 

is more than a single decision strategy being utilised consistently throughout the 

decision process.  There is value in specifying different aspects of decision strategies 

used in a single decision process.
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Chapter 3: Methodology

3.1 Introduction

This chapter provides sufficient methodological background to enable the 

investigation of research questions and to allow research replication.  It provides a 

clear understanding of the research methodology leading to valid conclusions and 

appropriate generalisation of research findings.

The research questions are the foundations for all aspects of the methodology 

including the design of the research stimuli and the computerised data collection tool, 

the data collection method, and the data analysis method.  This chapter outlines the 

research design including the justification for the use of process tracing techniques, 

data analysis procedures (qualitative and quantitative), and the logic supporting the 

research design decisions.

3.2 Justification of the information processing approach

There are two major approaches to studying consumer decisions in the marketing 

literature: 1) the outcome focused approach, and 2) the information processing 

approach.

The outcome-focused approach focuses on the end result of a decision process and 

tries to relate the final choice decision to various parameters that characterise the 

decision problem (e.g. Guadagni & Little, 1983; Hardie et al., 1993; Mela et al., 1997; 

Papatla & Krishnamurthi, 1992, 1996).  The outcome-focused approach is not 

appropriate for this research because it focuses on the final choice outcome and does 

not include the details of the decision process (Svenson, 1979).

An information processing approach to studying consumer decisions (Bettman, 1979)

involves using process tracing techniques such as verbal protocols (Bettman & Park, 

1980; Dahlstrand & Montgomery, 1984; Payne, 1976; Russo & Leclerc, 1994), eye-

fixation recordings (Russo & Leclerc, 1994), search monitor (Brucks, 1985), and 
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computer process tracing methods (Dahlstrand & Montgomery, 1984; Payne et al., 

1988; Teder, 2000).  These process tracing techniques are used to gather details of the

cognitive process used during the decision process (Svenson, 1979).

The identification of the procedures in the decision process and the timing of the 

elimination of alternatives or purchase decision required detailed tracking of the 

decision process.  To accomplish this requirement a computerised data collection tool 

was developed to trace and store each respondent’s information search and decision 

activity. A computer process tracing method was chosen for this research for three 

main reasons:

1) Firstly, the computer-generated data are objective.  It employs keystroke/mouse-

click data capture for analysis.

2) Secondly, this method was selected due to the speed and ease of information 

acquisition.  The data capture is automatic and the timing is accurate.

3) Finally, this method was selected due to its lower cost.  It does not require major 

construction and settings (e.g. supermarket shelves, a one-way mirror, a video 

camera) in order to be implemented.

3.3 Research Sample

Most empirical studies require a random or representative sample to be drawn from a

population.  Questions to consider are whether the population and sample are 

adequately described and whether the sampling method is appropriate.  A basic 

concern in most studies is to guard against a biased sample (Anderson & Poole, 2001)

and considerable care needs to be exercised to guard against bias.  This section 

describes the process for selecting the sample for this research, including sample 

selection, sampling for each research stage, and sample size determination.
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3.3.1 Sample selection

The research sample was recruited from two major cities in the Special Economic 

Zone of the People’s Republic of China.  Chinese consumers were the primary 

interest of this research because little is known about consumer behaviour in 

developing countries such as mainland China (Ouyang et al., 2000).  Since the Open 

Door Policy in the late 1970s, China has become a new competing ground for both 

domestic and multinational companies.  Understanding how Chinese consumers make 

decisions is an important step toward understanding consumer behaviour in a

developing economy.

China has the world’s largest population.  Over 1.3 billion people including 56 

different nationalities are located in 36 provinces covering a surface of 9.6 million 

square meters (http://www.chinatoday.com/city/a.htm).  Given the population and 

distribution of the total Chinese population, it was impractical to obtain a random 

sample of the entire Chinese population.  Thus a stratified convenience sampling 

method was used in this research.

An important rationale for this research was to extend existing consumer decision 

theory and apply the theory in a useful manner for durable product markets.  The 

target population for this research was mature age Chinese consumers who were 

economically capable of purchasing more expensive shopping goods such as an air 

conditioner. In this research, respondents were from educational, governmental, and 

medical institutions.  These occupations were chosen because they represented the 

middle class of consumers in the Chinese society.  The respondents were aged 

between 20 to 60 years old and they were full-time employees who used computers on 

a regular or daily basis.

Chinese culture is a high context culture where bonds among people are very strong 

(http://www.culture-at-work.com/highlow.html).  Because this research required 

human interactions, it was important for the researcher to be introduced to people who 

belonged to the target population.  Random sampling was impractical because neither 

mailing lists nor a telephone index of personal households were available in any 

geographical area in China when this research was conducted.
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3.3.2 Sample for stage one – 1st pilot test

A convenience sample was used for the first pilot test when the computer software 

was first developed in English.  Respondents were postgraduate students at Griffith 

University who expressed their interest in using the computer software.  A total of six 

personal interviews were conducted and interviews ranged from half an hour to an 

hour in length, depending on the time it took to collect feedback from each respondent.  

Areas in which the computer program was improved based on the first pilot test

include: 1) readability of the computer screens, 2) clarity of the instructions, and 3) 

flexibility of the computer program.  Flexibility was the most important aspect of the 

computer program as the purpose was to simulate a real shopping environment where 

there was no obstruction to patterns of information search.

3.3.3 Sample for stage two – 2
nd

 pilot test

A second convenience sample was selected to pilot test the computer program when it 

was translated into Chinese.  The sample consisted of mature age Chinese consumers 

accessed through a church community.  Stage two participants each received a movie 

ticket, which cost AU$5.  5 respondents were interviewed each time and a total of 20 

respondents were interviewed over a month-long period between November 2003 and 

December 2003.  Feedback from the interviews was used to improve the computer 

program until there were no ambiguities about the instructions in the computer 

program.

3.3.4 Determining sample size for stage three

There are two issues affecting the determination of sample size: the type of data 

analysis and sampling error.  The impact of the data analysis method of regression 

analysis (including logistic regression) was considered first.  Required sample size 

depends on a number of issues, including the desired power, alpha level, number of 

predictors, and expected effect sizes (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001).  There are some 

procedures to help decide how many cases are necessary in regression analysis 

(Green, 1991).  The general rule of thumb that satisfies all four criteria is that the 

sample size 50 + 8m (where m is the number of independent variables).  The rule of 

thumb assumes a medium-size relationship between the independent variables (IVs) 

and the dependent variable (DV) at = .05 and = .20 (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001).  
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There were no more than 20 predictors in this research, thus the researcher needed 50

+ (20) (8) = 210 cases to utilise regression techniques.  Compared with the general 

rule of thumb, a sample of 272 is sufficient to achieve stability in data analysis.

The second issue that impacts on sample size is the sampling error (De Vaus, 2002).  

As a general rule, the larger the sample size, the smaller the sampling errors (Hair et 

al., 1998).  Sampling error depends on the degree of accuracy and the variation in the 

population.  A sample of 272 generates a potential sampling error of 5.9% at a 95% 

confidence level assuming the maximum possible variation in the population 

(http://www.dssresearch.com/toolkit/secalc/error.asp).  This is an acceptable sampling 

error for sample groups where either 10% or 90% of respondents are expected to give 

the same answer (De Vaus, 2002).

3.3.5 Sample for stage three

Professional institutions were target locations where the research sample was 

recruited.  Using available network contacts, the researcher obtained sponsorship from 

a few institutions in a way that the researcher was allowed to approach and recruited 

respondents on designated dates.  By physically visiting the site the researcher was 

able to establish trust with potential respondents.  At first, the researcher briefly 

introduced herself and the research she was doing.  Potential respondents were 

assured that they were not to be asked any personal questions except for general 

demographic information.

At each target location, each potential respondent was given a card on which they 

were asked to indicate whether they would like to participate, on which date(s) they 

would like to be interviewed, during what time they would consider the most 

convenient, and where they would like to be interviewed.  For those who agreed to 

participate, they were asked to provide a contact number for the researcher to confirm 

the date and the time with them.  It was written on the card in bold letters that each 

participant would receive a movie ticket, which was worth about ¥30 (AU$5).  The 

response rate was approximately 40% and most respondents chose their office at work 

as the most desired place to be interviewed.  272 respondents were personally 

interviewed during a four-month period between December 2003 and March 2004.
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Among them, 140 were male and 132 were female; 83 were 20-29 years old, 81 were 

30-39 years old, 85 were 40-49 years old, 23 were 50-59 years old; 192 were married 

and 80 were single.

3.4 Construction of the research stimuli

An important rational for the present study is to build on existing consumer decision 

theory and apply the theory in a useful manner for the durable product market in 

China.  Air conditioners were used as the research stimuli because the cost and 

potential post-decisional regret for purchasing an air conditioner requires that Chinese 

consumers process a significant amount of information before a purchase decision can 

be made.

The research stimuli provided information on six attributes for nine models of air 

conditioners.  Cooling capacity, energy efficiency and indoor noise level were 

‘intrinsic’ attributes (Rao & Sieben, 1992); they were direct indicators of product 

performance (van Osselaer & Alba, 2000).  Price, timer function and warranty were 

‘extrinsic’ attributes (Rao & Sieben, 1992); they were not quality determining 

attributes, even though they could reflect product quality to some extent (van Osselaer 

& Alba, 2000).  The product attributes were selected because they were the most 

commonly addressed in the promotional brochures and websites of the air conditioner 

manufactures in the Chinese market.

The sensory attributes (e.g. physical appearance) and actual brand names were not 

included in the research stimuli because consumers may rely on physical appearance

or brand names for purchase decisions (Rao & Monroe, 1988; van Osselaer & Alba, 

2000).  The research air conditioners were ‘modelled’ on existing air conditioners, 

with the actual brands of the air conditioners removed and replaced by girls’ names.  

The nine air conditioners will be identified by the capital letters of their names for the 

rest of the research.  The characteristics of the nine air conditioners are summarised in 

Table 6.
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Table 6: Characteristics of the research stimuli

Among the nine options, air conditioners C, F and I was considered the ‘optimal’

alternatives, because only C, F and I had the appropriate cooling capacity for the 

specified room size, with F dominating C and I across all attribute values.  Air 

conditioners A, D and H were designated the ‘extreme’ alternatives because they 

possessed extreme values on one or more than one attribute dimension.  Air 

conditioners B, E and G were referred to as the ‘higher priced’ alternatives, as they 

possessed better efficiency, lower noise levels and higher prices.  The design of the 

research stimuli has taken into consideration the following factors:

1) Information about the nine available options reflected the actual product 

information available in stores when this research was conducted.

2) Description of each option was logical, for example, a higher cooling capacity 

and a lower noise level corresponded to a higher price.

3) The nine available options represented different levels of product performance.  

For example, air conditioner B was relatively high in cooling capacity, energy 

efficiency, and indoor noise level, whereas A was low on all those attributes.

4) Each option was available in both good and bad features.  For example, air 

conditioner D was the most efficient and quiet, but provided the least cooling 

capacity.

5) No group of air conditioners dominated on all attributes.  For example, air 

conditioners C, F, and I possessed more appropriate cooling capacity, but 

‘higher priced’ alternatives B, E, and G were less noisy and more efficient than 

‘optimal’ alternatives.

6) A dominance structure existed only within the ‘optimal’ alternatives where air 

conditioner F was dominating C and I across all attributes.
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7) The ‘extreme’ group of alternatives A, D, and H were less homogeneous 

because they possessed outlier values on all attribute dimensions except for 

warranty.

3.5 Development of the computerised data collection tool

Capturing the functionality of consumers’ decision process requires a methodology 

and data capture mechanism that captures activity during the decision process without 

constraining the respondents ability to drive the process.  Providing the flexibility for 

single or multiple stages in the respondent decision process with the option to choose 

at any time or eliminate one or multiple alternatives is methodologically challenging. 

For this research a computerised decision scenario was developed.  The computer 

simulation employed ‘mouse click’ data capture (both mouse click and keystrokes 

were captured) to trace and store each respondent’s information search and decision 

activity.

The initial computerised scenario was developed in English and pilot tested.  

Developing the software required a conceptual design of the software, layout of the 

respondent screens including their sequence and the pathway between screens, an 

explanation of the intent and requirements for each screen, designing the associated 

databases, the coding structures for capturing the data, and the overview of how the 

total system works.

3.5.1 The pathway between computer screens

This research did not use a matrix format of information display.  Instead, three layers

of computer screens were employed to create a simulated purchase environment for 

research respondents to acquire information.  The top layer was a main menu screen.  

The second layer consisted of nine individual model screens representing nine models 

of air conditioners.  The third layer consisted of pop-up screens.  Respondents could 

move between the layers and within the models screens to search for information (see 

Figure 4).
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Figure 4 demonstrates that the main screen has direct links to individual model 

screens and vice versa (between the layers).  There were nine air conditioner models 

and within them there was an inner loop to enable a respondent to switch from one 

alternative to another (between the models).

Figure 4: The pathway between computer screens

There were three kinds of pop-up screens performing different functions:

1) Attribute comparison pop-up screens enabled attribute-based processing and 

switching from one air conditioner model to another.

2) Knowledge pop-up screens provided general product knowledge for the less 

knowledgeable respondents.

3) Accept/reject pop-up screens provided the option to eliminate an air conditioner

or accept it for further consideration and linked the individual models screens 

back to the main menu screen.

Overall, the main menu screen, individual models screens and pop-up screens were 

interrelated to form the computerised data collection tool.  In the process of 

information search, respondents could examine each air conditioner one by one 

(alternative-based), or compare the values of each attribute across the models 

(attribute-based), or use both alterative and attribute-based processing in a single 

decision process.  Finally, respondents could make a final purchase decision on the 

main screen and exit the decision task.

Main menu screen

9 individual model screens

Accept/Reject 

pop-up screens

Attribute 

comparison 

pop-up screens

Knowledge 

pop-up screens
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3.5.2 Computer screen functionality

Respondents commence with a main menu screen (see Figure 5) linked to individual 

model screens (see Figure 6).  In a simple scenario, to acquire information about a 

model, the respondent clicks on its name to move to the model screen.  When the 

respondent wishes they can return to the main menu screen and choose to click on the 

corresponding button to reject it (‘doesn’t suit my needs’), or accept it for further 

consideration (‘suits my needs’), or be neutral (‘I do not know yet’), or take no action.

If the button was clicked, the decision (reject/accept/neutral) would be displayed on 

the main menu screen throughout the decision process.  Thus the selected buttons on 

the main menu screen could remind respondents about their previous evaluations of 

different air conditioner models. This is an electronic equivalent to making notes on a 

piece of paper during the buying decision.  When the purchase decision is made, 

respondents can click on the model name button and the ‘purchase’ button to exit the 

decision task.  Every mouse click was captured in a decision-making log.

Figure 5: The main menu screen

On the main menu screen (as illustrated in Figure 5), the actual brands of the air 

conditioners were removed and replaced by girls’ names in order to minimise the 

‘blocking effect’ where consumers may rely on brand cues to differentiate product 

performance rather than searching for information about the attributes (van Osselaer 

& Alba, 2000).
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The second layer of computer screens was linked to the main menu screen and 

incorporated pop-up screens to allow for alternative- and/or attribute-based 

processing.  To acquire the attribute value for a specific air conditioner model, the 

respondent clicks on the name of the attribute (see Figure 6) and the attribute value is

revealed.  The respondent may evaluate the attribute value by clicking on the 

corresponding button (‘suits my needs’, ‘doesn’t suit my needs’, or ‘I do not know 

yet’), or take no action.  Respondents can obtain additional information or knowledge 

to assist their evaluation (see Figure 7).  Throughout the process every mouse click 

was captured in a decision-making log.

Figure 6: An individual model screen Figure 7: Knowledge could be obtained

As shown in Figure 7 knowledge pop-up screens could be opened to assist 

respondents in decision-making.  Researchers argued that provision of product 

knowledge helped the decision maker to learn about their own preferences and thus to 

reduce preference uncertainty (West et al., 1997).
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Figure 8 illustrates that a pop-up screen was generated to compare prices across 

alternatives.  Respondents could choose to compare the values across a few selected 

or all air conditioner models by selecting individual or all the model prices.  

Respondents could also choose to move to another alternative (e.g. Barbara) by 

clicking on the name on the comparison pop-up screen.  Once an alternative value was 

clicked (in this case in the Anna screen) the attribute value was shown for the 

respondent and remained visible in all relevant screens.

Figure 8: Pop-up screen to enable attribute comparison
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Figure 9 illustrates that respondents can reject an alternative, for example, Anna, by a 

mouse click on ‘doesn’t suit my needs’, or retain it for further consideration by a 

mouse click on ‘suits my needs’.  Respondents can also click on ‘I do not know yet’

to exit the current model screen and come back to the main menu screen.  Once 

clicked, the evaluation of the air conditioner model would be shown on the main 

menu screen.  During the decision process, the data capture function built into the data 

collection tool recorded each information acquisition, navigation pathway and 

decision action, then stored it in a database.  Upon completion of the decision task, a 

record for the entire decision process was generated for each respondent.  The record 

was written in a text file and was referred to as a ‘decision-making log’.

Figure 9: Accept/Reject pop-up screens
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3.5.3 Process tracing

The computerised data collection tool had a ‘mouse click’ data capture function that 

could trace and record each respondent’s decision process.  For each respondent, the 

function wrote a text file (a decision-making log), which recorded each action by the 

respondent, its sequence and the elapsed time since commencing the decision task.

The decision-making logs were made up of 5 basic elements (see Table 7).  A coding 

scheme was developed for the decision-making logs where different elements could 

be combined to indicate different mouse click actions (e.g. revealing a piece of 

information, indicating a violation, eliminating an alternative from consideration).

Table 7: A coding scheme for decision-making logs

Elements of decision-making logsMovement between 

computer screens Screen 

number

Model Attribute Activity Time

1 Name Time

1 Name SCREENING DECISION Time

Main

1 Name PURCHASE Time

2 Name Name TimeModel

2 Name Name EVALUATION Time

Knowledge 3 Name Name KNOWLEDGE Time

Comparison 4 Name Name COMPARISON Time

Accept/Reject 5 Name SCREENING DECISION Time

The coding scheme employed an index where different computer screens were 

assigned different numerical numbers (see Table 7).  The main menu screen was 

assigned to number 1, the individual models screens to number 2, and the pop-up 

screens to number 3, 4 and 5.  This index allowed the researcher to determine how a 

respondent navigated through the computer screens.

Each mouse click action was captured and recorded as a separate entry of the 

decision-making log.  Each entry started with a screen number followed by a model 

name indicating which air conditioner model was currently under consideration.  If an 

entry included an attribute name (e.g. price), it indicated which attribute was currently 

under consideration.  If an entry included an ‘activity’ element, it could represent:
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Ø A knowledge acquisition action (acquiring more information about an attribute)

Ø A comparison action (comparing the values across a few selected or all air 

conditioner models)

Ø An evaluation action (defining a violation/non-violation of an attribute value)

Ø A screening decision (rejecting an air conditioner model or accepting it for 

further consideration)

Ø A purchase decision

The system-based clock was linked to the computer program, which recorded the time 

when each mouse click action was taken.  The elapse of time between two mouse 

click actions indicated how long a respondent spent in information processing before 

the next mouse click action took place.  Utilising the data recorded in the decision log, 

the respondent’s decision pathway and the time spent in each location could be 

accurately reconstructed.

3.5.3.1 Alternative versus attribute-based processing

The computer program had the flexibility to allow respondents to:

Ø Examine each air conditioner one by one (alternative-based)

Ø Compare the values of each attribute across the models (attribute-based), or

Ø Use both alternative and attribute-based processing in a single decision process.

After a decision-making log was generated for a respondent (see Figure 10), the 

sequence of the mouse click actions allowed the researcher to observe information 

processing patterns – alternative and/or attribute-based.

Figure 10: Alternative and attribute-based processing

Search patternRep # Screen 

number

Model 

name

1

Attribute 

name

2

Activity

3

Models 

compared

4

Time

AL-based

5

AT-based

6

18 1 A 4:39:39 1

18 2 A PR 4:39:44

1

The first capital letter of each model name was used e.g. A for Anna.

2

PR was used for price, CC for cooling capacity, EE for energy efficiency rate, IN for indoor noise level, TI for timer, and CW 

for compressor warranty.

3

COM was indicating a comparison action

4

Air conditioner models that were compared on the attribute were captured by the decision-making log.

5

Alternative-based processing; number 1 was marked at the start of alternative-based processing.

6

Attribute-based processing; number 1 was marked at the start of attribute-based processing.
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18 2 A CC 4:39:47

18 2 A EE 4:39:51

18 2 A IN 4:39:52

18 2 A TI 4:39:54

18 2 A CW 4:39:56

18 4 A CC COM A 4:40:28 1

18 4 A CC COM B 4:40:31

18 4 A CC COM C 4:40:32

18 4 A CC COM D 4:40:33

18 4 A CC COM E 4:40:34

18 4 A CC COM F 4:40:35

18 4 A CC COM G 4:40:36

18 4 A CC COM H 4:40:37

18 4 A CC COM I 4:40:39

As shown in Figure 10, the grey area represents the researcher’s analysis of 

information processing patterns.  The shift between alternative- and attribute-based 

processing is highlighted by a broken line.  The decision-making log indicated that 

model Anna was initially examined on every attribute (alternative-based) and then 

compared to all other air conditioner models on cooling capacity (attribute-based).

In this research, instances of alternative-based information search occurred when the 

sequence of entries indicated that the nth+1 mouse click was within the same 

alternative as the nth mouse click, but involved a different attribute (Payne, 1976).  

Instances of attribute-based information search occurred when the sequence of entries 

indicated that the nth+1 piece of information was within the same attribute as the nth 

piece of information, but involved a different alternative (Payne, 1976).

Figure 11: Tracking information processing patterns

Search patternRep # Screen 

number

Model 

name

Attribute 

name

Activity Models 

compared

Time

AL-based AT-based

1 1 A 12:15:29 1

1 2 A IN 12:15:49

1 3 A IN INF
1

12:15:53

1 4 A IN COM A 12:16:27

1 4 A IN COM B 12:16:30

1 4 A IN COM C 12:16:32

1 4 A IN COM D 12:16:33

1 4 A IN COM E 12:16:34

1 4 A IN COM F 12:16:35

1 4 A IN COM G 12:16:37

1 4 A IN COM H 12:16:42

1 4 A IN COM I 12:16:44

1

INF was indicating a knowledge acquisition action.
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1 4 A IN COM G 12:16:51

1 2 G CC 12:17:4 1

1 3 G CC INF 12:17:6

1 2 G PR 12:17:48 1

1 4 G PR COM G 12:17:51

1 4 G PR COM A 12:17:54

1 4 G PR COM B 12:17:55

1 4 G PR COM C 12:17:56

1 4 G PR COM D 12:17:58

1 4 G PR COM E 12:17:59

1 4 G PR COM F 12:18:0

1 4 G PR COM H 12:18:2

1 4 G PR COM I 12:18:3

As illustrated in Figure 11, the respondent started with examining the indoor noise 

level of model Anna, and then compared all air conditioner models on the same

attribute (attribute-based).  The respondent then chose to move to model Grace where 

the next piece of information sought was cooling capacity, followed by price 

(alternative-based).  The respondent then compared the price of Grace to that of all 

other air conditioner models (attribute-based).  Captured in this decision-making log 

were shifts between information processing patterns involving different decision 

alternatives.

3.5.3.2 Tracking screening and choice decisions

A screening decision was captured by a mouse click action to reject an air conditioner 

(‘doesn’t suit my needs’) or accept it for further consideration (‘suits my needs’).  

Screening could involve a set of selection criteria (e.g. using a Conjunctive strategy). 

A screening decision could be preceded by a mouse click action such as defining a 

violation (‘doesn’t suit my needs’) or a non-violation (‘suits my needs’) of an attribute

value (see Figure 12).  A purchase decision was captured by a mouse click action on 

the name of the model and on the ‘purchase’ button on the main menu screen.

Figure 12 shows that air conditioners were evaluated sequentially, indicating 

alternative-based information processing.  During the process, cooling capacity was 

the only selection criteria used by the respondent.  Air conditioner models Anna and 

Barbara were screened out and the respondent retained and chose air conditioner 

Carol.  Throughout the decision process, the respondent employed a persistent, 

alternative-based information processing approach.
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Figure 12: Tracking screening decisions

Search patternRep # Screen 

number

Model 

name

Attribute 

name

Activity Models 

compared

Time

AL-based AT-based

130 1 A 11:39:9 1

130 3 A PR INF 11:39:53

130 3 A CC INF 11:40:21

130 3 A EE INF 11:42:41

130 3 A IN INF 11:42:59

130 3 A TI INF 11:43:39

130 3 A CW INF 11:43:58

130 2 A CC 11:44:56

130 3 A CC INF 11:45:22

130 2 A CC FNS
1

11:45:44

130 5 A MNS
2

11:45:56

130 1 A MNS
3

11:45:59

130 1 B 11:46:9 1

130 2 B CC 11:46:14

130 3 B CC INF 11:46:17

130 2 B CC FNS 11:46:29

130 5 B MNS 11:46:42

130 1 B MNS 11:46:44

130 1 C 11:46:47 1

130 2 C CC 11:46:50

130 3 C CC INF 11:46:53

130 2 C CC FSU
4

11:47:28

130 5 C MSU
5

11:47:33

130 1 C MSU 11:47:35

130 1 C PU
6

11:47:43

In Figure 12, air conditioner C was the first alternative to be accepted and then chosen, 

implying the use of a Satisficing decision rule.  On other occasions where a choice set 

was obtained containing more than one acceptable alternative, the respondent could 

shift to using different information processing patterns (see Figure 13).

As illustrated in Figure 13, the respondent obtained a choice set of air conditioners C, 

F and I.  When the choice set was obtained, the respondent switched from alternative-

based processing in screening to attribute-based processing in choice.  The computer 

process tracing method allowed the researcher to observe the choice set formation as 

well as shifts in information processing patterns.

1

FNS was indicating a mouse click action to define a violation of an attribute value.

2

MNS was indicating a mouse click action to reject an air conditioner model.

3

A screening decision was captured on both the Reject/Accept pop-up screen and the main menu screen.

4

FSU was indicating a mouse click action to define a non-violation of an attribute value.

5

MSU was indicating a mouse click action to accept an air conditioner model for further consideration.

6

PU was indicating a choice decision.
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Figure 13: Tracking screening and choice decisions

Search patternRep # Screen 

number

Model 

name

Attribute 

name

Activity Models 

compared

Time

AL-based AT-based

134 1 D 13:9:46 1

134 2 D PR 13:9:51

134 2 D CC 13:9:58

134 3 D CC INF 13:11:16

134 2 D CC FNS 13:11:29

134 2 D PR FSU 13:11:41

134 5 D MNS 13:11:55

134 1 D MNS 13:11:57

134 …

134 5 H MNS 13:12:57 1

134 1 H MNS 13:12:59

134 …

134 5 B MNS 13:14:3 1

134 1 B MNS 13:14:7

134 …

134 5 A MNS 13:14:52 1

134 1 A MNS 13:14:53

134 …

134 5 C MSU 13:15:53 1

134 1 C MSU 13:15:54

134 …

134 5 I MSU 13:16:47 1

134 1 I MSU 13:16:49

134 …

134 5 E MNS 13:17:31 1

134 1 E MNS 13:17:34

134 …

134 5 F MSU 13:18:6 1

134 1 F MSU 13:18:8

134 …

134 5 G MNS 13:18:53 1

134 1 G MNS 13:18:57

134 1 F 13:19:16

134 3 F CC INF 13:19:19

134 4 F PR COM F 13:19:39 1

134 4 F PR COM C 13:19:48

134 4 F PR COM I 13:19:51

134 2 F IN 13:20:12 1

134 4 F IN COM F 13:20:15

134 4 F IN COM C 13:20:18

134 4 F IN COM I 13:20:25

134 2 F TI 13:20:37

134 2 F CW 13:20:39 1

134 4 F CW COM F 13:20:42

134 4 F CW COM C 13:20:48

134 4 F CW COM I 13:20:51

134 2 F TI 13:20:53

134 2 F EE 13:20:56 1

134 4 F EE COM F 13:20:59

134 4 F EE COM C 13:21:4

134 4 F EE COM I 13:21:6

134 1 F PU 13:21:30
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3.5.4 Computer program specifics

The computer program included a less complex ‘warm-up’ scenario to familiarise the 

respondent with the electronic data capture process and provide an opportunity to ask 

procedural questions.  When the respondent felt that they understood the procedure, 

they were able to proceed to the more complex durable product purchase scenario.

Data was captured for both the ‘warm-up’ scenario and the research scenario.  Both 

scenarios were durable product purchases, but were different products from different 

household-related product categories.  No time constraint was placed on the decision 

makers, nor were they instructed to use any particular type of decision process.  

Instead, they had freedom to find their own pathway to the final choice.

For those who were not familiar with the specific durable product attributes, extra 

information could be gained by checking up with the pop-up screens (see Figure 7 in 

Section 3.5.2).  The information provided was all publicly available information for 

the specific durable product; however, the volume of additional information made 

available was limited to that relevant for the specific decision scenario (Section 3.4 

discuses how ‘relevance’ was determined).  This information was available, but not 

required to be accessed to proceed with the decision.

The computer program was developed in English and then translated into Mandarin 

Chinese by an independent ‘expert’ and verified to ensure contextual validity.  Irwin 

Oh, a NATTI (National Accreditation Authority for Translators and Interpreters Ltd) 

accredited Chinese (Mandarin) interpreter completed the translation of the 

computerised scenario in Australia.  The researcher then took the computer program 

to China in November 2003.  Kathy Chen, a senior lecturer at Tianjin Foreign 

Language Institute verified the translation without any prior knowledge of the 

research topic.  The computer program was then pilot tested using a convenience 

sample of respondents.

The pilot testing required multiple iterations to ensure the data captured met the 

requirements to answer the hypotheses and provided the required information to 

inform the decision process while providing the required flexibility to avoid forcing 
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the respondent into predetermined pathways through the scenario.  The pilot testing 

also allowed the researcher to obtain feedback on the layout of the computer screens, 

the clarity of the instructions, and to work out any programming errors.

The pilot testing was the second stage of this research and included multiple iteration 

of testing.  Each iteration of the data capture system was tested and verified with 5 

respondents with a total of 20 respondents being interviewed before the computer 

program was finalised to be used for data collection.

3.6 Data collection procedure

Research data were collected through personal interviews with 272 respondents.  All 

respondents were computer literate and had agreed to perform the decision task on the 

computer.

3.6.1 The warm-up decision scenario

When the respondents were presented with the warm-up decision, the scenario was to 

purchase a new microwave oven and only had time to visit one store in which they 

found three available options.  The introduction warm-up decision scenario was both 

read aloud by the researcher and presented on a computer screen (see Appendix D).  

The respondents were then told to use their own judgement to complete the decision 

task and to think aloud their responses.  They were encouraged to ask questions if 

they had any difficulty with using the computer program in the warm-up scenario.  If 

the respondents asked any questions (examples below) they were instructed how to 

use the functionality of the computer program.

Ø If the respondents asked how they should start, they were told they could start 

looking at any one of the three microwave ovens by clicking on its name.

Ø If the respondents asked what they should do with the microwave oven they 

have chosen to inspect, they were told to reveal any piece of information they 

needed to look at as if they were in a real situation of purchasing a microwave 

oven.
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Ø If the respondents asked what they should do after revealing a piece of 

information of the current microwave oven, they were told that they had options 

to:

• Evaluate the current microwave oven on the known piece of information 

(defining a violation or non-violation).

• Make a decision about the current microwave oven on the known piece of 

information (reject/accept/purchase).

• Reveal more information about the current microwave oven.

• Compare the current microwave oven to the other alternatives, or

• Move on to a different alternative and reveal information about one or 

more of its attributes.

Ø If the respondents asked about any additional information such as brand or 

physical appearance, they were told that such information was not available 

within this scenario.

3.6.2 The research decision scenario

The research decision scenario was to purchase an air conditioner for an 18m
2

 room.  

The respondents were asked to assume that they have found 9 available options in the 

stores they have visited.  The introduction to the research decision scenario was both 

read aloud by the researcher and presented on a computer screen (see Appendix E for 

details).  The respondents were reminded that they had to think aloud as they 

undertook the decision task, and that they were to proceed through the decision 

process on their own.

Using the scenario skills they have developed from the warm-up decision scenario, 

the respondents proceeded through the research decision scenario.  They were not 

guided on how to make their decisions, nor were they required to use a phased 

decision rule.   They were not forced to make any evaluation or decisions if they did

not independently take such actions.

For each respondent, a decision-making log was created throughout the decision 

process, and upon completion of the research decision scenario a correspondent 

record of the respondent’s entire decision process was generated and stored in a 
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database.  On completion of the purchase decision, the respondent was asked to rate 

the six air conditioner attributes on a 1-10 continuous scale, with 1 being the least 

important and 10 being the most important.  Demographic information was also 

collected, including gender, age, and marital status.  The computer program recorded 

the numerical data in a separate file.  Thus each respondent had two correspondent 

records stored in the database, linked by a unique internal identifier, when the 

decision task was completed.

3.6.3 The role of the researcher

During the warm-up decision scenario, the role of the researcher was to facilitate the 

respondents with learning how to use the computer program so that they became 

independent decision-makers for the research decision scenario.  During the research 

decision scenario, the researcher took the role as an observer, that is, the researcher 

was observing the decision process in an unobtrusive manner while taking notes of the 

respondents’ think aloud comments.  These notes of verbal protocols were used to 

supplement and validate the computer generated decision-making logs.  Recorded in 

the notes were the respondents’:

Ø Evaluation decisions (what constituted a violation of an attribute value).

Ø Screening decisions (which alternative was accepted or rejected; when was it 

accepted or rejected; why was it accepted or rejected), and

Ø Choice decisions (which alternative was chosen; when the respondent was ready 

to make a choice; why was it chosen).

One researcher supervised all activities in relation to the decision process and decision 

outcome for each respondent.  The purpose was to eliminate bias from different verbal 

protocol recorders.
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3.7 Measure development

Two challenges were resolved in the development of measures in this research.  They 

were:

Ø How to identify decision phase boundaries, and

Ø How to determine which decision strategy was used

3.7.1 How to identify decision phase boundaries

Current consumer decision research is hindered by a lack of clarity in decision phase 

boundaries.  Earlier research relied on a stage structure, consisting of two qualitatively 

separable stages, such as the screening stage and the choice stage (Payne, 1976).  To 

date, the knowledge of consumer adaptivity has led researchers to believe that 

decision phase boundaries may be blurred by constant shifts in processing, and the 

decision process should be characterised by more or less continuous trends over time 

(Russo & Leclerc, 1994).

To overcome the barrier, this research adopted a broader view that each decision 

phase may be characterised by the respondent’s decision to reject, accept, or choose a 

decision alternative.  This measurement allowed for identification of qualitatively 

different activities as well as repetitions of the same activity.  Klein and Yadav (1989)

argued that consumers may adjust the strategy in progress as each decision was highly 

dependent on the preceding processes.  In this research, the decision process was 

studied as the respondent made progress from one decision phase to the next.

By capturing the reject/consider decisions, the alternatives excluded/included, the 

attributes driving the accept/reject decisions, and the final choice, distinct phase 

boundaries were clearly revealed within the decision process.  The ‘decision rules’

used by the researcher to identify decision phase boundaries were:

Ø A screening decision was determined to have been completed when the

respondent positively identified

• A single alternative being accepted or rejected based on a single or 

multiple attributes, or
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• Multiple alternatives being accepted or rejected based on analysis of one 

or more attributes.

Ø A screening decision was also deemed to have occurred where verbal protocols 

clearly indicted that a decision was made, even though the button was not 

‘clicked’.

Ø The final product choice was a decision, and in some cases there was only one 

decision.

Ø Implied decisions were not included in the data analysis as there was no 

substantiating evidence for the decision
1

Ø If the respondent exited an individual model screen without action on accepting 

or rejecting, it was a postponed or delayed decision and no decision phase was 

recorded.

3.7.2 How to determine which decision strategy was used

Measures from existing consumer decision research are limited to four different 

aspects of the decision process, namely, 1) compensatory versus non-compensatory, 

2) alternative-based versus attribute-based comparisons, 3) consistent versus selective 

processing, and 4) extensive versus limited amount of information search carried out.

The current measures are useful for capturing general patterns of information

acquisition and decision behaviour.  For example, decision researchers found that 

consumers became selective and switched to attribute-based processing when time 

pressure increased (Ben Zur & Breznitz, 1981; Eisenhardt, 1989; Payne et al., 1988; 

Pieters et al., 1997; Svenson et al., 1990; Zakay, 1985).  Thus decision researchers 

argued that consumer decision-making involved simpler, non-compensatory strategies 

under time pressure.

The above example illustrates that the current measures of information processing are 

associated with a broad category of decision strategies.  They are not adequate to 

reveal the particular decision strategy used by the decision maker.  In order to address 

the research questions and related hypotheses, consideration must be given to the 

1

 Implied decisions were those decisions that might have been made by the respondent, even though 

there was no evidence in the decision-making log or the respondent’s self-report.
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distinguishing characteristics of the decision strategies. In this research, every

decision strategy was uniquely defined by a combination of distinguishing 

characteristics derived from the extant literature (see Table 8).

Table 8: How to determine which decision strategy was used?

As shown in Table 8, each decision-making log was individually analysed and 

matched against the corresponding decision strategy characteristics.  A matching 

process was used to identify the decision strategy used by the decision maker.  The 

first step in the matching process was to summarise the decision-making log and the 

verbal protocols into a summary table (see Appendix C).  A summary table enabled 

the researcher to make direct comparisons between the observed decision process and 

the distinguishing characteristics of the decision strategies (see Appendix C).  Each 

decision strategy was then uniquely identified based on the characteristics.

Researchers argued that consumer choice process was “a patchwork of subprocesses” 

(Russo & Leclerc, 1994, p. 274).  Given the knowledge of consumer adaptivity, 

partial strategy execution was expected of respondents.  When the observed decision
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process matched only a few of the distinguishing characteristics, a partial strategy 

could be used by the respondent.  The researcher then determined whether the subset 

was unique to a particular decision strategy:

Ø If the answer was ‘yes’, that is, no other strategies had the same combination of 

characteristics, it was determined that a partial strategy was used.

Ø If the answer was ‘no’, the observed decision activities were not related to any 

decision strategy, for example, searching by alternative (3) or by attribute (4), or 

simply referring to an attribute value (17).  Such activities could occur at an 

early stage or in the middle of the decision process, which could mean that the 

respondent was familiarising with the decision context (Bettman & Park, 1980), 

formulating their decision criteria (Wright & Barbour, 1977), or trying to 

reconstruct the decision task (N. M. Klein & Yadav, 1989).

During the investigation of partial strategy use, three decision strategies required 

special attention:

Ø Lexicographic and Elimination-By-Aspects are the “structuring-strategies” to 

reduce decision task complexity (O. Huber, 1980, p. 190).  In this research, 

these two strategies were often partially executed and preceded the application 

of a different strategy in a screening or choice decision.  Such applications 

indicated that the respondent wished to focus on only one or a few of the 

alternatives.  During data analysis (see Table 9), Lexicographic was represented 

as LEX (used independently) or as LEXPRE (used at the beginning of a 

decision phase and preceded another strategy), and Elimination-By-Aspects as 

EBA (used independently) or EBAPRE (used at the beginning of a decision 

phase and preceded another strategy).

Ø Satisficing was used by respondents who wished to terminate processing with 

the first acceptable alternative.  According to Beach and Mitchell (1978), any 

strategy consists of procedures and a decision rule.  In this research, respondents 

could use the Satisficing decision rule, but not the procedures, indicating partial 

strategy execution.  When strategy variables were entered into data analysis (see 

Table 9), Satisficing was represented as SAT (the selection criteria and the 

decision rule were used) or as SATRULE (only the decision rule was used).
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Analysis of the decision process was data driven because the purpose of this research 

was to observe the decision process instead of forcing the decision process into any 

pre-determined structure.  Only eight decision strategies were identified in this 

research, leaving an opportunity for future research to begin to describe the undefined 

decision strategies.  The eight decision strategies were Lexicographic 

(LEX/LEXPRE), Elimination-By-Aspects (EBA/EBAPRE), Majority of Confirming 

Dimensions (MCD), Additive Difference (ADDDIF), Dominance (DOM), 

Conjunctive (CONJ), Compatibility Test (COM), and Satisficing (SAT/SATRULE).  

Examples of the matching process that led to the identification of the eight different 

decision strategies are summarised in Appendix C.

3.8 Data preparation

Analysis of decision phase boundaries and decision strategies was transformed into a 

data set comprising of variables that were related to hypothesis testing.  All codes 

(continuous or nominal) were mutually exclusive and independent in the research data 

set.  Frequencies were run in SPSS to detect abnormality and data entry errors outside 

the range of responses.  The purpose of this activity was to highlight those numbers 

that had been incorrectly entered.

Ten respondents were omitted from the data set because they failed to complete the 

decision task.  After the deletion of the 10 respondents, data from 262 respondents 

were available for analysis.  A summary of the variables in relation to the hypotheses 

for testing is provided in Table 9.

The assumption of normality is a prerequisite for many inferential statistical 

techniques (Coakes & Steed, 2001).  As noted by Micerri (1989), very few data sets 

actually meet this assumption.  The typical impact of violations of this assumption is

to increase the value of the chi-square statistic and the standard errors associated with 

the parameter estimates (Byrne, 2001).  The ‘explore’ procedure was run in SPSS to 

detect non-normal distributions.
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Table 9: Summary of data set variables and hypothesis testing

Hypotheses for testing Data set variables Values/Codes

Consumer decision-making for a durable 

product is multi-phased (H1).

How many phases occurred in a 

decision process?

Scale

Consumers use more than one strategy 

within a single decision phase (H2a).

Consumers use more than one strategy 

across decision phases (H2b).

Within a single decision phase

- Was it a choice decision 

(YES/NO)?

- Was it a screening decision 

(YES/NO)?

- How many strategies were used?

Across decision phases

- Was it a single choice process?

- Was it a screening process (and 

not choice)?

- Was it a process where both 

screening and choice occurred?

- How many strategies were used?

Nominal

&

Scale

Consumers approach the same decision task 

with different decision processes and 

outcomes.  Particularly consumers would 

use decision heuristics for alternatives that 

possess a dominant attribute (H3).

Consumers use fewer decision phases and 

fewer strategy shifts to choose an optimal 

rather than a sub-optimal alternative (H4).

- Decision outcomes (“optimal”, 

“higher priced”, “extreme”)

- Decision strategies (LEX, 

LEXPRE, EBA, EBAPRE, 

MCD, ADDDIF, DOM, CONJ, 

COM, SAT, SATRULE)

- Number of decision phases 

(PHASES)

Nominal

& 

Scale

Note: Lexicographic (LEX/LEXPRE), Elimination-By-Aspects (EBA/EBAPRE), and Satisficing 

(SAT/SATRULE) were each represented by two separate variables (refer to Section 3.7.2).

In this research, the distributions of the continuous variables were positively skewed. 

One approach to handling the presence of skewness of non-normal data was to use a 

procedure known as data transformation (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001).  When no 

transformation could render the distribution normal (as indicated by the significance 

level of normality test), the corresponding non-parametric test was performed to test 

the hypotheses.
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3.9 Data analysis

This section discusses the methods used to analyse the data.  The statistical tests 

employed to analyse the data depended on the kinds of data collected and the nature 

of the research questions and hypotheses (Motulsky, 1995).  The data analysis 

techniques used to test the research hypotheses are detailed.

3.9.1 Hypothesis 1

A one-sample t-test was to be used to address the first hypothesis.  It was an 

appropriate statistical test because data were obtained from a single sample of 

respondents and the researcher wished to know whether the mean of the population 

from which the sample was drawn was the same as the hypothesised mean (Coakes & 

Steed, 2001). In this research, the hypothesised mean was 1 = single- or 2 = two-

phase decision process.  The purpose was to find empirical evidence for the use of a 

multi-phase decision processes.

The frequency distribution of the variable indicated a significant positive skewness 

(see Appendix F). A square root transformation was performed.  The skewness of the 

distribution decreased substantially and the outliers were pulled into the distribution.  

However, by pulling the outliers into the distribution, the kurtosis value became 

negative, indicating a flatter distribution.  A log10 transformation was then performed, 

but caused a substantial deterioration of the kurtosis value.  Thus there was no 

advantage to use transformation techniques.

When no transformation rendered the distribution normal, the continuous variable was 

transformed into a discrete variable of three different levels: single-, two- and multi-

phase (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001).  Chi-square test for goodness of fit was used to 

determine whether differences existed across the three response categories (Coakes & 

Steed, 2001).

3.9.2 Hypothesis 2

Data analysis involved examining the respondents’ use of decision strategies within 

and across decision phases.  For each decision phase, it was determined whether it 
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was a screening or choice decision, and how many strategies were used within the 

decision.  For each respondent, the researcher examined the entire range of the 

decision phases and determined how many strategies were used for all decision phases.

A one-sample t-test was to be used; the hypothesised mean equals a single strategy 

used within and across decision phases. The purpose was to reject the null hypothesis 

that consumers use a single decision strategy throughout the entire decision process.

By examining the frequency distributions, it was found that the two variables were

positively skewed.  When data transformation failed to render the distributions normal

(see Appendix F), non-parametric test of chi-square for goodness of fit was employed 

to determine whether differences existed across response categories.

3.9.3 Hypotheses 3&4

Logistic regression analysis was used to address the third and the fourth research 

hypotheses because the decision outcomes were discrete, and the researcher wished to 

predict a discrete decision outcome from a set of dichotomous variables representing 

different decision strategies and a continuous variable representing the number of 

decision phases.

The independent variables consisted of a set of eleven dichotomous variables each 

representing the application of a single strategy or the application of certain aspects of 

a single strategy, and were coded as 0 and 1 (0 = not used; 1 = used).  The three 

dependent variables were ‘optimal’, ‘higher priced’ and ‘extreme’ each representing a 

discrete decision outcome and were coded as 0 and 1 (0 = not chosen; 1 = chosen).  

Logistic regression analysis was performed for each dependent variable.  The purpose 

was to determine whether the probability of correctly predicting a decision outcome 

was related to the use of different decision approaches represented by decision phases 

and strategies (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001).

To address the third hypothesis, the assumptions must be met.  Logistic regression 

assumes that the continuous independent variable be linearly related to the logit of the 

dependent variable (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001).  The interaction between PHASES 

and its natural logarithm was entered into each model to test the assumption of 
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linearity.  The results showed that the assumption was met in the ‘optimal’ model, but 

was weakly violated in the ‘higher priced’ and the ‘extreme’ model.  However, since 

the p-value indicated marginal insignificance, the analysis should continue for the 

continuous variable (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001).

All of the decision strategy predictors were discrete.  It required the researcher to 

examine the expected frequencies in cells formed by combinations of discrete 

variables (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001).  An SPSS CROSSTABS was run to check the 

adequacy of expected frequencies for all pairs of discrete variables, including the 

outcome variables (see the tables in Appendix G).  There were 10 cells in which the 

expected frequency was less than five; thus in no two-way table did more than 20% of 

the cells have frequencies less than 5, nor were any expected frequencies less than 1.  

This indicated that the power of the analysis was not lessened.

Logistic regression is sensitive to extremely high correlations among predictor 

variables signalled by exceedingly high standard errors for parameter estimates 

(Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001).  Data analysis revealed that for each model (‘optimal’, 

‘higher priced’, or ‘extreme’ as the dependent variable), the standard errors for 

parameter estimates were small (see Appendix H).  In other words, no 

multicollinearity was evident for the analysis.

Residuals and standardised residuals were also obtained for each model to detect 

outlying cases.  An outlying case was poorly predicted by the model; a case that 

actually was in one category of outcome showed a high probability for being in 

another category (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001).  Data analysis revealed that there were 

two outlying cases in the ‘extreme’ model (standardised residuals (z) were 6.62 and 

7.13) and two outlying cases in the ‘optimal’ model (standardised residuals (z) were 

5.50 and 5.54).  These outlying cases were not deleted because the number of them

was very small and their values were not exceedingly large (a standardised residual (z) 

= 7.13 was the largest) given a large sample size (262 respondents).

A maximum likelihood solution is impossible when outcome groups are perfectly 

separated (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001).  For example, a complete separation of groups 

occurred when all cases in one outcome group had a particular value of a predictor 
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(e.g. all those who used a Lexicographic strategy chose the ‘extreme’ alternatives) 

while all those in another group have another value of a predictor (e.g. no 

Lexicographic strategy and no ‘extreme’ alternatives). In this research, respondents 

could not be separated completely by any single dichotomous predictor (Tabachnick 

& Fidell, 2001).  Thus it was determined that logistic regression analysis was 

appropriate to address the third research hypothesis.

There are three major types of logistic regression: 1) direct, 2) sequential, and 3) 

stepwise.  Direct logistic regression was chosen for this research because there were 

no specific hypotheses about the order or importance of predictor variables 

(Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001).  All predictors were entered into the model 

simultaneously.  The method allowed the researcher to evaluate the contribution made 

by each predictor over and above that of the other predictors, as if each predictor was 

entered into the equation last (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001).  In this research, 

comparisons were made between a constant-only model and a full model that included 

the constant plus all predictors.

Binary Logistic Regression was run in SPSS.  For each dependent variable, a log-

likelihood was calculated for the constant-only model and for the full model 

respectively.  The difference between log-likelihoods was used to create a statistic that 

was distributed as chi-square (x
2
).  The key question in comparing the models was 

whether the log-likelihood increased or decreased significantly with the addition of 

predictors.  If x
2
 test showed no significant improvement, predictors were unrelated to 

the outcome (p>.05).  On the other hand, a reliable difference was signalled by a 

significant x
2 

test (p<.05), indicating that the predictors, as a set, reliably distinguished 

between two decision outcomes (0 = not chosen; 1 = chosen).

When the overall model fit was adequate, the researcher examined the strength of the 

association (Nagelkerke R
2
), and the contribution of each predictor to the model,

including the parameter estimates (  coefficients), a Wald statistic (t-ratio), an odds 

ratio (Exp( ), and a p-value for each coefficient.  The researcher also examined 

Hosmer and Lemeshow test, because non-significant lack of fit (p-value>.05) 

indicated an acceptable model.  Finally, the researcher examined the percent of 
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correct prediction for each outcome (Type I and Type II errors) and the overall 

prediction success of the model.

3.10 Limitations

The process tracing method used to capture respondents’ decision processes has its 

limitations:

1) The laboratory setting where data collection occurred was less dynamic than 

natural decision-making environments where information is less well structured 

and consumers do not have to express their thoughts along the way. 

2) There were no real brand names attached to the air conditioner models.  A 

potential bias was that the research respondents could have used different 

decision processes than consumers who normally rely on brand names in 

decision-making.

3) During decision-making, the respondents were not assisted by the researcher.  

However, the computer program contained instructions to assist the relevant 

decisions.  The artificial elements could introduce a potential bias that the 

respondents became more selective to avoid making ‘effortful’ clicks.  Decision 

heuristics could have been used more often than cognitively more demanding 

strategies.  If the methodology resulted in earlier decisions and fewer decision 

phases, it was a more conservative approach to testing the research hypotheses.

To rectify the above-mentioned method effects, future research should:

1) Provide real brand names of alternatives before or after the decision task is 

performed, and compare the resulting decision processes with that of the current 

research.

2) Remove any informative instructions and elicit concurrent verbal protocols, and 

the resulting decision processes may be compared to findings from the current 

research.
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3.11 Conclusion

This chapter has discussed and justified the research design approach employed in this 

research.  A process tracing methodology using a computerised data collection tool 

was used to study contingent consumer decision behaviour.  This chapter has outlined 

the procedures followed in collecting data with consideration given to maximising 

reliability and validity.  The following chapters outline the results from these 

procedures.
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Chapter 4: Results

4.1 Introduction

This chapter summarises the research findings in five sections:

1) Section one provides background information regarding the final decision 

outcomes.

2) Section two answers research question 1, providing empirical evidence for 

multi-phase decisions.

3) Section three addresses research question 2, revealing that consumers use more 

than one decision strategy within and across decision phases.

4) Section four addresses research question 3, investigating the relationship 

between decision approaches and outcomes.

5) Section five discusses those aspects of decision processes that have not yet been 

captured by the current literature.

4.2 Final choices

The final choice made as a result of the decision process is provided in Figure 14.  

This diagram provides the number of respondents who have chosen each alternative, 

ordered from the least chosen (left) to the most chosen (right) alternative.  The three 

‘optimal’ alternatives (C, I, F) are highlighted.
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Figure 14: Final choices
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Figure 14 shows that the three ‘optimal’ alternatives C, F and I were positioned far 

apart at both ends of the X-axis.  F was chosen by the largest percentage of 

respondents (23.66%), I was chosen by a very low 6.49%, and C was chosen by the 

lowest 2.29%.  In between the ‘optimal’ alternatives were the ‘higher priced’ and the 

‘extreme’ alternatives.  In fact, more than two thirds of the respondents (67.56%) 

chose sub-optimal alternatives.

To understand how final choices were made, the decision process, which led to the 

final choices, was investigated.  Analysis of the results revealed that the observed 

decision outcomes were obtained by respondents using three different types of 

decision processes (see Table 10):

1) In a single-phase choice decision, all alternatives were present 100% of the time 

as there was no screening to eliminate alternatives.

2) Where screening occurred, only the acceptable alternative was considered for 

choice.  If screening produced a single acceptable alternative, it automatically 

became the final choice (Beach & Mitchell, 1998).

3) If screening yielded more than one acceptable alternative, a choice decision had 

to be made from the choice set.
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Table 10 shows that screening occurred for 232 respondents as compared to 30 who 

used a single-phase choice decision.  Where screening occurred, 153 respondents 

chose a single acceptable alternative as compared to 79 who obtained a choice set 

containing more than one acceptable alternative and chose from the choice set.  Chi-

square goodness of fit tests revealed that the dominant decision approach used by 

respondents was screening (and not choice) (p<.001), as the majority of respondents 

chose the first acceptable alternative, that is, used a Satisficing decision strategy 

(n=132).

Table 10: Final choices by categories

Final Choices – By Categories

Optimal Higher Priced Extreme

Screening Choice

C

n=6

F

n=61

I

n=17

B

n=54

E

n=26

G

n=21

A

n=12

D

n=48

H

n=17

Total

O P 0 3 0 2 1 2 3 9 10 30

P O 6 27 10 33 16 18 5 32 6 153

P P 0 31 7 19 9 1 4 7 1 79

As shown in Table 10, comparisons were made between respondent groups who chose 

alternatives from different choice categories using three different decision processes:

1) ‘Extreme’ respondents were most likely to use a single-phase choice decision 

(22 ‘extreme’ as compared to 3 ‘optimal’ and 5 ‘higher priced’ respondents) 

(p<.001).

2) ‘Higher priced’ respondents were most likely to use one or more screening 

decisions (and not choice) (67 ‘higher priced’ as compared to 43 ‘optimal’ and 

43 ‘extreme’ respondents) (p<.05).

3) ‘Optimal’ Respondents were more likely to use a decision process where 

screening is followed by a choice decision than ‘extreme’ respondents (38 

‘optimal’ as compared to 12 ‘extreme’ respondents) (p<.001).  There was no 

significant difference between ‘optimal’ and ‘higher priced’ respondents.

Further, Table 10 shows that within each respondent group, respondents used three 

different decision processes:
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1) Respondents who chose ‘optimal’ alternatives seldom used a single-phase 

choice decision, but used screening and/or choice decisions (3 as compared to 

43 and 38; p<.001).

2) The majority of ‘higher priced’ respondents used screening (and not choice) (67 

as compared to 29 and to 5; p<.001), fewer used screening and choice decisions 

(29 as compared to 67; p<.001), and very few used a single-phase choice 

decision (5 as compared to 29 and to 67; p<.001).

3) Within the ‘extreme’ group, more respondents used screening (and not choice) 

(43 as compared to 22 and to 12; p<.05).  More respondents used a single-phase

choice decision than those who used a two-phase screening-and-choice decision 

(22 as compared to 12); however, the difference was not significant (p>.05).

In this research, screening occurred more often than choice.  Among 262 respondents, 

232 made one or more than one screening decisions.  Of those respondents who made 

choice decisions, 30 made a single-phase choice decision, 79 made a choice decision 

from within the choice set. The above research results suggest that the occurrence of 

the screening-and-choice process is much less than suggested by the current literature 

because consumers may simply choose the first acceptable alternative.  In this 

research, different decision outcomes were associated with different decision 

processes, indicating that consumer groups may be distinguished by three different 

decision approaches, namely 1) a single-phase choice decision, 2) screening decisions 

(and not choice), and 3) screening and choice decisions.

Where screening occurred, a choice set could be obtained when screening produced 

more than one acceptable alternative (n=79).  The choice set provided a smaller 

context for choice than the original set of nine air conditioners.  Analysis of the choice 

set for occurrences of the ‘optimal’ alternatives revealed that F was dominant.

Alternative F was chosen over C on all occasions (100%) when these two (and not I) 

occurred in the choice set.  When F and I occurred in the choice set (and not C), F was

chosen more than three-quarters (78%) of the time.  When C, F and I occurred in the 

choice set, F was chosen on most occasions (94%).  Thus when F was included in the 

choice set, the probability of selecting C and I was low, explaining the low incidence 

of choice of the ‘optimal’ alternatives C and I shown in Figure 14.
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Analysis of the choice set for occurrences of the ‘higher priced’ alternatives revealed 

that B was chosen most frequently.  Alternative B was chosen over G on all occasions 

(100%) when these two (and not E) occurred in the choice set.  When B and E 

occurred in the choice set (and not G), B was chosen more than two-thirds (68%) of 

the time.  There was no presence of B or E in the choice set for any respondent when 

G was chosen.  In fact, G was not chosen when B or E was present in the choice set.  

The high incidence of respondents choosing B over E and G is illustrated in Figure 14.

The ‘extreme’ alternatives A, D and H were mainly chosen on occasions when 

consumers made a single-phase choice decision.  Analysis of the choice set 

composition revealed that the ‘extreme’ alternatives were seldom included in the same 

choice set.  Analysis revealed that the ‘extreme’ alternatives were less homogeneous 

than the ‘optimal’ and ‘higher priced’ alternatives, and thus were less likely to be 

considered in the same choice set.  Figure 14 illustrates that consumers chose D more 

often than A and H.

The research results indicate that consumer products that are positioned close to the 

leading alternative are likely to be considered, but not chosen by consumers.  

Consider C and I, which were similar to F. While C and I were considered by 

respondents, they were not chosen as often as F.  The research results suggest that in a 

smaller decision context such as the choice set, consumers are more likely to choose 

the dominant alternative.  In this research, respondents preferred a single alternative 

from each category. As shown in Figure 14, three alternatives were chosen most 

frequently – F the ‘optimal’ alternative, B the ‘higher priced’ alternative, and D the 

‘extreme’ alternative.
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4.3 Is consumer decision-making multi-phased?

Screening and choice are decision processes that are qualitatively different from each 

other (Russo & Leclerc, 1994).  The above analysis indicates that for the same 

decision scenario, consumers may employ three different decision processes: 1) a 

single-phase choice decision, 2) screening decisions (and not choice), and 3) 

screening and choice decisions.

This section discusses another aspect of the decision process – decision phases.  

According to Russo and Leclerc (1994), decision phases not only incorporate 

qualitatively different activities (e.g. screening and/or choice), but also refer to 

repetitions of the same activity (e.g. iterative screening decisions using an 

Elimination-By-Aspects strategy).  In this research, analysis of various decision 

pathways revealed a single through to 10 distinct decision phases used by respondents.  

Table 11 summarises the number of decision phases and the related percentages.

Table 11: Decision phases

Phases Frequency Percentage (%) Decision process

1 103 39.3 39.3 Single-phase

2 54 20.6 20.6 Two-phase

3 25 9.5

4 25 9.5

5 15 5.7

6 10 3.8

7 8 3.1

8 3 1.1

9 3 1.1

10 16 6.1

40.1 Multi-phase

Total 262 100.0

Note: An eleven-phase decision occurred, but was considered a special case of ten-phase decisions.

Table 11 demonstrates that three different decision processes were employed by 

respondents namely 1) single-, 2) two-, and 3) multi-phase decisions.  Single- (n=103) 

and multi-phase (n=105) decisions occurred more often than two-phase decisions 

(n=54).  A chi-square goodness-of-fit test was highly significant (p<.001), indicating a 

polarising effect of decision complexity that caused research respondents to either 

adopt a single- or multi-phase process.  The first hypothesis (H1) was partially 

supported.  While decision processes can be multi-phased, they are not always so.  

The research results provide further evidence that consumers approach the same 

decision problem with different processes and outcomes.
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4.4 Do consumers use multiple strategies within a single decision phase?

This section of analysis focuses on both decision phases and decision strategies.

Table 12 summarises the number of decision strategies used within each decision 

phase and the related frequency of distribution over a range of 1 to 10 distinct phases.

Table 12: Respondent decisions in total and analysed across strategy utilisation

Note:

1) Introduction of Table 12:

a) SC = screening; CH = choice.

b) The 1
st

 column summarises decision processes ranging from 1 to 10 distinct phases and the related frequency of 

occurrence.

c) The 2
nd

 column distinguishes three different decision processes: 1) a single-phase choice decision, 2) screening 

(and not choice) decisions, and 3) screening and choice decisions.

d) The 3
rd

 column provides the number of screening and choice decisions made by respondents relative to the 

number of decision phases (1-10) and the three different processes. For example, among the 54 respondents 

who used a two-phase process, 24 respondents made 48 screening decisions, 30 respondents made 30 screening 

decisions, and 30 made choice decisions.

2) The grey cells indicate that:

a) Choice sets occur only in a phased decision process.

b) Choice does not occur unless a choice set is obtained containing more than one acceptable alternative.

Table 12 enabled analysis of the respondents’ use of decision strategies in three 

different decision processes: 1) a single-phase choice decision, 2) screening decisions 

(and not choice), and 3) screening and choice decisions. In this research, 30 
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respondents made a single-phase choice decision using one or multiple strategies to 

choose directly from the nine available alternatives (p>.05).

The frequency distribution in Table 12 indicates that screening (and not choice) 

occurred over a range of 1 to 9 distinct phases.  Exclusive screening decisions were 

made by 153 respondents, 73 of whom screened only once, while 80 others screened 

repetitively until one acceptable alternative was chosen.  The 153 respondents made 

390 screening decisions, 133 of which were made with a single strategy, 215 of which 

were made with two different strategies, and 42 of which were made with three 

different strategies.  The research showed significant results that respondents used 

multiple strategies to conduct screening until a single acceptable alternative was 

chosen (p<.001).

Among the 79 respondents who made both screening and choice, the hypothesised use 

of multiple strategies within a single decision phase (H2a) was rejected.  Table 12

provides evidence that the 79 respondents made 289 screening decisions, 232 of 

which were made with a single strategy, and 57 of which were made with two 

strategies (p<.001).  Choice decisions were also overwhelmingly single-strategy 

decisions.  The empirical evidence supports the current literature to a large extent that 

screening and choice are two qualitatively different activities.  The research results 

also suggest that multiple strategies are a screening phenomenon.

Overall, the above research results suggest an interaction between qualitatively 

different decision processes (screening and/or choice) and the respondents’ use of a 

single versus multiple decision strategies.  In summary, the second research 

hypothesis (H2a) was:

1) Supported by the group of respondents (n=153) who made screening decisions 

(and not choice).

2) Partially supported by the group of respondents (n=30) who made a single-phase

choice decision.

3) Rejected by the group of respondents (n=79) who made both screening and choice 

decisions.
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4.5 Do consumers use multiple strategies across decision phases?

This section of analysis further investigates the second research hypothesis (H2b).  

Table 13 summarises the number of decision strategies used within decision processes

encompassing 1 to 10 distinct phases and the related frequency of distribution.  

Table 13: Number of respondents analysed by decisions and number of strategies 

utilised

Note:

1) Introduction to Table 13:

a) The 1
st

 column summarises decision processes ranging from a single to 10 distinct phases and the related frequency 

of occurrence.

b) The 2
nd

 column distinguishes three different decision processes: 1) a single-phase choice decision, 2) screening (and 

not choice) decisions, and 3) screening and choice decisions.

2) The grey cells indicate that:

a) Choice sets occurred only in phased decision processes.

b) Choice was not made unless a choice set was obtained containing more than one acceptable alternative.

c) At least 2 different strategies occurred in a phased process where a choice set was obtained (Phases  2).

Table 4 shows respondents analysed by decisions and strategies utilised.  The single-

phase decisions are included for completeness but not analysed in this across-phases 

section.  As shown in Table 13, respondents who made qualitatively different decision 

processes (screening and/or choice) also used different strategies (single versus 

multiple strategies):

1) Among the 80 respondents who made more than one screening decision (and 

not choice), 70 used multiple strategies as compared to 10 who used a single 

strategy (p<.001).  The 70 respondents mainly use three different strategies 
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(n=34) as compared to 18, 16 and 2 respondents who used two, four, and five 

strategies (p<.05).

2) The majority of the respondents who used both screening and choice (n=79) 

used two different strategies (n=62) as compared to those who used three (n=7) 

or four (n=10) strategies (p<.001).

The above research results indicate that screening decisions are more complex than 

previously considered.  A single strategy (e.g. Elimination-By-Aspects or Conjunctive) 

may not be sufficient to describe screening processes as it was found that 

approximately one-half of respondents (n=129/262) used two or more different 

strategies to screen repetitively toward the goal of choosing one acceptable alternative.

Secondly, the research results suggest that it is impractical to assume that all 

consumers use the same decision process when faced with a single decision task.  In 

this research, respondents were differing on three different aspects of decision

processes: 1) single-, two-, or multi-phase, 2) screening and/or choice, and 3) use of a 

single versus multiple strategies.  Interdependencies found between the three different 

aspects include:

1) Respondents did not show preference as to how to choose directly from the nine 

available alternatives.  Either a single (e.g. Lexicographic) or multiple strategies 

(e.g. see Table 16 for an example) could be used to choose from a large number 

of alternatives.

2) In a decision processes where screening occurred (and not choice), strategy 

shifts were also likely to occur in a single decision phase (e.g. see Table 15 for 

an example), and to reoccur from one phase to another (e.g. see Table 17 for an 

example).

3) The approach of using a single strategy in screening and producing a choice set,

from which a choice was made, supports the decision literature that screening 

and choice are two qualitatively different structures.

It is now known that the second research hypothesis (H2a and H2b) was supported or 

rejected, depending on which respondent group was referred to.  It is concluded that 

the group of respondents (n=159) who made screening (and not choice) decisions tend 

to use multiple strategies within and across decision phases.
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4.6 Do consumers use different decision approaches?

This section focuses on whether decision phases and decision strategies predict the 

final choices.  A binary logistic regression analysis was performed for each of the 

three dependent variables: ‘optimal’, ‘higher priced’, and ‘extreme’.  Predictor 

variables included eleven decision strategy predictors (dichotomous) and one 

continuous predictor variable representing the number of decision phases used by 

respondents.  Table 14 summarises the results.

Table 14: Decision strategies and outcomes

Note:

1) In this research a decision strategy could be executed differently (see Section 3.7.2).  To reflect different aspects of 

decision strategies being utilised by respondents, Lexicographic, Elimination-By-Aspects, and Satisficing strategies 

were entered into the model twice: 

a) Lexicographic and Elimination-By-Aspects could be executed independently, or to be utilised to precede another 

strategy when the respondent wished to select only one or a few alternatives to inspect.  As a result, LEX (executed 

indepdently) and LEXPRE (preceding another strategy) were both entered into the model as well as EBA and 

EBAPRE.

b) Satisficing selection criteria and satsificing decision rule were two different aspects of a single strategy.  

Respondents who used the satisficing decision rule and not the selection criteria were differentiated.  Thus SAT 

(selection criteria and rule) and SATRULE (satisficing rule only) were both entered into the model.

2) PHASES*LNPHASES (Interaction between PHASES and its natural logarithm) was used to test the assumption of 

linearity (see Section 3.9.3).

Logistic regression assumes that the continuous independent variable be linearly 

related to the logit of the dependent variable.  As shown in Table 14, this assumption 

was violated in the ‘higher priced’ and the ‘extreme’ model (by examining the p-value 

for PHASES*LNPHASES).  However, with p-value = .023 in the ‘higher priced’

model and p-value = .041 in the ‘extreme’ model, the violation was weak and analysis 

continued.
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As shown in Table 14, for each dependent variable, a test of the model with all 

predictors against a constant-only model was statistically reliable, 
2
 (13, n=262) = 

65.253 (p<.001); 
2
 (13, n=262) = 56.778 (p<.001); 

2
 (13, n=262) = 94.775 (p<.001), 

indicating that the predictors, as a set, reliably distinguished between those who 

purchased ‘optimal’, ‘higher priced’, or ‘extreme’ alternatives and those who did not.  

The three models had insignificant lack of fit (p>.05), which was interpreted as the 

models’ estimates fit the data at an acceptable level.  Together, the set of predictors 

explained 30.8%, 26.5%, and 43.2% of variances of the three dependent variables.

Prediction success was the most impressive for the ‘extreme’ model with an overall 

success rate of 82.1%, followed by the ‘optimal’ model (76.0%), and then by the 

‘higher priced’ model (72.5%).

As shown in Table 14, according to Wald statistics (t-ratios), compensatory strategies 

(Majority of Confirming Dimensions & Additive Difference) were not significant 

predictors of the final choices.  The research results suggest that consumers seldom 

made explicit tradeoffs. This results contrast with the ongoing research effort to 

model consumer decision-making as a compensatory process. Further, the research 

results show that different decision outcomes were associated with different decision 

processes:

1) The incidence of choice of an ‘optimal’ alternative was increased by use of 

Elimination-By-Aspects (2.9 times more likely) and Dominance (5.0 times more 

likely) strategies.

2) The incidence of choice of a ‘higher priced’ alternative was increased by use of 

Compatibility Test (6.3 times more likely) and by increase in every single 

decision phase (3.5 times more likely).

3) The incidence of choice of an ‘extreme’ alternative was decreased by use of 

Elimination-By-Aspects (decreased by a factor of 0.16 and 0.27) and by 

increase in every single decision phase (decreased by a factor of 0.18).

From the above analysis, it is evident that respondents who adopted different 

decision-paths came up with different decision outcomes.  In general, the logistic 

regression models indicate that:
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1) Decision-making was less cognitively demanding for ‘optimal’ than for ‘higher 

priced’ alternatives as the respondents mainly used attribute-based processing, 

considering several alternatives at a time in a breath-first fashion.

2) Compared to ‘optimal’, and ‘extreme’ alternatives, decision-making for ‘higher 

priced’ alternatives required more effort, requiring information processing of 

each alternative in a sequential, depth-first fashion; The respondents were less 

selective as they tend not to eliminate an alternative by a single violation, but to 

apply a rejection threshold in screening.  ‘Higher priced’ respondents also took 

more decision phases to make the final decision.

3) Compared to ‘optimal’ and ‘higher priced’ alternatives, decision-making for 

‘extreme’ alternatives was characterised by a lack of use of selection criteria, 

indicating that the respondents tend not to conduct screening as much as the 

other two groups of respondents did.  The research results indicate fewer 

decision phases associated with the ‘extreme’ alternatives.

The research results provide support for the research hypotheses (H3&4), indicating 

that decision-making for ‘extreme’ alternatives required the least effort, and decision-

making for ‘optimal’ alternatives involved fewer decision phases and fewer strategy 

shifts than for ‘higher priced’ alternatives.  In this research, different decision 

outcomes were reliably predicted by different decision strategies and associated with 

using more or fewer decision phases.  The research results contrast with the current 

decision research, which by imposing a single- or two-phase structure on consumer 

decision-making, assumes that consumers use the same type of decision process.

4.7 Are there actual decision strategies being utilised that are not

currently defined by the literature?

The above analysis suggests that it is naïve to assume that consumers use a single 

strategy to solve a complex decision problem.  Even in a single-phase choice decision, 

there were 13 versus 17 respondents who used multiple versus a single strategy.  

Among those who made screening decisions (and not choice), 129 respondents used 

multiple strategies as compared to 24 who used a single strategy.  For the 79 

respondents who used both screening and choice, 60 respondents used one strategy in 
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screening and one in choice; the other 19 respondents used decision processes that 

were less consistent and involved more frequent strategy shifts.

4.7.1 Selective processing

This section of analysis is focused on discussing the use of decision strategies that 

have not yet been defined by the literature.  Decision researchers argue that 

consumers are selective decision makers (Bettman et al., 1998).  In this research, 

selective processing was not only represented by elimination of unacceptable 

alternatives, but also by respondents’ use of Lexicographic and Elimination-By-

Aspects strategies in a way that their attention could be directed to only one or a few 

of the available alternatives and thus significantly reduced information processing 

load (n=142).  Table 15 demonstrates selective processing using a partial Elimination-

By-Aspects strategy in a screening decision.

Table 15: Selective screening processes – use of Elimination-By-Aspects strategy

Table 15 shows that among the nine available alternatives, only air conditioner C was 

thoroughly inspected and then chosen.  In the literature, Elimination-By-Aspects 

strategy implies iterative screening decisions and Satisficing implies sequential 

screening decisions.  In the above example, what the literature prescribes did not 

happen.  Instead, Elimination-By-Aspects was used to precede Satisficing strategy, 

and both strategies were partially executed and resulted in a single decision of 
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screening.  In this research, Elimination-By-Aspects strategy was not only partially 

executed in screening, but also in the choice process (see Table 16).

Table 16: Selective choice processes – use of Elimination-By-Aspects strategy

Table 16 shows that in a single-phase choice decision where all alternatives were 

present for choice, the respondent considered only two alternatives G and F.  As it 

became more evident that attribute conflict existed between G (lower noise level and 

insufficient capacity) and F (sufficient capacity and higher noise level), tradeoffs were 

made between the two alternatives and price (PR) was added into consideration.  Even 

though F possessed lower price and more sufficient capacity, G was chosen over F, 

because G possessed lower noise level.  The final choice decision indicated that noise 

level (IN) was given more weight during decision-making.

Both Table 15 and Table 16 demonstrate selective processing using a partial

Elimination-By-Aspects strategy.  The following example of selective processing 

illustrates the respondent’s use of Lexicographic strategy in screening decisions (see 

Table 17).
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Table 17: Selective screening processes – use of Lexicographic strategy

Table 17 shows that the respondent preferred alternatives of lower noise levels (IN).  

Information search started with the ‘best’ alternative D on the desired attribute (IN) 

and moved down to the next level if the alternative previously examined was proven 

to be unacceptable.  The order of attribute values being sought out suggests that 

indoor noise level (IN) was considered the most important criteria. The process of 

selecting only one or a few of the alternatives to inspect was achieved by using 

Lexicographic prior to Satisficing strategy.  Table 17 provides an example of 

constructed consumer decisions.  The research results suggest that any theoretical 

boundary imposed by the literature may eventually become too restricting for our 

understanding of real-world consumer decisions.

4.7.2 Absolute, within-alternative processing in the screening process

The literature-based Satisficing, Conjunctive, and Compatibility Test require 

alternative-based processing, where consumers consider one alternative at a time, and 

examining all of its attributes before considering the next alternative.  These 

prescribed decision processes, however, were not strictly followed by research 

respondents (see Table 18).
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Table 18: Absolute, within-alternative processing in screening

Literature evidence suggests that consumers may spend time to familiarise with the 

decision task so that they may set up any criteria or cutoff levels to be used in 

decision-making (Bettman & Park, 1980; Kuusela et al., 1998).  This research 

provides supportive evidence, as illustrated in Table 15 and Table 17, the respondent 

compared across all air conditioner models prior to determining a violation or a non-

violation.  Table 18 provides an example that the respondent used both alternative-

and attribute-based processing to determine whether to accept air conditioner B.  In 

this research, whether an alternative was accepted or rejected was often dependent on 

the values of the other alternatives.  The empirical evidence suggests that Satisficing, 

Conjunctive, and Compatibility Test must be seen in the light of the actual decision-

making where consumers with less well-established preferences may adopt both 

alternative- and attribute-based processing.

4.7.3 Relative, between-alternative processing in the screening process

The screening process has been modelled with various decision strategies including 

Elimination-By-Aspects (Teder, 2000), Conjunctive (Roberts, 1989), Disjunctive 

(Gilbride & Allenby, 2004), Compatibility Test (Beach & Strom, 1989), and 
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Compensatory Cutoff (Roberts, 1989).  These so-called ‘screening strategies’ assumes 

an absolute benchmark, and excludes any use of relative, between-alternative 

processing in the screening process.  Table 19 demonstrates that screening is more 

complex than previously considered.

Table 19: Use of Dominance strategy in screening

Table 19 illustrates that the respondent focused only on two air conditioners B and G.  

Neither B nor G was judged independently.  Instead, they were compared on price 

(PR), and then on energy efficiency (EE), until the dominated air conditioner B was 

rejected.  The remaining G was further examined.  Until it was determined that G 

exceeded every selection criteria, it was accepted and chosen.  This process suggests 

additional checking and verification before the final choice was made (Russo & 

Leclerc, 1994).

The above example (Table 19) illustrates that when the respondent had two 

competitive alternatives, direct comparisons (relative, between-alternative processing) 

could be made between them.  However, the nature of the comparison process 

(compensatory or non-compensatory) depended on the perceived values of the 

alternatives.  The following example (see Table 20) provides evidence of direct 

comparisons involving compensatory tradeoffs in screening.
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Table 20: Use of Majority of Confirming Dimensions in screening

Table 20 illustrates compensatory comparison processes between air conditioners B 

and I.  It was at the later stage of the decision process where the respondent ceased 

using absolute, within-alternative processing.  This was because air conditioner B was 

lacking an appropriate cooling capacity and could have been eliminated if it were to 

be benchmarked by the respondent the way it was done to I.  After noticing that both 

B and I had ‘good’ and ‘bad’ features, the respondent decided that B should be 

accepted and chosen for possessing the majority of winning attributes (CW, EER, IN).

Table 20 demonstrates that when attribute conflict arises, consumers may adopt a 

different strategy.  In this research, adaptive decision processes occurred when 
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respondents changed their course of actions dramatically, because otherwise, they 

could have resulted in a no-choice situation (see Table 21).

Table 21: Contingent strategy selection

Table 21 illustrates that the respondent was in a dilemma between cooling capacity 

(CC) and indoor noise level (IN).  Quite air conditioners were not meeting the 

capacity requirement (A, D, and G), and air conditioners with the perceived 

appropriate capacity were considered too noisy (B, I, and F).  To avoid a no-choice 

situation, the respondent decided to choose F, which was dominant over I.

The above examples reflect how flexible real decision-making is.  As consumers 

progress through the decision task, their perceptions changes, and their course of 
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actions may also change.  The assumptions imposed by the literature on how 

screening is completed should be relaxed, because screening may include not only 

absolute, within-alternative processing, but also relative, between-alternative 

processing, and involve not only non-compensatory processes, but also compensatory 

processes.

4.7.4 Decision processes not currently defined by the literature

In this research, a few respondents (n=9) considered or chose an alternative that was 

perceived the best compromise between two desired attributes (see Table 22).

Table 22: A currently not defined decision strategy

Table 22 shows all alternatives were rejected due to the perceived conflict between 

two attributes – cooling capacity (CC) and indoor noise level (IN).  Faced with a no-
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choice situation, the respondent had to change strategy.  As a result, air conditioner G 

was retained because it possessed the highest cooling capacity (CC) among the lowest 

noise level alternatives (IN).  It is evident that the respondent preferred quietness (IN) 

to capacity (CC).

The above example provides further evidence for contingent strategy selection, due to 

the perceived changes in the decision context.  The compensatory process as 

illustrated in Table 22 has not yet been captured by the current literature.  This 

research suggests that in a no-choice situation, consumers may adopt a non-avoidant

approach by making compromises between two conflicting attributes.

4.8 Use of decision strategies in screening and/or choice

Table 23 summarises respondents’ use of decision strategies in screening and/or 

choice decisions.

Table 23: Respondents’ use of decision strategies
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Table 23 demonstrates that respondents’ use of decision strategies was related to 

individual decision paths:

1) Partial application of Elimination-By-Aspects (EBAPRE) occurred most 

frequently within screening (and not choice); Lexicographic (LEXPRE), 

Satisficing (SAT/SATRULE), and Compatibility Test (COM) also occurred 

with relatively high frequencies.  The research results revealed that partial 

execution of Elimination-By-Aspects (EBAPRE) or Lexicographic (LEXPRE) 

often preceded Compatibility Test (COM) and/or Satisficing (SAT/SATRULE) 

within screening decisions (and not choice) (see Table 17 and Table 18).

2) Straightforward application of Elimination-By-Aspects (EBA) occurred most 

frequently within screening prior to choice.  In contrast, Conjunctive (CONJ) 

and Compatibility Test (COM) occurred with relatively low frequencies; partial 

execution of Elimination-By-Aspects (EBAPRE) and Lexicographic (LEXPRE) 

occurred with even lower frequencies.  The research results revealed that 

screening prior to choice mainly involved Elimination-By-Aspects (EBA) 

strategy.

3) In single-phase choice decisions, Lexicographic (LEX) occurred most 

frequently when it was fully and independently executed.  Heuristic strategies 

including Lexicographic (LEX/LEXPRE), Elimination-By-Aspects (EBAPRE), 

and Dominance (DOM) occurred more often than cognitively demanding 

strategies including Additive Difference (ADDDIF) and Majority of Confirming 

Dimensions (MCD).  The research results contrasts with the assumption that 

choice is a compensatory process.

4) In choice decisions that followed screening, compensatory strategies occurred 

with higher frequencies than they were used in single-phase choice decisions; 

Additive Difference (ADDDIF) was used by 18 respondents as compared to 8 in 

single-phase choice decisions; Majority of Confirming Dimensions (MCD) was 

used by 18 respondents as compared to 7 in single-phase choice decisions.  The 

research results support the decision literature that consumers are more capable 

of making explicit tradeoffs from within the choice set than from within the 

original set of alternatives.
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The research results suggest that there is not an invariant ‘screening’ or ‘choice’ 

decision strategy.  The decision strategy used to represent the screening process may 

shift depending on whether screening is conducted exclusively or followed by a 

choice decision.  For example, Elimination-By-Aspects was used most frequently 

within screening; partial application (EBAPRE) was typical in exclusive screening, 

straightforward (EBA) application was typical in screening prior to choice.  Likewise, 

choice involved more cognitively demanding processing when it was made from 

within the choice set than from within the original set of alternatives, indicating that 

the decision strategy used to represent the choice process may be different depending 

on the individual decision path.

4.9 Conclusion

Both parametric (logistic regression) and non-parametric (chi-square goodness of fit) 

techniques were used to address the research hypotheses.  The research results were 

supportive of the constructive view of consumer decision-making.  The research 

results highlight the common occurrence of multi-phase decision-making and indicate 

that consumers may use multiple decision strategies within and across decision 

phases.  This research also provides empirical evidence for consumer heterogeneity, a 

construct that is often discussed, but largely neglected in decision research.  

Consumer heterogeneity requires the use of multiple specialised models, not a general 

decision model to predict consumer choices.  A qualitative decision strategy matching 

process was also used to analyse consumer decision processes.  The research results 

indicate that consumers often use part of a decision strategy.  In fact, there are 

decision strategies that are yet undefined by the current literature.  The implications of 

the results are discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5: Discussion of findings

5.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the meaning of the results from the previous chapter in terms 

of the fundamental argument of this research while positioning these results in terms 

of theory to clearly articulate the contributions this research makes to the literature.

Four research questions were formed to guide this research and these are summarised

along with the hypotheses that were tested.

Table 24: Summary of research questions and hypotheses

Research questions Hypotheses for testing

1. Is decision-making for a durable good 

multi-phased?

Consumer decision-making for a durable good is 

multi-phased (H1).

The research results indicate that decision complexity 

causes consumers to use a single- or multi-phase 

decision process.

2. Do decision makers use multiple 

decision strategies within and across 

decision phases?

Consumers use more than one strategy within 

decision phases (H2a).

Consumers use more than one strategy across 

decision phases (H2b).

The research results indicate that multiple strategies 

are a screening phenomenon; consumers tend to use 

multiple strategies within and across screening 

decisions.

3. Do decision makers use different 

decision approaches?

Consumers approach the same decision task with 

different decision processes and outcomes.  

Particularly, consumers would use decision 

heuristics for alternatives that possess a dominant 

attribute (H3).

Consumers use fewer decision phases and fewer 

strategy shifts to choose an optimal rather than a 

sub-optimal alternative (H4).

The research results revealed that decision-making for 

‘extreme’ alternatives required the least effort; 

decision-making for ‘optimal’ alternatives required

less effort than for ‘higher priced’ alternatives.

4. Are there actual decision strategies 

being utilised, that are not currently 

defined by the literature?

Some respondent decision paths could not be 

classified under existing decision strategies.

Note: Bolded hypotheses (H3, H4) were empirically supported.  Bolded and italicised hypotheses 

(H1, H2a, H2b) were partially supported.
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The major findings of this research is summarised as follows.  Some of these results 

soundly confirm the existing literature, but some of the results suggest large 

departures from the existing literature:

1) The research results suggest that multi-phase decisions are common 

occurrences.  However, they are not captured by the existing literature due to a 

lack of information processing details to reveal decision phase boundaries.

2) The research results indicate that strategy shifts are likely to occur within and 

across screening decisions (and not choice).

3) This research revealed consumer differences; respondents obtained different 

decision outcomes as a result of using different decision processes.  Although 

there is theoretical support for consumer heterogeneity, it is yet to be integrated 

in consumer decision models to provide practical guidance for marketing 

decisions.

4) The majority of the observed decision processes was consistent with the 

literature-based prescriptions of decision strategies, but some fell beyond our 

current understanding of consumer decisions.  The research results suggest that 

consumer decisions go beyond the constraints of four dimensions of information 

processing, namely compensatory versus non-compensatory, alternative- versus 

attribute-based, selective versus consistent, and the amount of information 

processing (Bettman et al., 1998).

5) This research found compensatory processing in screening, and non-

compensatory processing in choice.  The research findings contrast with the 

general assumption that screening is non-compensatory and choice is 

compensatory.

5.2 Is consumer decision-making multi-phased?

The literature commonly addresses a single- or two-stage model, but neglect that the 

stage structure may be blurred by consumer adaptivity (Russo & Leclerc, 1994).  This 

research provides empirical evidence that consumer decisions do not fall into a clear-

cut stage structure, but are less consistent and more constructed ‘on the spot’.
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By not assuming a stage structure, this research found that respondents employed 

decision processes encompassing a single to 10 distinct phases.  The research results 

suggest that consumer decisions are more complex than previously considered (see 

Figure 15).

1) A single-phase choice decision suggests that the consumer choose directly from 

the original set of alternatives.

2) A single-phase screening decision suggests that the consumer choose the first 

acceptable alternative, that is, use a Satisficing strategy.

3) In a two- or multi-phase decision, some respondents first screened out 

unacceptable alternatives, and then obtained a choice set from which a choice 

decision was made; others screened repetitively until a single acceptable 

alternative was obtained and chosen.

Figure 15: Single-, Two-, and Multi-phase decision processes

Figure 15 demonstrates that single-, two-, and multi-phase decisions occurred as 

respondents conducted screening and/or choice decisions.  In this research, the 

observed decision processes were not restricted to the literature-based single- or two-

stage structure.  The decision processes that were empirically supported will be 

discussed in turn and contrasted with the literature-based single- and two-stage 

structure.
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5.2.1 Single-phase decision processes

A single-phase decision involved screening or choice.  In this research, 73 

respondents made a single-phase screening decision, 30 made a single-phase choice

decision, indicating that single-phase decisions may be qualitatively different.

The research results suggest that the incidence of a consumer choosing directly from 

among many alternatives is low (approximately 1 in 10 decisions).  Thus we have 

reasons to believe that our current single-stage choice models (e.g. Chintagunta, 1992; 

Dalal & Klein, 1988; Guadagni & Little, 1983; Gupta, 1988; Hardie et al., 1993; 

Malhotra, 1982; Mela et al., 1997; Nowlis & Simonson, 1996; Papatla & 

Krishnamurthi, 1992; Savage, 1954; West et al., 1997) are limiting the scope of our 

understanding of consumer decisions to only one-tenth of the market.

Consumer choice models using a single-stage structure assume that consumers use an 

invariant, compensatory decision strategy (Johnson et al., 1989).  The research 

findings, however, did not support this assumption.  Research respondents seldom 

used a compensatory strategy consistently throughout the decision process.

1) 17 as compared to 13 respondents used one versus multiple strategies in a 

single-phase choice decision.  Among the 17 decisions, 15 decisions were non-

compensatory; only 2 decisions involved compensatory processing.  The 13 

decisions of multiple strategies involved both compensatory and non-

compensatory processing.  The research results suggest that our current single-

stage choice models have limited predictive ability through failing to 

incorporate more than one strategy, particularly non-compensatory strategies, in 

the choice process.

2) In single-phase screening decisions, 14 as compared to 59 respondents used one 

versus multiple strategies.  The research results suggest that even in a single-

phase decision process, consumer decision-making should not be considered as 

a single decision strategy.
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5.2.2 Two- and Multi-phase decision processes

In this research, 159 respondents made two- and multi-phase decisions.  A two- or 

multi-phase process of screening involved two or more screening decisions, and as a 

result, only one alternative was accepted and chosen.  A two- or multi-phase 

screening-and-choice decision involved one or more screening decisions which are 

followed by a choice decision.

Among the 159 respondents who made phased decision-making, 80 made screening 

decisions (and not choice), 79 made screening-and-choice decisions, indicating that 

approximately one in two consumers will consider only one acceptable alternative in a 

phased decision process.  The research findings contrast with the existing literature on 

two-stage decision-making (Andrews & Srinivasan, 1995; Ben-Akiva & Boccara, 

1995; Corbin, 1980; Gensch, 1987b; Hauser & Wernerfelt, 1990; N. M. Klein & 

Yadav, 1989; Lopes, 1995; Olshavsky, 1979; Payne, 1976; Roberts & Lattin, 1991; 

Svenson, 1979; Swait & Adamowicz, 2001; van Zee et al., 1992; Wright & Barbour, 

1977), which assumes that consumers consider more than one acceptable alternative 

for the final choice decision.

Within screening-and-choice decisions, 60 among 79 respondents used one strategy in 

screening and one in choice.  The research results provide support for the assumption 

underlying the two-stage structure that screening and choice are two separate 

constructs.  Further analysis of individual decision paths revealed that the 60 

respondents made one or more screening decisions prior to choice, resulting in 

decision processes ranging from 2 to 10 distinct phases.  The research findings 

indicate that the existing two-stage models may be compressed versions of multi-

phase screening-and-choice decisions.

5.2.3 Satisficing decision processes

The research results revealed that Satisficing was an important decision rule used by 

the majority of respondents.  In this research, 132 respondents terminated processing 

with the first acceptable alternative (among them, 56 used a Satisficing decision rule, 

not the procedures), 21 respondents chose the only acceptable alternative at the end of 

the screening process, resulting in 153 screening decisions (and not choice).  The 
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research results suggest that approximately one-half of consumers (132 among 262) 

will use a Satisficing rule and consider only one acceptable alternative for choice.

Satisficing (Simon, 1955) has been considered as a decision strategy for more than 

half a decade, but is yet to receive sufficient research attention.  The research results 

indicate that consumers often consider only one alternative for choice, confirming 

Lapersonne and his colleagues’ (1995) observations.  From a practical perspective, it 

is crucial for marketing managers to ensure that their products/brands be more 

accessible than that of their competitors.  The sequence in which their products/brands 

are presented is also important because consumers may simply choose the first 

acceptable alternative without further search.

Unlike the 132 respondents who considered only one acceptable alternative, 79 

considered more than one acceptable alternative for choice.  To address screening-

and-choice decisions, marketing practitioners must cater to strategy and attribute 

usage shifts between the two stages, ensuring that their product/brand enter into 

consumers’ consideration and reinforcing a dominating position in consumers’ 

consideration.  To do so, marketing managers must have the knowledge of 

consumers’ selection criteria, with which they may effectively predict the potential 

choice candidates.  In this research, Elimination-By-Aspects (EBA) strategy was 

applied the most frequently by respondents (46 among 79) to produce a choice set 

from which a choice decision was made.

The research results indicate that consumers who are using a Satisficing rule and 

considering only one acceptable alternative for choice are approximately twice as 

frequent as consumers who are conducting screening-and-choice decisions, and more 

than four times as frequent as consumers who are making a single-phase choice 

decision.  Unfortunately, our current single- and two-stage models do not represent 

consumer decision-making involving a Satisficing rule.
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5.3 Do consumers use multiple decision strategies within and across 

decision phases?

The research results revealed that respondents’ use of decision strategies (single or 

multiple) was related to three different decision processes:

1) Respondents used either a single (e.g. LEX) or multiple decision strategies (e.g. 

LEXPRE & ADDDIF) in single-phase choice decisions.

2) Screening (and not choice) involved strategy shifts within and across decision 

phase to another.  In this research, approximately one in two respondents (129 

among 262) used multiple strategies in the screening process (and not choice).  

Analysis of individual decision paths revealed that partial application of 

Elimination-By-Aspects (EBAPRE) or Lexicographic (LEXPRE) often 

preceded Compatibility Test (COM), and/or Satisficing (SAT/SATRULE) in 

screening decisions (and not choice).

3) Within screening-and-choice decisions, 60 respondents (among 79) used one 

strategy in screening and one in choice; thus the observed strategy shifts tend to 

occur between screening and choice, supporting the literature-based two-stage 

structure.

The second research hypothesis, which proposes that consumers would use multiple 

strategies within and across decision phases, was supported by the group of 

respondents (153 among 262) who made one or more screening decisions (and not 

choice).  The research results indicate that strategy shifts are a screening phenomenon.  

This research demonstrates the importance of recognising and modelling the 

screening process as involving multiple decision strategies.

There is empirical evidence in the literature that suggests ‘double screening’ strategies 

used by consumers to obtain a choice set from which a choice decision is made.  

Olshavsky (1979) found that consumers first used a partial Lexicographic strategy to 

rapidly reduce the number of alternatives, and then used a Conjunctive screening 

process.  Teder (2000) found that screening involved Elimination-By-Aspects (EBA) 

and Compatibility Test (COM) strategies.
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Unlike previous research (Olshavsky, 1979; Roberts, 1989; Teder, 2000), this 

research did not find convincing evidence that strategy shifts would occur in the 

screening process prior to choice.  This research found that screening and choice were 

qualitatively separable stages, that is, strategy shifts tend to occur between screening 

and choice, not within screening prior to choice.  In contrast, exclusive screening 

decisions tend to involve strategy shifts within and across decision phases.  

Previously, researchers failed to recognise the interdependency between decision 

strategy application and individual decision processes involving screening and/or 

choice decisions.

5.4 Do consumers use different decision approaches?

Outcome focused decision studies (e.g. Kivetz & Simonson, 2000; Malhotra, 1982; 

Nowlis & Simonson, 1996) assume a single-stage decision process.  The major 

weakness of a single-stage decision model is that a single decision rule does not 

adequately capture complex decision processes involving contingent utilisation of 

multiple strategies within a decision.  Gensch (1987a) argues that consumer decisions

are not sufficiently captured if researchers assume that all members of the population

are homogeneous and using the same type of decision process for a given decision

task.

This research clearly demonstrates that consumers are different.  For example, the 

research results suggest that consumers who make screening decisions (and not 

choice) should be separated from those who make both screening and choice 

decisions.  For consumers who make screening decisions (and not choice), strategy 

shifts are to be expected within and across decision phases, and the use of the 

Satisficing decision strategy or decision rule is also likely to occur.  For consumers 

who make screening-and-choice decisions, the use of one decision strategy in 

screening and one in choice may be a better approximation of the actual decision 

process.

This research provides empirical evidence that suggests that consumers approach the 

same decision task with different decision processes and outcomes.  Specifically, 
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respondents differed in three different aspects of decision processes: 1) number of 

decision phases, 2) screening and/or choice decisions, and 3) use of different decision 

strategies.  Consumer differences observed in this research are summarised as 

follows:

1) Decision-making for ‘optimal’ alternatives involved fewer decision phases than 

for ‘higher priced’ alternatives; ‘optimal’ respondents seldom used a single-

phase choice decision; instead, ‘optimal’ respondents mainly used attribute-

based processing, involving the use of Elimination-By-Aspects (EBAPRE) and 

Dominance (DOM) strategies.

2) Compared to ‘optimal’ and ‘extreme’ alternatives, decision-making for ‘higher 

priced’ alternatives involved more decision phases; the decision process mainly 

involved screening (and not choice); the use of Compatibility Test (COM) 

implied sequential, depth-first information processing and the application of a 

rejection threshold in the screening process.

3) Compared to ‘optimal’ and ‘higher priced’ alternatives, decision-making for 

‘extreme’ alternatives involved fewer decision phases; the decision process was 

characterised by the lack of use of selection criteria, indicating that ‘extreme’

respondents was less dependent on screening; actually, ‘extreme’ respondents 

tend to make single-phase choice decisions.

The research results indicate that there exists a relationship between different decision 

processes and outcomes.  Specifically, consumers are likely to use simple heuristics

for alternatives that possess a dominant attribute.  Consumers who have chosen

‘optimal’ alternatives did so with fewer decision phases and fewer strategy shifts than

‘higher priced’ alternatives.

This research provides empirical support for the view (Gensch, 1987a) that the 

consumer market can be partitioned into segments, with each segment using a 

different decision approach for a different decision outcome.  To obtain a better 

approximation of consumer choices, researchers should use multiple specialised 

models, with each model fitting the decision process assumptions of a consumer 

segment.
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5.5 Are there actual decision strategies being utilised that are not 

currently defined by the literature?

This research demonstrates consumer adaptivity by revealing decision processes that 

are not currently defined by the decision literature.  The first aspect that deserves 

research attention was partial strategy application:

1) Elimination-By-Aspects or Lexicographic was partially executed most 

frequently in screening (93 respondents used EBAPRE in screening as 

compared to 11 in choice; 75 respondents used LEXPRE in screening as 

compared to 6 in choice); the purpose was to select only one or a few of the 

available alternatives to inspect.  EBAPRE or LEXPRE was not used 

independently, but to be used to precede a different strategy in a screening or 

choice decision.

2) The decision literature prescribes alternative-based processing to Conjunctive 

(CONJ), Compatibility Test (COM), and Satisficing (SAT) strategies.  These 

prescriptions were not strictly followed by research respondents.  In this 

research, respondents could reveal the values of the other alternatives before 

making a screening judgement.  The research results indicate that evaluations of 

an alternative were not necessarily independent of other alternatives; the 

assumption of well-established preferences is not realistic in real-world 

decision-making.

3) Satisficing has been considered as a ‘screening’ strategy involving both 

procedures and the decision rule.  This research found that 56 respondents used 

only the decision rule of Satisficing, not the procedures.  The research results 

suggest that Satisficing may be used partially by consumers.

These research results provide further evidence of constructive decision processes.  In 

the literature, partial strategy application has been discussed (e.g. O. Huber, 1980; 

Olshavsky, 1979; Payne et al., 1988), but not received empirical investigation.  The 

research results suggest that partial strategy application should be considered, 

especially in consumers’ screening decisions.  Satisficing as a decision philosophy 

may be used to distinguish consumers from those who are seeking to maximise.
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A further departure from the literature was demonstrated by research respondents who 

used relative, between-alternative processing in screening:

1) Use of Additive-Difference (ADDDIF) or Majority of Confirming Dimensions 

(MCD) strategy occurred when the two alternatives under consideration had 

both ‘violations’ and ‘non-violations’.

2) Use of Dominance (DOM) strategy occurred when one alternative was inferior 

to the other alternative.

The above discussions illustrate that consumers may give up using an absolute 

benchmark during screening.  Respondents could give up using an absolute 

benchmark when noticing that he or she was approaching a no-choice situation due to 

attribute conflict, or when he or she was deciding to select one of the two competitive 

alternatives for further consideration (Section 4.6.3 of the Results Chapter).

Although the number of respondents using relative, between-alternative comparisons 

in the screening process was small (1 respondent used ADDDIF, 5 respondents used 

MCD, and 7 respondents used DOM), the phenomenon should not be neglected by 

researchers.  The research results suggest that the assumption of an absolute 

benchmark may not be appropriate for situations where there is perceived attribute 

conflict.  The research results suggest that whether consumers adopt absolute or 

relative processing in the screening process depends on the perceived values of the 

alternatives currently under consideration.

In addition to the above mentioned decision strategies, this research identified a 

heuristic strategy involving tradeoffs between two desired attributes.  Section 4.6.3 of 

the Results Chapter provides an example that the respondent chose air conditioner G 

because it possessed the largest cooling capacity among the lowest noise level 

alternatives.  A few other respondents used the same decision rule (e.g. air conditioner 

B was the least expensive among the largest cooling capacity alternatives).  In this 

research, 3 respondents adopted the heuristic decision strategy in single-phase choice 

decisions and 6 used it in screening (and not choice) decisions.
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5.6 Use of decision strategies in screening and/or choice

In this research, respondents’ use of decision strategies was related to three different 

decision processes: 1) screening only, 2) choice only, and 3) screening and choice 

decisions.  The research results suggest that:

1) Multiple strategies (e.g. EBAPRE & SAT) are mainly involved in screening 

decisions (and not choice), whereas a straightforward application of 

Elimination-By-Aspects (EBA) is more likely to occur in screening prior to 

choice.

2) Choice decisions are more cognitively demanding, involving more 

compensatory processing when made from within the choice set than from 

within the original set of alternatives.

Overall, the research results suggest that researchers should not impose a single- or 

two-stage structure on consumer decisions, because the assumption of using an 

invariant strategy at each stage is too restrictive and not compatible with the fact that 

consumer decisions are constructive.

5.7 Dominance search by consumers

Analysis of the respondents’ choice set composition and their final choices revealed 

the high incidence of choice of alternative F when the respondents considered C 

and/or I along with F in the same choice set.  The empirical results suggest that when 

products/brands are dominated by the leading alternative, they are likely to be 

considered, but are much less likely to be chosen by consumers.  The research finding 

is consistent with Nedungadi’s (1990) work that the composition of the choice set 

affects the decision outcome.  Further, the research finding suggests that marketing 

managers must ensure that their products/brands are not dominated by the leading 

alternative, that is, marketers must ensure that their products/brands are positioned 

close to, but not dominated by the leading alternative, and preferably offer a few 

‘stand out’ attributes to gain entry into consumers’ consideration and to increase the 

chance of being chosen.
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5.8 Conclusion

This chapter has discussed the results from previous hypotheses testing and the related 

theoretical and practical implications.  This chapter has clearly identified the 

contributions made by this research to the current literature:

1) A multi-phase perspective has improved our understanding of consumer 

decision-making, which should no longer be restricted to a single- or two-stage 

structure.

2) Identification of the use of multiple decision strategies within the screening may 

improve the predictive ability of our current decision models.

3) Considerable consumer heterogeneity was demonstrated by this research, 

suggesting that multiple specialised models should be developed instead of 

relying on one disaggregate choice model.

4) Partial strategy application, use of relative, between-alternative processing in 

screening, and use of heuristics decision strategies require future research 

attention.

5) There is not an invariant screening or choice strategy.  Instead, consumers’ use 

of decision strategies is dependent on individual decision paths involving 

screening and/or choice decisions.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions, limitations and future research

6.1 Introduction

One major finding of this research is that consumer decisions are far more complex 

than previously perceived.  This research reveals that our current decision models fail 

to represent consumer decisions falling beyond a single- or two-stage structure.  This 

research provides empirical evidence of multi-phase decision.  This research details a 

methodology that can assist researchers to understand the missing half of consumer 

decision-making.

6.2 Implications for studying consumer decision processes

Previous studies (Bettman & Park, 1980; Payne et al., 1988) have used a matrix 

format of information display which may make comparisons easier than they might be 

in real product displays, causing research subjects to adapt to the experimental 

decision environment (Smead et al., 1981).  In order to avoid obtaining an artefact of 

a simple information display rather than real consumer decision processes, the 

computer simulation method used in this research included two layers of computer 

screens and pop up screens with links provided to allow the respondents to switch 

between computer screens without constraint.  The computer simulation method used 

in this research had the flexibility to allow both alternative and attribute-based 

processing and switching between decision strategies within the decision process, if 

the respondent desired.

To date, consumer decision research has been hindered by a lack of clarity in decision 

phase boundaries (Russo & Leclerc, 1994; Shocker et al., 1991).  There has been 

substantial debate in the literature about whether the distinction between screening 

and choice is meaningful due to the assumption that the choice set is not an 

observable construct (e.g. Andrews & Manrai, 1998).  The marketing literature has 

acknowledged that there is a need for data sufficiently detailed to reveal decision 

phase boundaries (Shocker et al., 1991).  This research was designed to identify those 

phase boundaries.
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Much decision research is utility based with researchers requiring respondents to rate 

the importance of attributes (e.g. Beach et al., 1996; N. M. Klein & Yadav, 1989) or 

use specified choice scenarios (e.g. Russo & Dosher, 1983; Tversky et al., 1988) to 

compute utilities or imply preferences.  The computation of utilities does not cater for 

the fact that people differ from one another (Loewenstein, 2001) and the heterogeneity 

in consumer decision-making (Bettman & Park, 1980; Howard, 1977; Howard & 

Sheth, 1969; Putler, 1992). The computer process tracing method used in this 

research has allowed the researcher to determine the importance of the attributes used 

in the decision process through observing attribute usage shifts for each respondent 

moving from one decision phase to another.

1) Respondents including the optimal alternatives in the choice set tend to focus on 

one attribute in screening and then use another five attributes to make the final 

choice decision.  Such a decision process indicated that cooling capacity was the 

most important attribute in the screening process while the other attributes were 

of less importance.

2) Another example illustrates a respondent, when faced with attribute conflicts 

(e.g. cooling capacity and indoor noise level), chose an alternative that 

possessed the largest cooling capacity among the lowest noise level alternatives.  

The observed decision process indicates that this respondent preferred quietness 

more than capacity.

3) Attribute weighting shifts were also observed when respondents outweighed the 

majority of winning attributes with a single attribute.  For example, even though 

alternative F possessed lower price and more appropriate capacity, G was still 

chosen over F for possessing lower noise level.

The above examples illustrate that the computer simulation method used in this 

research represents a significant departure from the methods used previously in 

decision research reducing the need for researchers to imply preferences or compute 

utilities.
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6.3 Implications for marketing theory

This research makes several identifiable contributions to marketing theory. Firstly, 

this research expands the body of knowledge of consumer decision-making by 

disclosing the common use of multiple decision phases, with extreme cases involving 

10 decision phases, far beyond the single- and two-stage models currently

incorporated into the majority of our decision research.  The research results indicate 

that our current decision models do not sufficiently capture exclusive screening 

decisions including Satisficing decisions where consumers consider only one 

alternative for the final choice decision.  Further, this research provides empirical 

evidence that suggests that consumers seldom choose directly from among many 

alternatives, and seldom use a consistent, compensatory decision strategy throughout 

the single-phase choice decision.  For future research, failing to recognise constructive 

decision processes that fall beyond the single- and two- stage structure may result in 

imprecise predictions of consumer choices.

Secondly, this research contributes to marketing theory with further empirical 

evidence that suggests that consumer decision processes are constructive (Beach & 

Mitchell, 1978; Bettman et al., 1998; Coupey, 1994; Payne et al., 1988, 1992; Slovic, 

1995; Slovic et al., 1990; Tversky et al., 1988).  This research found that strategy 

shifts occurred in all types of decision processes including 1) screening only, 2) 

choice only, and 3) screening and choice decisions.  Our current two-stage decision 

models are clearly falling short of the reality of consumer decisions for failing to 

represent exclusive screening decisions where strategy shifts are likely to occur within 

and across decision phases.  Our current single-stage decision models lack the 

flexibility to incorporate multiple decision strategies, including compensatory and 

non-compensatory processing in the choice decision.  For researchers, findings of this 

research suggest that the inclusion of multiple decision strategies should better explain 

how consumers make screening decisions (and not choice).  It is likely that more 

screening will occur in real-world settings where the amount of alternatives greatly 

surpass the nine available alternatives in this research; thus more representative 

decision models should allow for multiple screening decisions to produce one or more 

acceptable alternatives.
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Thirdly, this research provides empirical support for consumer heterogeneity (e.g. 

Gensch, 1987a; Kalwani et al., 1994), and found that different respondents 

approached the same decision problem with different processes and reached different 

outcomes.  This contrasts sharply with previous research, using one disaggregate 

choice model to represent the entire population (e.g. Chintagunta, 1992; Dalal & 

Klein, 1988; Guadagni & Little, 1983; Hardie et al., 1993; Papatla & Krishnamurthi, 

1992; West et al., 1997). One of the significant findings of this research was that 

respondents choosing “optimal” alternatives did so with fewer decision phases and 

less strategy switching when compared to respondents choosing the sub-optimal,

“higher priced” alternatives.  Future research should investigate the underlying 

variables, which may explain the observed consumer differences regarding decision 

efforts and outcomes.  For example, consumers’ prior knowledge and expertise may 

be an explaining factor.  For researchers, this research demonstrates that there is no 

one preferred way to analyse the entire population.  The quest for a single decision 

process (model) should no longer be a relevant pursuit for academic research.

Finally, evidence in this research suggests that partial strategy application is common.  

Three decision strategies require special attention, namely Elimination-By-Aspects, 

Lexicographic, and Satisficing.  Further, there is empirical evidence of the use of 

decision heuristics that are not currently defined by the literature.  Future research 

should discriminate between partial and complete execution of decision strategies by 

consumers.  Researchers must avoid using the literature-based models to describe the 

yet undefined decision process.

In summary, this research has examined whether existing decision models reflect the 

reality of consumer decisions.  The findings of this research provide partial support 

for the current decision literature.  This research’s contribution to the marketing 

literature is that it brings together divergent decision approaches, that is, single-, two-,

and multi-phased, and suggests a framework from which it is possible for different 

choice models to operate where and when they reflect the actual decision behaviour of 

consumers (Lye et al., 2005).  This research suggests that a ‘one strategy fits all 

approach’ is not appropriate for marketing.
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6.4 Implications for practitioners

Significant implications for practitioners arise from this research.  This research 

suggests that marketing practice can be enhanced by studying individual decision 

paths.  Consumers may use three different decision processes: 1) screening only, 2) 

choice only, and 3) screening and choice decisions.  Recognising that one in two 

consumers will consider only one acceptable alternative for the choice decision has 

significant implications for designing the marketing mix:

1) To target consumers who are more likely to consider one acceptable alternative 

for choice, marketers need to enhance the physical and memory-based 

accessibility of the promoted product/brand.

2) To target consumers who are more likely to consider more than one acceptable 

alternative, marketers need to understand not only the attributes that consumers 

use to compare alternatives in choice, but also the criteria that consumers use to 

screen alternatives.

This research highlights consumer differences when it was found that respondents 

employing different decision processes obtained different decision outcomes.  The 

research results indicate that marketers should pay attention to three different aspects 

of decision processes: 1) number of decision phases, 2) screening and/or choice 

decisions, and 3) use of different decision strategies.  The interdependencies between 

the three different aspects should allow marketers to enhance the accuracy of 

consumer choice predictions:

1) Screening (and not choice) decisions tend to involve multiple strategies within 

and across decision phases; consumers are likely to use a Satisficing decision 

rule.  For marketers, use of Elimination-By-Aspects (EBAPRE), Lexicographic 

(LEXPRE), Compatibility Test (COM), and Satisficing (SAT/SATRULE) 

strategies may predict consumer choices more accurately.

2) Screening-and-choice decisions tend to involve two qualitatively separable 

constructs, involving a non-compensatory strategy of screening and a 

compensatory strategy of choice.  For marketers, use of Elimination-By-Aspects 

(EBA), Additive Difference (ADDDIF), and Majority of Confirming 
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Dimensions (MCD) strategies may obtain a better approximation of consumer 

choices.

3) In single-phase choice decisions, consumers tend to fall into two groups – one 

group uses a simple heuristic such as LEX, and the other group uses multiple 

strategies involving non-compensatory (e.g. LEXPRE and/or EBAPRE) and 

compensatory (e.g. MCD or ADDDIF) processing.  For marketers, multiple 

specialised models of single-phase choice decisions may be more effective in 

predicting consumer choices.

Consumer heterogeneity was further revealed when it was found that respondents who 

chose ‘optimal’ alternatives used less decision efforts than those who chose sub-

optimal, ‘higher priced’ alternatives.  This research finding seems to be counter-

intuitive; however, it may be a reflection of consumer knowledge and expertise.  

Future research is needed to investigate the effects of individual differences on 

decision processes and outcomes.  Marketing managers should monitor decision 

processes made by knowledgeable consumers versus those made by less 

knowledgeable consumers.  It is expected that decision processes are more 

constructive involving more strategy shifts for consumers who choose sub-optimal 

alternatives.  For consumers who prefer a single dominant attribute, decision-making 

may be blissfully simple.  In short, marketers need to recognise different groups of 

consumers when developing marketing mix tactics.

This research recommends that marketers should not treat all customers the same.  

Understanding consumer heterogeneity is critical for marketing managers.  A 

marketing professional would not necessarily be able to apply the same marketing 

strategy to all consumers without diagnosing consumer characteristics.  This research 

recommends that marketers should:

1) Where possible identify the variables by which consumers can be partitioned 

into different segments, with each segment using different decision processes.

2) Not rely on one marketing strategy.  Marketers need to tailor their marketing 

mix to address the needs of different market segments, because the salience of 

attributes may differ from one market segment to another.
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3) Not rely on one type of decision process.  Marketers need to give consideration 

to all three types of decision processes simultaneously, namely screening only, 

choice only, and screening and choice decisions, and relate consumer

characteristics to different types of decision processes.  This is an avenue for 

future research.

4) Work towards understanding how consumers are adaptive to context and task 

variables and cater to both compensatory and non-compensatory styles of 

decision-making contingent on the decision environment.

For marketers faced with fierce competition, this research highlights the importance 

of the relative position of the alternative within the choice set.  The research results

indicate that when products/brands are dominated by the leading brand, they are likely 

to be considered along with the leading brand, but are much less likely to be chosen 

by consumers.  Marketers should be aware that if they are targeting the same group of 

consumers with a product/brand that is dominated by the leading brand, they are 

likely to fail in the market, causing substantial loss in production and managerial 

effort.  The research results suggest that it is important for a marketer to sufficiently 

differentiate their product/brand from the leading brand and preferably offer a few 

‘stand out’ attributes to gain entry into consumers’ consideration and increase the 

chance of being chosen.

Finally, the computer process tracing method permits marketers to observe the 

salience of attributes in the decision process through describing which attributes are 

used to screen and select alternatives.  For example, alternative D, which had the best 

energy efficiency, was selected by nearly one respondent in five, suggesting that in 

the absence of brand and physical appearance information, energy efficiency was the 

most salient attribute for this group of customers.  Furthermore, marketers can 

observe the salience of the attributes in the screening stage, which may differ when 

compared to the salient attributes in the choice stage.  For example, cooling capacity 

was the primary attribute used in the screening process to retain alternatives C, F, and 

I; the remaining five attributes were then used to make a choice from within the 

choice set containing alternatives C, F and I.
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6.5 Limitations

This research provides some new insights into how consumers make decisions.  

However, these results should be examined with understanding of the methodological 

limitations.  Limitations involving sampling, design of the computer simulation, and 

data collection were discussed in details in Chapter 3.

This research stressed the importance of moving towards a more comprehensive view 

of consumer decision-making that surpasses what has been depicted by single and 

two-stage models.  This research proposed a framework from which different decision 

theories have the freedom to operate where and when they reflect the actual decision 

behaviour of consumers.  Existing decision models are snapshots of consumer 

decision-making.  Generalisation remains the challenge for empirical decision theory 

research.  Put simply, we have not succeeded in consistently predicting decision 

outcomes, and therefore, we have not understood the fullness of the purchase decision 

process.

In this research, the decision process of Chinese consumers for a durable product was 

examined.  The results of this research cannot be generalised to more contexts than 

those tested in this research until replication provides evidence of a broader 

application of the results.  Despite the limitations raised in this chapter, this study 

makes a valuable contribution to marketing theory and practice.  A number of 

limitations discussed here provide opportunities for future research; for example, 

studying the effects of different formats of product information presentation on 

consumer decisions, conducting a comparative study between Chinese and Western 

consumers, and extending data collection into different product categories and 

decision contexts (e.g. services).

6.6 Future research

Given the above discussions, five main areas of future research have been identified:

1) Future research is needed to generalise the empirical results to another 

population and comparison studies may be conducted across contexts and 
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countries.  The purpose is to further investigate multi-phase consumer decisions 

to determine whether consumer behaviour vary significantly across contexts and 

countries.

2) Future research should incorporate both brands and sensory attributes (e.g. 

physical appearance). Both are important attributes in influencing consumer 

perceptions and behaviour (Brucks et al., 2000; Dawar & Parker, 1994; Rao & 

Monroe, 1989; Zeithaml, 1988).  Physical appearance can be built into the 

computer program using 3D imagery.  Findings can be compared and contrasted 

with this research where the information for brand and sensory attributes was 

withheld to observe the impact of physical attributes on consumer decisions.

3) Future research is needed to observe consumer decision-making over a series of 

choice environments manipulated by person-, context-, and task-specific factors.  

Adding to this future research would be researchers’ efforts to try to understand 

those variables by which consumers can be partitioned into different segments.

These would allow the researcher to gain a better understanding of consumer 

heterogeneity in constructive decision-making, for example, the relationship 

between different market segments, decision approaches, and decision outcomes.

4) When studying various decision paths, researchers should pay attention to those 

aspects of consumer decision processes that are not currently defined by the 

literature.  It is particularly interesting to study avoidant versus non-avoidant 

consumer behaviour in situations where there is perceived attribute conflict.

5) Future research should test information presentation effects on consumer 

decisions in order to rectify those biases caused by experimental studies of 

consumer behaviour in laboratory settings.

6.6.1 Decision making in real world settings

Understanding consumer decision-making is fundamental to marketing professionals, 

yet we have limited understanding of the multitude of decision strategies used by 

consumers for different decisions (O. Huber, 1980).  Implicit in literature-based 

decision strategies are those decision algorithms that specify the entire decision 

process (e.g. weighted adding strategy).  Huber (1980) argues that future research 

should not be limited to literature-based decision strategies.
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(1) The list of simple strategies discovered so far covers only a subset of 

all possible simple strategies. … (3) At least some of the simple strategies 

are incomplete.  For example, the lexicographic-ordering strategy 

assumes that the decision maker first selects the most important 

dimension.  It is not clear what happens if there are two or more most 

important dimensions. … (4) Analyses of thinking aloud protocols 

suggest the necessity of a more detailed theoretical approach: such 

analyses indicate, for example, that decision makers often use only part 

of a strategy (O. Huber, 1980, p. 187 -88).

According to the constructive view of consumer decision processes (Payne, 1982; 

Payne et al., 1992), consumers may develop an ad hoc decision strategy at any point 

in time, depending on their judgment of the decision situation.  This research 

empirically finds that consumers often use a part of a decision strategy (e.g. 

Elimination-By-Aspects) and then switch to using another decision strategy (e.g. 

Conjunctive), resulting in using multiple decision strategies within and across 

decision phases.  Future research needs to identify what triggers changes in decision 

strategy and identify how consumer decision processes differ from the literature-based 

decision strategies.

6.6.2 Improvements of the computer program

This research used a computerised data collection tool that captured every mouse 

click of the respondents’ decision processes.  In order to facilitate future research, 

several improvements can be made to the computer program:

1) Content management should be built into the computer program to allow the 

researcher to change the size and content of the research stimuli.

2) A voice recorder should be built into the computer program with a microphone 

device linked to the computer so that verbal protocols can be collected 

unobtrusively.

3) The computer screen should be improved with an intuitive appeal, that is, 

respondents would feel comfortable with the computerised environment as if 

they were shopping at a store.  A significant improvement would be the addition 

of the 3D image and/or sound (if applicable).
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6.7 Conclusion

Through empirical investigation of consumer decision processes for a durable product, 

the inadequacy of existing consumer decision models are revealed and a more 

comprehensive view of consumer decision-making is presented.  This research makes 

a substantial contribution to the literature by identifying multi-phased consumer 

decisions, which encapsulate existing consumer decision models.

This research identified that there is no one preferred way to analyse a population.  

Marketers and researchers need to utilise, not disregard consumer heterogeneity in 

order to predict consumer choices.  This represents a significant departure from 

previous studies that used only one type of decision process (model) to describe 

screening and choice decisions.
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Appendix A: Distinguishing characteristics of strategies

Note: WAD = Weighted Adding; EQW = Equal Weight; ADDDIF = Additive Difference; MCD = Majority 

of Confirming Dimensions; SAT = Satisficing; CONJ = Conjunctive; DIS = Disjunctive; COM = 

Compatibility Test; SAT+ = Satisficing-Plus; LEX = Lexicographic; LED = Minimum Difference 

Lexicographic; LES = Lexicographic Semiorder; EBA = Elimination-By-Aspects; DOM = Dominance
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Appendix B: Decision rules implied by decision strategies

Decision 

strategies

Eliminate Choose

WAD

The alternative that does not offer a sufficient 

utility

The alternative that offers the best utility

EQW
The alternative that does not offer a sufficient 

utility

The alternative that offers the best utility

ADDDIF
The alternative that has the lower relative 

overall utility

The alternative that is the only one remains 

when all alternatives have been evaluated

MCD
The alternative that is not favoured by the 

majority of attributes

The alternative that is the only one remains 

when all alternatives have been evaluated

SAT
The alternative that does not meet the criterion 

on just one attribute

The first alternative that meets the criteria on all 

attributes

CONJ
The alternative that does not meet the criterion 

on just one attribute

If the alternative is the only one that meets the 

criteria on all attributes

DIS
The alternative that does not meet any criterion If the alternative is the only one that meets the 

criteria on all attributes

COM
The alternative that exceeds the rejection 

threshold

SAT+
The alternative that does not meet the criterion 

on just one attribute

If the alternative is the only one that meets the 

criteria on all attributes

LEX
The subordinated alternatives on a selected 

attribute

The best alternative on a selected attribute

LED
The subordinated alternatives on a selected 

attribute given that there is a large enough 

difference between them and the best alternative

The best alternative on a selected attribute

LES
The subordinated alternatives on the most 

important attribute given that there is a large 

enough difference between them and the best 

alternative; for all other attributes, simply 

eliminate the subordinated alternatives

The best alternative on a selected attribute

EBA
The alternatives that do no exceed the 

conjunctive criterion on a selected attribute

The alternative that is the only one remains

when all alternatives have been evaluated

DOM
The subordinated alternatives on all attributes The alternative that is better than every other 

alternative on at least one attribute and not 

worse than every other alternative on all other 

attributes

Note: WAD = Weighted Adding; EQW = Equal Weight; ADDDIF = Additive Difference; MCD = Majority 

of Confirming Dimensions; SAT = Satisficing; CONJ = Conjunctive; DIS = Disjunctive; COM = 

Compatibility Test; SAT+ = Satisficing-Plus; LEX = Lexicographic; LED = Minimum Difference 

Lexicographic; LES = Lexicographic Semiorder; EBA = Elimination-By-Aspects; DOM = Dominance
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Appendix C: How to determine which decision strategy was 

used? 

EBA & SAT

This research used an index of numbers to represent decision strategy characteristics.  

In the summary table, the observed decision process was expressed into the

corresponding numbers in order to make the measurements comparable. Table 25

illustrates that the respondent (number 59) used multiple decision strategies in a 

single-phase decision process.

Table 25: Elimination-By-Aspects and Satisficing strategies
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Notation:

A CC

A – I CC 1

C CC P

EBA

(4, 6, 13, 17) 2, 15, 16, 23

A – I EE 1

C EE P

A – I IN 1

C IN P

A – I TI 1

C TI P

A – I CW 1

C CW P

A – I PR 1

C PR P

SAT

(2, 6, 12, 17, 24) 3

Choice set Choice

1

st

C

Elimination-By-Aspects strategy

Ø The decision process

A single attribute was considered at the beginning of the decision process, namely 

cooling capacity (CC).  The respondent was comparing the values across all air 

conditioner models and then chose to inspect air conditioner C because it was 

considered suitable on that attribute.
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Ø A part of the EBA – [4, 6, 13, 17] 2, 15, 16, 23

This process matched the Elimination-By-Aspects strategy in terms of attribute-based 

processing (4) and considering only the desired attribute (6). This process also 

involved an implicit cutoff level (17), and by comparing the alternatives to the cutoff 

level the respondent was involved in an absolute evaluation (13). In the summary 

table, these four distinct characteristics were separated from the other characteristics 

of the EBA strategy.  This indicated that only a part of the EBA strategy was used.

Satisficing strategy

Ø The decision process

The respondent considered air conditioner C, examining information on every 

attribute, namely energy efficiency (EE), indoor noise level (IN), timer (TI), 

compressor warranty (CW), and price (PR).  As the decision process continued for 

each attribute, the respondent compared the values across all air conditioner models 

and then determined whether air conditioner C was acceptable on each attribute.  The 

respondent decided to choose air conditioner C when it was determined that it was 

acceptable on all attributes.

The observed attribute-based processing suggested that the respondent used 

evaluations of attribute levels to form the decision criteria to be used in the decision 

process (Bettman & Park, 1980; Howard, 1977).  The respondent then chose air 

conditioner C because it was considered acceptable on all attributes.

Ø A part of the SAT – [2, 6, 12, 17, 24] 3

This process matched the Satisficing strategy because it was non-compensatory (2) 

and the respondent chose the first acceptable alternative (air conditioner C) that met 

the criteria on all attributes (6, 24).  This process also involved a set of implicit cutoff 

levels (17), and by comparing air conditioner C to these cutoff levels the respondent 

was involved in an absolute, within-alternative evaluation (12). In the summary table, 

these five distinct characteristics were separated from the alternative-based processing 

assumption of Satisficing strategy, indicating that the respondent was using only a 

part of the Satisficing strategy in the decision process.
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Although two strategies were uniquely identified, no phase boundaries were identified, 

as there were no explicit decisions prior to the final choice.

LEX & SAT

Table 26 illustrates how the respondent (number 65) used Lexicographic, Conjunctive, 

and Satisficing strategies in a phased decision-making process of screening.

Table 26: Lexicographic, Conjunctive and Satisficing strategies
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Alternatives Attributes Search

pattern
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Notation:

A PR, CC, 

IN

1 (3)

A – I IN 1

D IN

LEX

1

(4, 7, 10) 2, 15, 16, 23

A – I CC 1

CC

A – I CC

D CC O

1st D

SAT 

(2, 6, 12, 17, 24) 3

A – I IN 1

G IN

LEX

(4, 7, 10) 2, 15, 16, 23

A – I CC 1

G CC P

A – I PR 1

G PR P

A – I CW 1

G CW P

SAT 

(2, 6, 12, 17, 24) 3

2

nd

G Choice set Choice

G

Lexicographic strategy in phase 1

Ø The decision process

The respondent considered the first alternative, which was “Anna”.  Information on 

price (PR), cooling capacity (CC), and indoor noise level (IN) was obtained, but no 

decision was made on the current model.  The respondent then considered a single 

attribute, namely indoor noise level (IN), and comparing the values across all air 

1

The three characteristics were also included in LED & LES.  However, LED and LES could not be assigned to the respondent 

as they lacked critical characteristics in the observed decision process.
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conditioner models.  The respondent then chose to inspect air conditioner D, which 

possessed the lowest indoor noise level (IN).

Ø A part of the LEX – [4, 7, 10] 2, 15, 16, 23

This process matched the Lexicographic strategy in terms of attribute-based 

processing (4), and considering the most desired attribute (7), using relative, between-

alternative evaluation (10).  In the summary table, these three distinct characteristics 

were separated from the other characteristics of the Lexicographic strategy.  This 

indicated that only a part of the Lexicographic strategy was used.

Satisficing Strategy in phase 1

Ø The decision process

When air conditioner D was considered, the respondent acquired information on 

cooling capacity (CC).  The attribute values were compared repeatedly across all air 

conditioner models and additional information was acquired about the attribute.  The 

repeated process of attribute value comparisons suggested verification of the decision 

criterion used to reject air conditioner D.

Ø A part of the SAT – [2, 6, 12, 17, 24] 3

This process matched the Satisficing strategy because it was non-compensatory (2), 

and processing was terminated for air conditioner D due to an undesired attribute 

value (6).  This process involved an implicit cutoff level (17), and by comparing air 

conditioner D to the cutoff level the respondent was involved in an absolute, within-

alternative evaluation (12).  The decision rule was satisficing, because the 1
st

screening phase terminated with the rejection of air conditioner D, the 2
nd

 screening 

phase terminated with the acceptance of air conditioner G, the entire process 

terminated with the first acceptable alternative G (24).  The only inconsistency was 

that the process was attribute-based (3).  In the summary table, the five distinct 

characteristics were separated from the alternative-based characteristic of the 

Satisficing strategy, indicating that the respondent used only a part of the Satisficing 

strategy in the 1
st

 decision phase.
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Lexicographic strategy in phase 2

In the 2
nd

decision phase, the respondent chose to inspect air conditioner G, because it 

possessed the lowest indoor noise level (IN) among the remaining alternatives (air 

conditioner D was eliminated).  Again, Lexicographic strategy was partially used by 

the respondent who wished to inspect the “best” alternative on a single attribute.

Satisficing strategy in phase 2

Air conditioner G was accepted because it was acceptable on all of the criterial 

attributes, namely cooling capacity (CC), price (PR), and compressor warranty (CW). 

The respondent then chose air conditioner G.  This process conformed to a part of the 

Satisficing strategy.

EBA & LEX & COM & SAT

Table 27 illustrates how the respondent (number 75) used Elimination-By-Aspects, 

Lexicographic, Compatibility Test, and Satisficing strategies in a phased process of 

screening.

Elimination-By-Aspects strategy

Ø The decision process

The respondent considered the first alternative on the main menu screen, which was 

“Anna”.  Information on all of the attributes was obtained, but no decision was made 

about the current alternative.  Next, the respondent considered a single attribute, 

namely energy efficiency (EE), and compared the values across all air conditioner 

models.  The respondent retained air conditioner D, E and G, which had sufficient 

energy efficiency (EE).  The respondent then moved to another attribute, namely 

compressor warranty (CW).  After comparing the values across all air conditioner 

models, the respondent decided D, G and E were not acceptable because they did not 

meet the criterion on compressor warranty (CW).
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Ø A part of the EBA – [2, 4, 6, 13, 15, 16, 17, 23]

The observed decision process matched the Elimination-By-Aspects strategy, because 

it was a non-compensatory process (2) and involved attribute-based processing (4).  

The respondent considered only the desired attributes (6).  The observed process was 

iterative (16), which implied a lexicographic order (15), and the alternatives were 

evaluated against a cutoff level on each attribute (17).  By comparing the alternatives 

to the cutoff level, the respondent was involved in an absolute evaluation (13).  Use of 

the Elimination-By-Aspects strategy could result in a single acceptable alternative, or 

as in this case, eliminate every single alternative (23) during the process.  In the 

summary table, the seven distinct characteristics were grouped together, indicating 

that Elimination-By-Aspects strategy was used.

Table 27: Elimination-By-Aspects, Lexicographic, Compatibility Test, and 

Satisficing strategies
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LEX
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B EE
1

P

A – I IN 1

B IN O

A – I CC 1

B CC P

B TI 1

B PR P

A – I TI 1

B TI P

COM

(2, 8, 12, 17, 22) 3, 14

3

rd

B Choice set Choice

B

SAT

(24) 2, 3, 6, 12, 17

1

The cutoff level was relaxed.
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Lexicographic strategy

Given a no-choice situation, the respondent chose to consider a single attribute, 

namely compressor warranty (CW), and comparing the values across all air 

conditioner models.  The respondent then chose to inspect air conditioner B under the 

best warranty.  As mentioned previously, the respondent was using a part of the 

Lexicographic strategy.

Compatibility Test

Ø The decision process

The respondent considered air conditioner B in further details, acquiring information 

on every attribute, namely energy efficiency (EE), indoor noise level (IN), cooling 

capacity (CC), timer (TI), and price (PR).  For each attribute, the respondent 

compared the values across all air conditioner models and then decided whether air 

conditioner B was acceptable on that attribute.  Note that the respondent lowered the 

cutoff level on energy efficiency (EE) because the original cutoff level produced an 

empty choice set.  When indoor noise level (IN) was considered, the evaluation of air 

conditioner B was negative.  Despite this, the respondent continued to consider the 

other attributes and found no more violations.  Finally, the respondent decided that air 

conditioner B was the final choice.

Ø A part of the COM – [2, 8, 12, 17, 22] 3, 14

The observed decision process was non-compensatory (2) as it involved a set of 

implicit cutoff levels (17).  By comparing air conditioner B to these cutoff levels, the 

respondent was involved in an absolute, within alternative evaluation (12).  

Processing continued after an undesired attribute was identified (8).  This indicated 

that the respondent could tolerate the incompatibility and chose not to reject the 

alternative currently under consideration (22).  However, there was no evidence for 

differential weighting, and the assumption of alternative-based processing was 

violated.  In the summary table, the four distinct characteristics were separated from 

the inconsistencies.  The observed decision process indicated that only a part of the 

Compatibility strategy was used.
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Satisficing strategy

The observed decision process matched the Satisficing strategy where the respondent 

chose the first acceptable alternative (24).  In the summary table, the distinct 

characteristic was separated from the other characteristics of the Satisficing strategy.  

This indicated that only a part of the Satisficing strategy was used in the decision 

process.

EBA & DOM

Table 28 illustrated how the respondent (number 76) used Elimination-By-Aspects 

and Dominance strategies in a phased decision-making process.

Table 28: Elimination-By-Aspects and Dominance strategies
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I
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EBA
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Choice set Choice

F, C, I PR 1 F, C, I

F, C, I EE 1

EE

F, C, I EE

F, C, I IN 1

F, C, I CW 1

2

nd

F, C, I PR 1 F

DOM

(2, 4, 5, 10, 25)

Elimination-By-Aspects strategy

At the beginning of the decision process, the respondent was considering air 

conditioner F, and acquiring information on all of the attributes.  Additional 

information was acquired on cooling capacity (CC), indoor noise level (IN) and 

compressor warranty (CW).  The decision process was alternative-based (3), but no 
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decision was made about the current air conditioner model.  The respondent then 

chose to consider a single attribute, namely cooling capacity (CC).  After comparing 

the values across all air conditioner models, the respondent decided to accept air 

conditioner F, C and I as they were considered acceptable on that attribute (CC).

Ø A part of the EBA – [2, 4, 6, 13, 17] 15, 16, 23

The observed decision process was attribute-based (4) and involved an implicit cutoff 

level (17).  By comparing the alternatives to the cutoff level, the respondent was 

involved in an absolute evaluation (13).  The respondent only considered the desired 

attributes (6), accepting air conditioners C, F and I into further consideration.  The 

decision process was non-compensatory (2), because the screening decision depended 

on a cutoff level on a single attribute, namely cooling capacity (CC).  In the summary 

table, the five distinct characteristics were separated from the other characteristics of 

the Elimination-By-Aspects strategy.  This indicated that only a part of the 

Elimination-By-Aspects strategy was used.

Dominance strategy

Ø The decision process

When the choice set was obtained, the respondent compared the choice set 

alternatives on each of the attributes, namely price (PR), energy efficiency (EE), 

indoor noise level (IN), and compressor warranty (CW).  The respondent decided that 

air conditioner F was the best among the choice set alternatives.

Ø DOM – [2, 4, 5, 10, 25]

The observed decision process was attribute-based (4).  Among the choice set 

alternatives, F was the dominating alternative (25).  The respondent identified that air 

conditioner F was the best across all attributes when using a relative, between-

alternative evaluation (10).  Although both desired and undesired attributes were 

considered (5), the respondent did not need to make trade-offs between them (2) due 

to the dominance structure within the obtained choice set.  The observed decision 

process matched completely with the Dominance strategy.  In the summary table, the 

five distinct characteristics were grouped together, indicating a straightforward

application of the Dominance strategy.
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EBA & ADDDIF

Table 29 illustrate how it was determined that the respondent (number 90) used 

Elimination-By-Aspects and Additive Difference strategies in a single choice process.

Table 29: Elimination-By-Aspects and Additive Difference strategies

Information 

search

Alternatives Attributes Search 

pattern

90

A
l
t
e
r
n

a
t
i
v
e

A
t
t
r
i
b

u
t
e

K
n

o
w

l
e
d

g
e
 

a
c
q

u
i
s
i
t
i
o
n

R
e
j
e
c
t
e
d

R
e
t
a
i
n

e
d

P
R

C
C

E
E

I
N

T
I

C
W

A
L

-
b

a
s
e
d

A
T

-
b

a
s
e
d

Notation:

A PR

A – I PR 1

G PR P

EBA

(4, 6, 13, 17) 2, 15, 16, 23

G CC, EE, 

IN, TI, 

CW

1

IN

G IN P

A – I CC 1

G CC O

(12, 17)

A – I CC 1

F CC P

EBA

(4, 6, 13, 17) 2, 15, 16, 23

F EE, IN, 

TI, CW

O 1 (3, 12, 17)

F, G IN
1

1

F, G CC
2

1

F, G PR
3

1

ADDDIF

(1, 4, 5, 10, 11, 14) 23

Choice set Choice

1st G

Elimination-By-Aspects strategy

As illustrated in Table 29, Elimination-By-Aspects strategy was partially executed at 

the beginning of the decision process. The respondent compared the prices across all 

air conditioner models and chose to inspect air conditioner G, because it was 

considered suitable on that attribute (PR).

Next, the respondent examined air conditioner G in further details, acquiring

information on all of the attributes.  Additional information was acquired about indoor 

noise level (IN), and it was decided that air conditioner G was suitable on that 

attribute (IN).  The respondent then considered cooling capacity (CC), and after 

1

G was considered more attractive on indoor noise level (IN).

2

F was considered more attractive on cooling capacity (CC).

3

F was considered more attractive on price (PR).
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comparing the values across all air conditioner models, decided that air conditioner G 

was not suitable on that attribute (CC).  No decision was made about G.  The 

observed process involved an alternative being evaluated against cutoff levels (12, 17), 

these processing elements were common to Conjunctive, Compatibility Test, and 

Satisficing strategies.  Because the observed decision activities were not unique, they 

were not related to any particular decision strategy.

When air conditioner G was not meeting the criterion of cooling capacity (CC), 

processing continued by attribute (CC), and F was considered for possessing the 

required capacity. Here, Elimination-By-Aspects strategy was partially executed.

Additive Difference strategy

Ø The decision process

When air conditioner F was under consideration, information on all of the attributes 

was obtained.   The respondent then decided that air conditioner F was not suitable on 

indoor noise level (IN).  At this point in time, the respondent found that the two 

alternatives – air conditioner G and F were available in both desired and undesired 

attributes.  In order to make a final choice decision, the respondent compared the two 

alternatives on each of the three attributes, namely indoor noise level (IN), cooling 

capacity (CC) and price (PR).   Air conditioner F was considered more attractive on 

two of the three attributes (CC, PR).  Although air conditioner F was favoured by the 

majority of winning attributes, the respondent decided that it was air conditioner G 

that offered a better overall value.  The observed decision process implied weighting 

of attributes and indoor noise level (IN) was considered the most important attribute.  

As a result, air conditioner G was chosen by the respondent.

Ø ADDDIF – [1, 4, 5, 10, 11, 14] 23

The observed decision process was attribute-based (4), and involved tradeoffs 

between the desired and undesired attributes (1, 5).  During the process of pairwise 

comparisons (11), the respondent was involved in a relative, between-alternative 

evaluation (10).  Attribute weights were considered in the comparisons because the 

single advantage on indoor noise level (IN) outweighed the combined advantages on 

the other attributes (CC, PR) (14).  The strategy was not executed at the end of the 
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decision process; thus, the assumption of a consistent application was violated.  In the 

summary table, the six distinguishing characteristics were grouped together and 

separated from the violation, indicating that the Additive Difference strategy was 

partially executed.  The observed decision process indicated that the respondent made 

tradeoffs when faced with two negatively correlated alternatives (Bettman et al., 

1993).

EBA & MCD

Table 30 illustrates how it was determined that the respondent (number 140) used 

multiple strategies, namely Elimination-By-Aspects and Majority of Confirming 

Dimensions in a single choice process.

Elimination-By-Aspects strategy

The observed decision process matched the Elimination-By-Aspects strategy.  Details 

of the matching process were discussed in Section 3.7.2.

Majority of Confirming Dimensions strategy

Ø The decision process

As illustrated in Table 30, the respondent evaluated two alternatives – air conditioners 

B and G.  Both of them had desired and undesired attributes.  In order to decide which 

one to choose, the respondent compared the two air conditioners on five attributes, 

namely energy efficiency (EE), indoor noise level (IN), cooling capacity (CC), price 

(PR) and compressor warranty (CW).  Air conditioner G was considered more 

attractive as it was favoured by the majority of winning attributes (EE, IN, PR).  The 

respondent then selected air conditioner G as the final choice.

Ø MCD – [1, 4, 5, 10, 11] 23

The observed decision process was attribute-based (4), and involved tradeoffs 

between the desired and undesired attributes (1, 5).  During the process of pairwise 

comparisons (11), the respondent was involved in a relative, between-alternative 

evaluation (10).  Decision weights were not considered in the overall evaluation 

because the respondent simply chose the alternative (air conditioner G) that was 
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favoured by the majority of winning attributes.  The strategy was executed at the end 

of the decision process; thus the assumption of a consistent strategy application was 

violated.  In the summary table, the five distinguishing characteristics were separated 

from the violation, indicating a partial application of the Additive Difference strategy.

Table 30: Additive Difference or Majority of Confirming Dimensions strategies

Information 

search

Alternatives Attributes

Search 

pattern

140

A
l
t
e
r
n

a
t
i
v
e

A
t
t
r
i
b

u
t
e
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n

o
w

l
e
d

g
e
 

a
c
q

u
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i
t
i
o
n

R
e
j
e
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t
e
d

R
e
t
a
i
n

e
d

P
R

C
C

E
E

I
N

T
I

C
W

A
L

-
b

a
s
e
d

A
T

-
b

a
s
e
d

Notation:

A PR, CC, 

EE, IN, 

TI, CW

1 (3)

A – I PR

A – I CC

A – I EE

A – I IN

A – I TI

A – I CW

(4)

A – I PR 1

G PR P

EBA

(4, 6, 13, 17) 2, 15, 16, 23

A – I CC 1

G CC O

A – I EE 1

G EE P

A – I IN 1

G IN P

A – I TI 1

A – I CW 1

(4, 12, 17)

A – I PR 1

B PR P

EBA

(4, 6, 13, 17) 2, 15, 16, 23

A – I CC 1

B CC P

A – I EE 1

B EE P

A – I IN 1

B IN O

(4, 12, 17)

B, G EE
1

1

B, G IN
2

1

B, G CC
3

1

B, G PR
4

1

B, G CW
5

1

MCD

(1, 4, 5, 10, 11) 23

Choice set Choice

1st G

1

G was considered more attractive on energy efficiency (EE).

2

G was considered more attractive on indoor noise level (IN).

3

B was considered more attractive on cooling capacity (CC).

4

G was considered more attractive on price (PR).

5

B was considered more attractive on compressor warranty (CW).
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LED

Table 31 illustrates how it was determined that the respondent (number 157) used 

Minimum Difference Lexicographic strategy in a single choice process.

Table 31: Minimum Difference Lexicographic strategy

Information 

search

Alternatives Attributes Search 

pattern

157

A
l
t
e
r
n

a
t
i
v
e

A
t
t
r
i
b

u
t
e

K
n

o
w

l
e
d

g
e
 

a
c
q

u
i
s
i
t
i
o
n

R
e
j
e
c
t
e
d

R
e
t
a
i
n

e
d

P
R

C
C

E
E

I
N

T
I

C
W

A
L

-
b

a
s
e
d

A
T

-
b

a
s
e
d

Notation:

A PR

A, E, G, 

I, C, D, 

H

PR 1

A – I CC 1

H CC

H, D, E, 

F, G

CW 1

H, E, F, 

G, C, B, 

A

EE 1

LED

1

(2, 4, 7, 10, 15, 16, 19, 23)

Choice set Choice

1st H

Minimum Difference Lexicographic strategy

Ø The decision process

. At the beginning of the decision process, the respondent considered a single attribute, 

namely price (PR), and a few selected air conditioner models were compared on the 

attribute.  The respondent indicated (verbally) that the differences in process were 

small and could be neglected.  The respondent then considered another attribute, 

namely cooling capacity (CC) and then chose to inspect air conditioner H, which 

possessed the largest cooling capacity among the nine air conditioners.  Next, the 

respondent compared air conditioner H to a few selected alternatives on two more 

attributes, namely compressor warranty (CW) and energy efficiency (EE).  The 

respondent chose to ignore the differences on both of the attributes because they were 

small enough to be ignored.  Throughout the decision process, only cooling capacity 

(CC) was the distinguishing attribute and the respondent selected H as the final choice.

1

The difference on each of the attributes (PR, CW, and EE) was within a minimum range.
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Ø A part of the LED – [2, 4, 7, 10, 15, 16, 19, 23]

The observed decision process matched Minimum Difference Lexicographic strategy 

in terms of attribute-based processing (4), and considering the most desired attribute 

(7) using relative, between-alternative evaluation (10).  More importantly, the process 

involved an implicit minimum difference on each attribute (19).  The process was 

iterative (16), which implied a lexicographic order (15); as information processing 

continued for each attribute, the respondent only considered the attribute on which 

there existed a difference large enough for a choice of the superior alternative, in this 

case air conditioner H (23).  Overall, the observed decision process was non-

compensatory (2).  In the summary table, the eight distinct characteristics were 

grouped together.  The observed process matched the Minimum Difference 

Lexicographic strategy.
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Appendix D: Introduction to the warm-up decision scenario

Prior to the warm-up decision scenario, each respondent was instructed as follows:

“When you get to the store, you notice that there are 3 models of microwave ovens.  

Your task is to purchase one of them.  You will find information about the microwave 

ovens on the upcoming screens.  Reveal whatever information you need to make your 

decision.  You may want to accept or reject an oven option prior to making the final 

choice.  Take as much time as you need.  There are no right or wrong answers.  Please 

‘think aloud’ as you do this task.  For example, say which piece of information you 

are considering and why, which oven option you are considering to purchase and why, 

which oven option you are not considering for purchase and why.  Any comments 

about what you are thinking about as you do this task will be helpful.  The researcher 

will assist you with using the computerised decision tool in case you need any help.”
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Appendix E: Introduction to the research decision scenario

Prior to the research decision scenario, each respondent was instructed as follows:

“Knowing that you have very limited amount of time to make this decision, you 

decide to visit one store in which you notice that there are 9 different air conditioner 

models.  On the upcoming screens, you will find information about these air 

conditioner options.  Your task is to utilise the available information to make a 

purchase decision.  You may want to accept or reject an air conditioner option prior to 

making the final choice.  Take as much time as you need.  There are no right or wrong 

answers.  Please ‘think aloud’ as you perform this task.  For example, say which piece 

of information you are considering and why, which air conditioner option you are 

considering to purchase and why, which air conditioner option you are not 

considering for purchase and why.  Any comments about what you are thinking about 

as you do this task will be helpful.  Once you have enough information to know which 

air conditioner option to purchase, click on the ‘purchase’ button to exit the research 

decision scenario.  Please note that you are to perform this task independently.  The 

researcher will only observe and take notes of your verbal reports throughout the 

process.”
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Appendix F: Data Transformation

Descriptives

3.01 .159

2.69

3.32

2.73

2.00

6.651

2.579

1

10

9

3

1.468 .150

1.290 .300

1.6021 .04101

1.5213

1.6828

1.5490

1.4100

.441

.66378

1.00

3.16

2.16

1.00

.953 .150

-.125 .300

.3429 .02065

.3023

.3836

.3255

.3000

.112

.33424

.00

1.00

1.00

.60

.478 .150

-1.037 .300

Mean

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

95% Confidence

Interval for Mean

5% Trimmed Mean

Median

Variance

Std. Deviation

Minimum

Maximum

Range

Interquartile Range

Skewness

Kurtosis

Mean

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

95% Confidence

Interval for Mean

5% Trimmed Mean

Median

Variance

Std. Deviation

Minimum

Maximum

Range

Interquartile Range

Skewness

Kurtosis

Mean

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

95% Confidence

Interval for Mean

5% Trimmed Mean

Median

Variance

Std. Deviation

Minimum

Maximum

Range

Interquartile Range

Skewness

Kurtosis

phases

sqrt

log10

Statistic Std. Error

Note: Phases = How many phases occurred in a decision process.
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Descriptives

1.4810 .02209

1.4376

1.5243

1.4205

1.0000

.385

.62020

1.00

4.00

3.00

1.00

.985 .087

.239 .174

1.1912 .00853

1.1745

1.2080

1.1712

1.0000

.057

.23946

1.00

2.00

1.00

.41

.753 .087

-.648 .174

.1364 .00596

.1247

.1481

.1245

.0000

.028

.16721

.00

.60

.60

.30

.589 .087

-1.199 .174

Mean

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

95% Confidence

Interval for Mean

5% Trimmed Mean

Median

Variance

Std. Deviation

Minimum

Maximum

Range

Interquartile Range

Skewness

Kurtosis

Mean

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

95% Confidence

Interval for Mean

5% Trimmed Mean

Median

Variance

Std. Deviation

Minimum

Maximum

Range

Interquartile Range

Skewness

Kurtosis

Mean

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

95% Confidence

Interval for Mean

5% Trimmed Mean

Median

Variance

Std. Deviation

Minimum

Maximum

Range

Interquartile Range

Skewness

Kurtosis

strategyw

sqrt

log10

Statistic Std. Error

Note: strategyw = How many strategies were used within a single decision phase.
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Descriptives

2.3282 .05512

2.2197

2.4368

2.3007

2.0000

.796

.89222

1.00

5.00

4.00

1.00

.479 .150

-.171 .300

1.4946 .01826

1.4587

1.5306

1.4920

1.4100

.087

.29554

1.00

2.24

1.24

.32

.038 .150

-.412 .300

.3328 .01105

.3111

.3546

.3356

.3000

.032

.17890

.00

.70

.70

.18

-.456 .150

-.307 .300

Mean

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

95% Confidence

Interval for Mean

5% Trimmed Mean

Median

Variance

Std. Deviation

Minimum

Maximum

Range

Interquartile Range

Skewness

Kurtosis

Mean

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

95% Confidence

Interval for Mean

5% Trimmed Mean

Median

Variance

Std. Deviation

Minimum

Maximum

Range

Interquartile Range

Skewness

Kurtosis

Mean

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

95% Confidence

Interval for Mean

5% Trimmed Mean

Median

Variance

Std. Deviation

Minimum

Maximum

Range

Interquartile Range

Skewness

Kurtosis

strategya

sqrt

log10

Statistic Std. Error

Note: strategya = how many strategies were used by a respondent
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Appendix G: Adequacy of expected frequencies

LEX * LEXPRE Crosstabulation

151 78 229

158.2 70.8 229.0

30 3 33

22.8 10.2 33.0

181 81 262

181.0 81.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

LEX

Total

not used used

LEXPRE

Total

LEX * EBA Crosstabulation

180 49 229

178.3 50.7 229.0

24 9 33

25.7 7.3 33.0

204 58 262

204.0 58.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

LEX

Total

not used used

EBA

Total

LEX * EBAPRE Crosstabulation

127 102 229

138.1 90.9 229.0

31 2 33

19.9 13.1 33.0

158 104 262

158.0 104.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

LEX

Total

not used used

EBAPRE

Total

LEX * MCD Crosstabulation

200 29 229

203.7 25.3 229.0

33 0 33

29.3 3.7 33.0

233 29 262

233.0 29.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

LEX

Total

not used used

MCD

Total
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LEX * ADDDIF Crosstabulation

202 27 229

205.4 23.6 229.0

33 0 33

29.6 3.4 33.0

235 27 262

235.0 27.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

LEX

Total

not used used

ADDDIF

Total

LEX * DOM Crosstabulation

194 35 229

197.5 31.5 229.0

32 1 33

28.5 4.5 33.0

226 36 262

226.0 36.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

LEX

Total

not used used

DOM

Total

LEX * CONJ Crosstabulation

209 20 229

206.3 22.7 229.0

27 6 33

29.7 3.3 33.0

236 26 262

236.0 26.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

LEX

Total

not used used

CONJ

Total

LEX * COM Crosstabulation

149 80 229

155.6 73.4 229.0

29 4 33

22.4 10.6 33.0

178 84 262

178.0 84.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

LEX

Total

not used used

COM

Total
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LEX * SATCRI Crosstabulation

153 76 229

162.6 66.4 229.0

33 0 33

23.4 9.6 33.0

186 76 262

186.0 76.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

LEX

Total

not used used

SATCRI

Total

LEX * SATRULE Crosstabulation

173 56 229

180.1 48.9 229.0

33 0 33

25.9 7.1 33.0

206 56 262

206.0 56.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

LEX

Total

not used used

SATRULE

Total

LEXPRE * EBA Crosstabulation

132 49 181

140.9 40.1 181.0

72 9 81

63.1 17.9 81.0

204 58 262

204.0 58.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

LEXPRE

Total

not used used

EBA

Total

LEXPRE * EBAPRE Crosstabulation

120 61 181

109.2 71.8 181.0

38 43 81

48.8 32.2 81.0

158 104 262

158.0 104.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

LEXPRE

Total

not used used

EBAPRE

Total
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LEXPRE * MCD Crosstabulation

162 19 181

161.0 20.0 181.0

71 10 81

72.0 9.0 81.0

233 29 262

233.0 29.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

LEXPRE

Total

not used used

MCD

Total

LEXPRE * ADDDIF Crosstabulation

166 15 181

162.3 18.7 181.0

69 12 81

72.7 8.3 81.0

235 27 262

235.0 27.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

LEXPRE

Total

not used used

ADDDIF

Total

LEXPRE * DOM Crosstabulation

150 31 181

156.1 24.9 181.0

76 5 81

69.9 11.1 81.0

226 36 262

226.0 36.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

LEXPRE

Total

not used used

DOM

Total

LEXPRE * CONJ Crosstabulation

170 11 181

163.0 18.0 181.0

66 15 81

73.0 8.0 81.0

236 26 262

236.0 26.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

LEXPRE

Total

not used used

CONJ

Total
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LEXPRE * COM Crosstabulation

132 49 181

123.0 58.0 181.0

46 35 81

55.0 26.0 81.0

178 84 262

178.0 84.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

LEXPRE

Total

not used used

COM

Total

LEXPRE * SATCRI Crosstabulation

130 51 181

128.5 52.5 181.0

56 25 81

57.5 23.5 81.0

186 76 262

186.0 76.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

LEXPRE

Total

not used used

SATCRI

Total

LEXPRE * SATRULE Crosstabulation

150 31 181

142.3 38.7 181.0

56 25 81

63.7 17.3 81.0

206 56 262

206.0 56.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

LEXPRE

Total

not used used

SATRULE

Total

EBA * EBAPRE Crosstabulation

106 98 204

123.0 81.0 204.0

52 6 58

35.0 23.0 58.0

158 104 262

158.0 104.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

EBA

Total

not used used

EBAPRE

Total

EBA * MCD Crosstabulation

186 18 204

181.4 22.6 204.0

47 11 58

51.6 6.4 58.0

233 29 262

233.0 29.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

EBA

Total

not used used

MCD

Total
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EBA * ADDDIF Crosstabulation

187 17 204

183.0 21.0 204.0

48 10 58

52.0 6.0 58.0

235 27 262

235.0 27.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

EBA

Total

not used used

ADDDIF

Total

EBA * DOM Crosstabulation

185 19 204

176.0 28.0 204.0

41 17 58

50.0 8.0 58.0

226 36 262

226.0 36.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

EBA

Total

not used used

DOM

Total

EBA * CONJ Crosstabulation

181 23 204

183.8 20.2 204.0

55 3 58

52.2 5.8 58.0

236 26 262

236.0 26.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

EBA

Total

not used used

CONJ

Total

EBA * COM Crosstabulation

124 80 204

138.6 65.4 204.0

54 4 58

39.4 18.6 58.0

178 84 262

178.0 84.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

EBA

Total

not used used

COM

Total
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EBA * SATCRI Crosstabulation

134 70 204

144.8 59.2 204.0

52 6 58

41.2 16.8 58.0

186 76 262

186.0 76.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

EBA

Total

not used used

SATCRI

Total

EBA * SATRULE Crosstabulation

151 53 204

160.4 43.6 204.0

55 3 58

45.6 12.4 58.0

206 56 262

206.0 56.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

EBA

Total

not used used

SATRULE

Total

EBAPRE * MCD Crosstabulation

141 17 158

140.5 17.5 158.0

92 12 104

92.5 11.5 104.0

233 29 262

233.0 29.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

EBAPRE

Total

not used used

MCD

Total

EBAPRE * ADDDIF Crosstabulation

143 15 158

141.7 16.3 158.0

92 12 104

93.3 10.7 104.0

235 27 262

235.0 27.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

EBAPRE

Total

not used used

ADDDIF

Total
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EBAPRE * DOM Crosstabulation

132 26 158

136.3 21.7 158.0

94 10 104

89.7 14.3 104.0

226 36 262

226.0 36.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

EBAPRE

Total

not used used

DOM

Total

EBAPRE * CONJ Crosstabulation

145 13 158

142.3 15.7 158.0

91 13 104

93.7 10.3 104.0

236 26 262

236.0 26.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

EBAPRE

Total

not used used

CONJ

Total

EBAPRE * COM Crosstabulation

115 43 158

107.3 50.7 158.0

63 41 104

70.7 33.3 104.0

178 84 262

178.0 84.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

EBAPRE

Total

not used used

COM

Total

EBAPRE * SATCRI Crosstabulation

121 37 158

112.2 45.8 158.0

65 39 104

73.8 30.2 104.0

186 76 262

186.0 76.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

EBAPRE

Total

not used used

SATCRI

Total
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EBAPRE * SATRULE Crosstabulation

133 25 158

124.2 33.8 158.0

73 31 104

81.8 22.2 104.0

206 56 262

206.0 56.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

EBAPRE

Total

not used used

SATRULE

Total

MCD * ADDDIF Crosstabulation

209 24 233

209.0 24.0 233.0

26 3 29

26.0 3.0 29.0

235 27 262

235.0 27.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

MCD

Total

not used used

ADDDIF

Total

MCD * DOM Crosstabulation

198 35 233

201.0 32.0 233.0

28 1 29

25.0 4.0 29.0

226 36 262

226.0 36.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

MCD

Total

not used used

DOM

Total

MCD * CONJ Crosstabulation

212 21 233

209.9 23.1 233.0

24 5 29

26.1 2.9 29.0

236 26 262

236.0 26.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

MCD

Total

not used used

CONJ

Total
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MCD * COM Crosstabulation

155 78 233

158.3 74.7 233.0

23 6 29

19.7 9.3 29.0

178 84 262

178.0 84.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

MCD

Total

not used used

COM

Total

MCD * SATCRI Crosstabulation

158 75 233

165.4 67.6 233.0

28 1 29

20.6 8.4 29.0

186 76 262

186.0 76.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

MCD

Total

not used used

SATCRI

Total

MCD * SATRULE Crosstabulation

178 55 233

183.2 49.8 233.0

28 1 29

22.8 6.2 29.0

206 56 262

206.0 56.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

MCD

Total

not used used

SATRULE

Total

ADDDIF * DOM Crosstabulation

200 35 235

202.7 32.3 235.0

26 1 27

23.3 3.7 27.0

226 36 262

226.0 36.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

ADDDIF

Total

not used used

DOM

Total
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ADDDIF * CONJ Crosstabulation

215 20 235

211.7 23.3 235.0

21 6 27

24.3 2.7 27.0

236 26 262

236.0 26.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

ADDDIF

Total

not used used

CONJ

Total

ADDDIF * COM Crosstabulation

156 79 235

159.7 75.3 235.0

22 5 27

18.3 8.7 27.0

178 84 262

178.0 84.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

ADDDIF

Total

not used used

COM

Total

ADDDIF * SATCRI Crosstabulation

159 76 235

166.8 68.2 235.0

27 0 27

19.2 7.8 27.0

186 76 262

186.0 76.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

ADDDIF

Total

not used used

SATCRI

Total

ADDDIF * SATRULE Crosstabulation

180 55 235

184.8 50.2 235.0

26 1 27

21.2 5.8 27.0

206 56 262

206.0 56.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

ADDDIF

Total

not used used

SATRULE

Total
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DOM * CONJ Crosstabulation

204 22 226

203.6 22.4 226.0

32 4 36

32.4 3.6 36.0

236 26 262

236.0 26.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

DOM

Total

not used used

CONJ

Total

DOM * COM Crosstabulation

154 72 226

153.5 72.5 226.0

24 12 36

24.5 11.5 36.0

178 84 262

178.0 84.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

DOM

Total

not used used

COM

Total

DOM * SATCRI Crosstabulation

152 74 226

160.4 65.6 226.0

34 2 36

25.6 10.4 36.0

186 76 262

186.0 76.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

DOM

Total

not used used

SATCRI

Total

DOM * SATRULE Crosstabulation

171 55 226

177.7 48.3 226.0

35 1 36

28.3 7.7 36.0

206 56 262

206.0 56.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

DOM

Total

not used used

SATRULE

Total
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CONJ * COM Crosstabulation

152 84 236

160.3 75.7 236.0

26 0 26

17.7 8.3 26.0

178 84 262

178.0 84.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

CONJ

Total

not used used

COM

Total

CONJ * SATCRI Crosstabulation

160 76 236

167.5 68.5 236.0

26 0 26

18.5 7.5 26.0

186 76 262

186.0 76.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

CONJ

Total

not used used

SATCRI

Total

CONJ * SATRULE Crosstabulation

180 56 236

185.6 50.4 236.0

26 0 26

20.4 5.6 26.0

206 56 262

206.0 56.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

CONJ

Total

not used used

SATRULE

Total

COM * SATCRI Crosstabulation

102 76 178

126.4 51.6 178.0

84 0 84

59.6 24.4 84.0

186 76 262

186.0 76.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

COM

Total

not used used

SATCRI

Total
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COM * SATRULE Crosstabulation

178 0 178

140.0 38.0 178.0

28 56 84

66.0 18.0 84.0

206 56 262

206.0 56.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

COM

Total

not used used

SATRULE

Total

SATCRI * SATRULE Crosstabulation

130 56 186

146.2 39.8 186.0

76 0 76

59.8 16.2 76.0

206 56 262

206.0 56.0 262.0

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

Count

Expected Count

not used

used

SATCRI

Total

not used used

SATRULE

Total
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Appendix H: Test of multicollinearity

The Capacity Model

-.454 .650 .487 1 .485 .635 .178 2.270

-1.981 .472 17.613 1 .000 .138 .055 .348

.739 .561 1.737 1 .188 2.095 .697 6.291

1.081 .387 7.790 1 .005 2.948 1.380 6.299

-.640 .641 .999 1 .318 .527 .150 1.851

-.536 .682 .617 1 .432 .585 .154 2.228

1.624 .580 7.849 1 .005 5.075 1.629 15.810

-.250 .818 .094 1 .760 .779 .157 3.869

-1.276 .964 1.754 1 .185 .279 .042 1.845

-.297 .677 .193 1 .660 .743 .197 2.797

1.188 .924 1.652 1 .199 3.279 .536 20.059

.233 .582 .161 1 .688 1.263 .404 3.952

-.020 .230 .008 1 .929 .980 .625 1.537

-1.374 .885 2.409 1 .121 .253

LEX(1)

LEXPRE(1)

EBA(1)

EBAPRE(1)

MCD(1)

ADDDIF(1)

DOM(1)

CONJ(1)

COMCCF(1)

SATCRI(1)

SATRULE(1)

PHASES

LNPHASES by PHASES

Constant

Step

1

B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) Lower Upper

95.0% C.I.for EXP(B)

The Quality Model

-.819 .672 1.485 1 .223 .441 .118 1.646

.505 .335 2.267 1 .132 1.657 .859 3.196

.871 .586 2.206 1 .137 2.388 .757 7.533

.471 .323 2.116 1 .146 1.601 .849 3.018

.412 .572 .517 1 .472 1.509 .492 4.633

.488 .609 .640 1 .424 1.628 .493 5.376

-1.198 .586 4.183 1 .041 .302 .096 .951

1.213 .772 2.472 1 .116 3.364 .741 15.262

1.846 .921 4.020 1 .045 6.335 1.042 38.498

1.178 .678 3.022 1 .082 3.248 .861 12.256

-1.148 .831 1.907 1 .167 .317 .062 1.618

1.250 .520 5.773 1 .016 3.492 1.259 9.684

-.477 .209 5.204 1 .023 .621 .412 .935

-3.494 .839 17.355 1 .000 .030

LEX(1)

LEXPRE(1)

EBA(1)

EBAPRE(1)

MCD(1)

ADDDIF(1)

DOM(1)

CONJ(1)

COMCCF(1)

SATCRI(1)

SATRULE(1)

PHASES

LNPHASES by PHASES

Constant

Step

1

B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) Lower Upper

95.0% C.I.for EXP(B)

The Extreme Model

1.010 .736 1.883 1 .170 2.746 .649 11.621

.626 .418 2.246 1 .134 1.871 .825 4.245

-1.834 .748 6.005 1 .014 .160 .037 .693

-1.576 .396 15.865 1 .000 .207 .095 .449

.127 .695 .034 1 .855 1.136 .291 4.438

-.023 .734 .001 1 .974 .977 .232 4.119

-1.334 .873 2.337 1 .126 .263 .048 1.457

-.990 1.029 .927 1 .336 .372 .049 2.789

-.224 1.130 .039 1 .843 .799 .087 7.322

-1.194 .784 2.318 1 .128 .303 .065 1.409

-.463 1.128 .168 1 .682 .630 .069 5.747

-1.711 .689 6.167 1 .013 .181 .047 .697

.558 .273 4.164 1 .041 1.747 1.022 2.984

2.983 1.002 8.855 1 .003 19.745

LEX(1)

LEXPRE(1)

EBA(1)

EBAPRE(1)

MCD(1)

ADDDIF(1)

DOM(1)

CONJ(1)

COMCCF(1)

SATCRI(1)

SATRULE(1)

PHASES

LNPHASES by PHASES

Constant

Step

1

B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) Lower Upper

95.0% C.I.for EXP(B)


